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Foreword 
How to read the document? 
 
This document describes the “INSPIRE data specification on Land Use – Guidelines” version 2.0 as 
developed by the Thematic Working Group (TWG) Land Use using both natural and a conceptual 
schema language. This version is now available for the public consultation. Based on the results of the 
consultation (received comments and the testing reports), the final version 3.0 will be prepared by the 
TWGs.  
 
The data specification is based on a common template used for all data specifications and has been 
harmonised using the experience from the development of the Annex I data specifications.  
 
This document provides guidelines for the implementation of the provisions laid down in the draft 
Implementing Rule for spatial data sets and services of the INSPIRE Directive.  
 
This document includes two executive summaries that provide a quick overview of the INSPIRE data 
specification process in general, and the content of the data specification on Land Use in particular. 
We highly recommend that managers, decision makers, and all those new to the INSPIRE process 
and/or information modelling should read these executive summaries first. 
 
The UML diagrams (in Chapter 5) offer a rapid way to see the main elements of the specifications and 
their relationships. The definition of the spatial object types, attributes, and relationships are included 
in the Feature Catalogue (also in Chapter 5). People having thematic expertise but not familiar with 
UML can fully understand the content of the data model focusing on the Feature Catalogue. Users 
might also find the Feature Catalogue especially useful to check if it contains the data necessary for 
the applications that they run. The technical details are expected to be of prime interest to those 
organisations that are/will be responsible for implementing INSPIRE within the field of Land Use. 
 
The technical provisions and the underlying concepts are often illustrated by examples. Smaller 
examples are within the text of the specification, while longer explanatory examples and descriptions 
of selected use cases are attached in the annexes. 
 
In order to distinguish the INSPIRE spatial data themes from the spatial object types, the INSPIRE 
spatial data themes are written in italics. 
 
 

 
The document will be publicly available as a ‗non-paper‘. It does not represent an official position of 
the European Commission, and as such cannot be invoked in the context of legal procedures. 
 

 
Legal Notice 
 
Neither the European Commission nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission is responsible 
for the use which might be made of this publication. 
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Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services – 
General Executive Summary 
 
The challenges regarding the lack of availability, quality, organisation, accessibility, and sharing of 
spatial information are common to a large number of policies and activities and are experienced 
across the various levels of public authority in Europe. In order to solve these problems it is necessary 
to take measures of coordination between the users and providers of spatial information. The Directive 
2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council adopted on 14 March 2007 aims at 
establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) for 
environmental policies, or policies and activities that have an impact on the environment. 
 
INSPIRE will be based on the infrastructures for spatial information that are created and maintained by 
the Member States. To support the establishment of a European infrastructure, Implementing Rules 
addressing the following components of the infrastructure are being specified: metadata, 
interoperability of spatial data themes (as described in Annexes I, II, III of the Directive) and spatial 
data services, network services and technologies, data and service sharing, and monitoring and 
reporting procedures. 
 
INSPIRE does not require collection of new data. However, after the period specified in the Directive

1
 

Member States have to make their data available according to the Implementing Rules. 
 
Interoperability in INSPIRE means the possibility to combine spatial data and services from different 
sources across the European Community in a consistent way without involving specific efforts of 
humans or machines. It is important to note that ―interoperability‖ is understood as providing access to 
spatial data sets through network services, typically via Internet. Interoperability may be achieved by 
either changing (harmonising) and storing existing data sets or transforming them via services for 
publication in the INSPIRE infrastructure. It is expected that users will spend less time and efforts on 
understanding and integrating data when they build their applications based on data delivered within 
INSPIRE. 
 
In order to benefit from the endeavours of international standardisation bodies and organisations 
established under international law their standards and technical means have been utilised and 
referenced, whenever possible. 
 
To facilitate the implementation of INSPIRE, it is important that all stakeholders have the opportunity 
to participate in specification and development. For this reason, the Commission has put in place a 
consensus building process involving data users, and providers together with representatives of 
industry, research and government. These stakeholders, organised through Spatial Data Interest 
Communities (SDIC) and Legally Mandated Organisations (LMO)

2
, have provided reference materials, 

participated in the user requirement and technical
3
 surveys, proposed experts for the Data 

Specification Drafting Team
4
 and Thematic Working Groups

5
.  

 

                                                      
 
1
 For all 34 Annex I,II and III data themes: within two years of the adoption of the corresponding 

Implementing Rules for newly collected and extensively restructured data and within 5 years for other 
data in electronic format still in use 
2 
Number of SDICs and LMOs on 8/6/2011 was 461 and 249 respectively 

3 
Surveys on unique identifiers and usage of the elements of the spatial and temporal schema, 

4 
The Data Specification Drafting Team has been composed of experts from Austria, Belgium, Czech 

Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, UK, and the 
European Environmental Agency 
5
 The Thematic Working Groups of Annex II and III themes have been composed of experts from 

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, 
Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 
UK, the European Commission, and the European Environmental Agency 
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This open and participatory approach was successfully used during the development of the data 
specification on Annex I data themes as well as during the preparation of the Implementing Rule on 
Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services

6
 for Annex I spatial data themes.,  

 
The development framework elaborated by the Data Specification Drafting Team aims at keeping the 
data specifications of the different themes coherent. It summarises the methodology to be used for the 
data specifications and provides a coherent set of requirements and recommendations to achieve 
interoperability. The pillars of the framework are four technical documents: 
 

 The Definition of Annex Themes and Scope
7
 describes in greater detail the spatial data 

themes defined in the Directive, and thus provides a sound starting point for the thematic 
aspects of the data specification development. 

 

 The Generic Conceptual Model
8
 defines the elements necessary for interoperability and 

data harmonisation including cross-theme issues. It specifies requirements and 
recommendations with regard to data specification elements of common use, like the 
spatial and temporal schema, unique identifier management, object referencing, a generic 
network model, some common code lists, etc. Those requirements of the Generic 
Conceptual Model that are directly implementable will be included in the Implementing 
Rule on Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services. 

 

 The Methodology for the Development of Data Specifications
9
 defines a repeatable 

methodology. It describes how to arrive from user requirements to a data specification 
through a number of steps including use-case development, initial specification 
development and analysis of analogies and gaps for further specification refinement. 

 

 The ―Guidelines for the Encoding of Spatial Data‖
10

 defines how geographic information 
can be encoded to enable transfer processes between the systems of the data providers 
in the Member States. Even though it does not specify a mandatory encoding rule it sets 
GML (ISO 19136) as the default encoding for INSPIRE. 

 
Based on these framework documents and following the successful development of the Annex I Data 
specifications (Technical Guidelines) and the Implementing Rules, the new Thematic Working Groups 
have created the INSPIRE data specification for each Annex II and III theme. These documents – at 
the version 2.0 – are now publicly available for INSPIRE stakeholders for consultation. The 
consultation phase covers expert review as well as feasibility and fitness-for-purpose testing of the 
data specifications.  
 
The structure of the data specifications is based on the ―ISO 19131 Geographic information - Data 
product specifications‖ standard. They include the technical documentation of the application schema, 
the spatial object types with their properties, and other specifics of the spatial data themes using 
natural language as well as a formal conceptual schema language

11
. 

 
A consolidated model repository, feature concept dictionary, and glossary are being maintained to 
support the consistent specification development and potential further reuse of specification elements. 
The consolidated model consists of the harmonised models of the relevant standards from the ISO 
19100 series, the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, and the application schemas

12
 developed for 

                                                      
 
6
 Commission Regulation (EU) No 1089/2010 implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council as regards interoperability of spatial data sets and services, published in 
the Official Journal of the European Union on 8

th
 of December 2010. 

7
 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.3_Definition_of_Ann

ex_Themes_and_scope_v3.0.pdf  
8
 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.5_v3.3.pdf 

9 
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.6_v3.0.pdf 

10
 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.7_v3.2.pdf  

11 
UML – Unified Modelling Language 

12
 Conceptual models related to specific areas (e.g. INSPIRE themes) 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:323:SOM:EN:HTML
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:323:SOM:EN:HTML
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.3_Definition_of_Annex_Themes_and_scope_v3.0.pdf
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.3_Definition_of_Annex_Themes_and_scope_v3.0.pdf
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.5_v3.3.pdf
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/ImplementingRules/DataSpecifications/D2.7_v3.2.pdf
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each spatial data theme. The multilingual INSPIRE Feature Concept Dictionary contains the definition 
and description of the INSPIRE themes together with the definition of the spatial object types present 
in the specification. The INSPIRE Glossary defines all the terms (beyond the spatial object types) 
necessary for understanding the INSPIRE documentation including the terminology of other 
components (metadata, network services, data sharing, and monitoring). 
 
By listing a number of requirements and making the necessary recommendations, the data 
specifications enable full system interoperability across the Member States, within the scope of the 
application areas targeted by the Directive. They will be  published (version 3.0) as technical 
guidelines and will provide the basis for the content of the Amendment of the Implementing Rule on 
Interoperability of Spatial Data Sets and Services for data themes included in Annex II and III of the 
Directive. The Implementing Rule Amendment will be extracted from the data specifications keeping in 
mind short and medium term feasibility as well as cost-benefit considerations. The Implementing Rule 
will be legally binding for the Member States. 
 
In addition to providing a basis for the interoperability of spatial data in INSPIRE, the data specification 
development framework and the thematic data specifications can be reused in other environments at 
local, regional, national and global level contributing to improvements in the coherence and 
interoperability of data in spatial data infrastructures.  
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Land Use – Executive Summary 
Land Use is included in Annex III, which means that it is a specific thematic field. The INSPIRE data 
specification on Land Use has been prepared in view of following the participative principle of 
consensus building process. The stakeholders, based on their registration as a Spatial Data Interest 
Community (SDIC) or a Legally Mandated Organisation (LMO) had the opportunity to bring forward 
user requirements and reference materials, propose experts for the specification development and will 
participate in the review of the data specifications. 
  
The Thematic Working Group responsible for the Land Use specification development was composed 
of experts coming from Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, and the 
European Commission. The specification process took place according to the methodology elaborated 
for INSPIRE respecting the requirements and the recommendation of the INSPIRE Generic 
Conceptual Model, which is one of the elements that ensures a coherent approach and cross-theme 
consistency with other themes in the Directive. Furthermore, use cases from other themes requiring 
Land Use data has been investigated. The analysis concluded that the proposed model for Land use 
meets the requirements. The ongoing consultation and testing will ascertain this statement. 
 
The cornerstone of the specification development was the fact that Land use shapes our environment 
in positive and negative ways. Productive land is a critical resource for food and biomass production 
and land use strongly influences soil erosion and soil functions such as carbon storage. Land 
management largely determines the beauty of Europe's landscapes. It is important therefore to 
monitor land cover and land-use change

13
.  

 
In the INSPIRE directive, Land Use is defined as Territory characterised according to its current and 
future planned functional dimension or socio-economic purpose (e.g. residential, industrial, 
commercial, agricultural, forestry, recreational).  [Directive 2007/2/EC] It is the description of land in 
terms or its socio-economic and ecological purpose.  
 
Land Use is itself split up into two different types: 

1. The Existing Land Use or ELU (Current Land Use in the above definition), which objectively 
depicts the use and functions of a territory as it has been and effectively still is in real life. 
Geographical data-sets that provide Land Use information, at the time of observation, are 
organised as a partition (in the mathematical sense) of a given area. Each element of the 
partition is homogeneous regarding the dominant functional use of land. Geographical data-
sets that provide Land Use information, at the time of observation, can also be a discrete set 
of discrete observation points informing on the use at the exact location and or at its 
surrounding. 

2. The Planned Land Use or PLU (Future Planned Land Use in the above definition), which is 
composed of spatial plans, defined by spatial planning authorities, depicting the possible 
utilization of the land in the future. Planned land use is regulated by spatial planning 
documents elaborated at various levels of administration. Land use regulation over a 
geographical area is composed of an overall strategic orientation, a textual regulation and a 
cartographic representation. Spatial planning documents result from the spatial planning 
process, once adopted and therefore which third parties must conform with. The scope of the 
INSPIRE Land Use Data Specification is giving the exact spatial dimension of all the elements 
a spatial plan is composed of. 

 
The Land Use data model consists of a core model which can be applied for ELU and PLU. The core 
element of the Land Use data model (CoreLandUseObject) is a piece of land that has a homogeneous 
dominant land use.  
 
For Planned Land Use CoreLandUseObject is called ZoningElement in order to be consistent with the 
terminology used by spatial planners. SupplementaryRegulation enables to inform on regulations that 
superimposes on the zoning. 

                                                      
 
13

  SOER Synthesis, 2010. The European environment — state and outlook 2010: synthesis. 
European Environment Agency, Copenhagen. 
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The Land Use data model supports two systems of classification:  

 the (obligatory) Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System (HILUCS) which is a 
multi-level, classification system that will apply to both the ELU and the PLU 

 the (optional) local classification system of a member state. 
 
Land use has connexion with several other INSPIRE themes but it has been preferred not to include 
relationships with these themes in the model assuming that geometric functions of user information 
systems will enable to compute the spatial relationships such as inclusion or overlap.  
 
As stated by the INSPIRE directive, Land Use is different from Land Cover (LC, Annex II, theme 
number 2). The choice has been made to consider those two themes with different geometries. 
 
Planned Land use information is often overlaid on cadastral parcels. The choice has been made to 
allow the data provider to inform on the version of the cadastral map which the spatial plan has been 
drawn over without implementing direct relationships with the Cadastral parcels as described in the 
INSPIRE Data Specification on Cadastral Parcels (CP, Annex I theme 6) 
 
Planned land use incorporate elements that in the real world can be related to other INSPIRE spatial 
data themes such as Area management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units (AM, Annex III 
theme 11) or Natural Risk Zones (NZ, annex III theme 12). These will be seen as supplementary 
regulation in the Land Use data model (planned land Use) as soon as this information is incorporated 
in the legal spatial plan. 

Spatial Plan

Legal

Restricted zones

Regulated zones

Legal

ENV Non-ENV

Risk prevention Plan

Legal

Natural Risk Zones

Area Management

Reporting units

AM scope

NZ scope

LU scope

 
Comparable data on top of harmonised specification elements create additional value for achieving 
interoperability in INSPIRE. For this finality the data specification on Land Use includes 
recommendations on reporting data quality parameters. 
 
Regardless whether these recommendations on data quality are met, the actual values of data quality 
elements should be published as metadata. These elements usually have to be published at the 
dataset level.  
 
For visualisation purposes, simple rules for default portrayal are given by specifying the colour 
attached to each class of Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System at level 1. 
 
The main value of the INSPIRE Land Use model is its simplicity, a yet flexible structure that allows 
data providers to publish their existing data in the most convenient way. It is expected that the on-
going consultation and testing will help explaining how to implement this data specification including in 
how to use it for structure plans and construction plans. 
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1 Scope 
 
This document specifies a harmonised data specification for the spatial data theme Land Use as 
defined in Annex III of the INSPIRE Directive.  
 
This data specification provides the basis for the drafting of Implementing Rules according to Article 7 
(1) of the INSPIRE Directive [Directive 2007/2/EC]. The entire data specification will be published as 
implementation guidelines accompanying these Implementing Rules. 
 
 

2 Overview 

2.1 Name 
 
INSPIRE data specification for the theme Land Use 
 

2.2 Informal description 
 
Definition: 
 
Territory characterised according to its current and future planned functional dimension or socio–
economic purpose (e.g. residential, industrial, commercial, agricultural, forestry, recreational).  
[Directive 2007/2/EC] 
 
Description: 
 
The definition of the INSPIRE spatial data theme ‗Land Use‘ stresses two important parts of this 
theme: 
 
First of all Land Use is defined as the use and functions of a territory. It is the description of land in 
terms or its socio-economic and ecological purpose. Land use is different from Land Cover (Annex III, 
theme number 3), dedicated to the description of the surface of the earth by its (bio-)physical 
characteristics. Land Cover and Land Use are, however, related and often combined in practical 
applications. Data sets combining Land Use and Land Cover often emphasize land use aspects in 
intensively used areas and land cover aspects in extensively used areas. An example of the difference 
in description of the same piece of land would be an agricultural area with grass. In Land Cover it 
would be described as a pasture (the cover of the land is grass), while in Land Use it would be 
classified as agriculture (its use would be for grazing cattle). 
 
Secondly Land Use is itself split up into two different types: 

 The Existing Land Use or ELU (Current Land Use in the above definition), which objectively 
depicts the use and functions of a territory as it has been and effectively still is in real life. 

 The Planned Land Use or PLU (Future Planned Land Use in the above definition), which is 
composed of spatial plans, defined by spatial planning authorities, depicting the possible 
utilization of the land in the future. 

 
To accommodate the wide variety of spatial information that is already available on Land Use (both 
existing and planned Land Use), a data model is described in chapter 5 that is as open ended as 
possible. It consists of a core model which can be applied for ELU and PLU and supports two different 
systems of classification. First of all there is the (obligatory) Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use 
Classification System or HILUCS. This is a new, multi-level, classification system that will apply to both 
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the ELU and the PLU. It will be general enough for the member states to map their specific 
classification system to the first (mandatory) level of HILUCS. This classification system will allow 
comparing the different data sets from different member states. The second (voidable) possibility is to 
add the local classification system of the member state. This system should however be well 
documented, allowing users to use the data and compare it with datasets from other sources. The 
core model can be extended with the specialised models for Existing Land Use and Planned Land 
Use. 
 
The scope of the theme Land Use includes not only the earth's surface, but also what is below and 
above restricted to its physical impact at ground level. The inland water bodies as well as coastal 
waters are considered in the Land use theme as soon as they participate to the use of connected 
piece of land, e.g. a harbor includes the water that is inside the harbor. 
 

2.2.1 Existing land use 
Geographical data-sets that provide Land Use information, at the time of observation, are often 
organised as a partition (in the mathematical sense) of a given area (see Figure 1). Each element of 
the partition (polygon) is homogeneous regarding the dominant functional use of land. The fact that 
one dominant land use is defined does not mean only one land use exists, the model will provide the 
possibility to also map the other land uses in the same area. The polygons do not overlap each other 
and their union covers the given area (i.e. "polygons" are both collectively exhaustive and mutually 
exclusive). The area covered by a Land Use data set  may differ from the area managed by an 
authority due to multiple reason including the data capture method (e.g. from imagery) or the legal 
context. 
 
Geographical data-sets that provide Land Use information, at the time of observation, may also be 
organised as discrete set of points each of them being observed and associated with attributes 
describing the land use. 
 

 

Figure 1 – example of existing Land Use datasets 
left: Urban Atlas over Bruxelles, Belgium  

right: Land Use over the city of Espoo, Finland 
 

 
A nomenclature provides the functional uses that are taken into consideration; many nomenclatures 
exist in the world today, from those applicable at continental level, to those defined locally. For the 
INSPIRE Land Use theme the new HILUCS classification system (e.g. agriculture, forestry, industrial 
areas, networks and basic infrastructures, residential areas etc.) will be used. In most cases human 
activities on a homogeneous polygon includes the ―infrastructures‖ necessary for the activity to take 
place (e.g. for an industrial area the polygon includes car-parks necessary for the staff and clients, 
gardens necessary for the ―well fare‖, warehouses for the stocks, front office – back office).  
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Each separate dataset of Existing Land Use will be a snapshot of a certain moment in time, the added 
value of these separate datasets with different timestamps is the fact that Land Use changes over time 
can be monitored if they are put together.  
 
Associated with the nomenclature, the minimum unit of interest (MUI, also called minimum mapping 
unit or observation unit) defines the level of detail for the partition, i.e. the minimum size of the 
polygons that are in the dataset. 

2.2.2 Planned land use 
In the context of INSPIRE, sharing land use information supports the requirements common in spatial 
planning. The spatial plans established at the various levels of administration need to be supported by 
other spatial plans made by public authorities at different levels or even with spatial plans across the 
border of a nation. Different zoning elements across borders can have a great influence on each other. 
 
Planned land use is regulated by spatial planning documents elaborated at various levels of 
administration.  
 
Land use regulation over a geographical area (spatial planning documents resulting from the spatial 
planning process, once adopted and therefore which third parties must conform with) is often 
composed of three parts:  

 the overall strategic orientation that describes the development will of the competent 
administrative authority which is a textual document, 

 the textual regulation that affects each zone and orientates the planned land use. It is 
composed of articles and dictates what is possible and impossible with regard to the use of 
land, 

 the cartographic representation composed of elements that are binding (affecting the actual 
rights and constraints of cadastral parcels) or not binding (e.g. for illustration only). 

 
The scope of the INSPIRE Land Use Data Specification is giving the exact spatial dimension of all the 
elements a spatial plan is composed of. These elements can be based on other INSPIRE spatial data 
themes, like Cadastral Parcels, Area Management Zones or Natural Risk Zones. The main spatial 
objects of a spatial plan will be the zoning elements and the supplementary regulations that add 
regulations to the zoning elements. Additional information like the exact textual regulation will be linked 
to these objects. 
 
Until now, no nomenclatures have been agreed on at an international level regarding planned land 
use. Like for the Existing Land Use the new HILUCS nomenclature will be mandatory to use at least at 
its level 1. But besides this mandatory classification system, any other system like the local system 
which is supposed to be well documented can also be added. 
 
Spatial planning is performed at several governmental levels and the cartographic expression of the 
regulation differs in its graphical expression as well as the concepts that are represented. 
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Structure plans. At a level of a wide area (several thousands of km², i.e. a country, a state, or a 
region), spatial planning documents outline the spatial structures and development in pursuance of 
spatial planning goals (see Figure 2). All public bodies and planning authorities must ensure that 
planning and measures affecting spatial structures are strictly compliant with the spatial planning 
goals. In the INSPIRE context, they are seen as geographic information. The concepts 
cartographically represented include ―areas loosing attractiveness‖, ―areas that requires controlled 
development‖, ―economic area of metropolitan importance‖, ―green heart‖, ―green belt around cities‖, 
―peri-urban area with rural predominance‖, ―ecological corridors‖, ―liaison between ecological corridors‖ 
―limits and intensity of potential areas of urban expansion‖, ―reinforcement project of public 
transportation networks‖. The cartographic expressions are not always binding when they are given for 
illustration only, although the textual parts are legally binding. In the INSPIRE context, these 
cartographic representation may be viewed as simple drawings, being either raster or vector. 
 

 

  

Figure 2 – examples of cartographic representation of planned Land use for a wide 
area  

Top: Directive territoriale d’aménagement du départment du Rhône 
Bottom: spatial structure plan of the federal state “Lower Saxony” and part of a 

regional plan in the federal state “Schleswig Holstein” 
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Zoning Plans. At a level of a municipality or group of municipalities (i.e. several hundred of km²), the 
concepts cartographically represented includes the zoning and supplementary regulations (such as 
easements) (see figure 3). Zoning refers to a partition where the planned land use is depicted. To 
each polygon are attached articles of the regulation that explicit the rights and prohibitions regarding 
new constructions or modification to existing constructions. Supplementary regulations overlap the 
zoning and provide additional information and/or limitations to the development of the area. The 
supplementary regulations can be for spatial planning reasons, or due to the need to formalise 
external regulations. They affect the constructability of cadastral parcels and therefore have ―well-
defined‖ boundaries. In the INSPIRE context, they are seen as geographic information. 

   

Figure 3 –examples of cartographic representation of zoning and supplementary 
regulations 

left: Green lines represent the zoning overlaid on cadastre 
right: Supplementary regulations overlaid on cadastre and zoning 

 
Construction Plans. At a development area level (i.e. few km²) the concept cartographically 
represented are the actual geographical objects that will be created such as building, parking lots, 
gardens (see figure 4). This detailed level is not really necessary to be exchanged on a European 
level, but may be exchanged between public authorities at a local level, perhaps even across borders 
of member states. In the INSPIRE context, they may be seen as geographic information or as simple 
drawings. 

 

Figure 4 – examples of cartographic representation of planned development area 
 

2.3 Normative References 
 
[Directive 2007/2/EC] Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 

2007 establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European 
Community (INSPIRE) 

 
[ISO 19107]  EN ISO 19107:2005, Geographic Information – Spatial Schema 
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[ISO 19108]  EN ISO 19108:2005, Geographic Information – Temporal Schema 
 
[ISO 19108-c] ISO 19108:2002/Cor 1:2006, Geographic Information – Temporal Schema, Technical 

Corrigendum 1 
 
[ISO 19111] EN ISO 19111:2007 Geographic information - Spatial referencing by coordinates (ISO 

19111:2007) 
  
[ISO 19113] EN ISO 19113:2005, Geographic Information – Quality principles 
 
[ISO 19115] EN ISO 19115:2005, Geographic information – Metadata (ISO 19115:2003) 
  
[ISO 19118] EN ISO 19118:2006, Geographic information – Encoding (ISO 19118:2005) 
  
[ISO 19123] EN ISO 19123:2007, Geographic Information – Schema for coverage geometry and 

functions 
 
[ISO 19135] EN ISO 19135:2007 Geographic information – Procedures for item registration (ISO 

19135:2005) 
  
[ISO 19138] ISO/TS 19138:2006, Geographic Information – Data quality measures 
 
[ISO 19139] ISO/TS 19139:2007, Geographic information – Metadata – XML schema 

implementation 
 
[OGC 06-103r3] Implementation Specification for Geographic Information - Simple feature access – 

Part 1: Common Architecture v1.2.0  
 
NOTE This is an updated version of "EN ISO 19125-1:2006, Geographic information – Simple 
feature access – Part 1: Common architecture". A revision of the EN ISO standard has been 
proposed.  
 
[Regulation 1205/2008/EC] Regulation 1205/2008/EC implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the 

European Parliament and of the Council as regards metadata 
 
 

2.4 Terms and definitions 
 
General terms and definitions helpful for understanding the INSPIRE data specification documents are 
defined in the INSPIRE Glossary

14
. 

 
Specifically, for the theme Land Use, the following terms are defined: 
 
(1) Coverage 

Any data representation that assigns values (attributes) directly to a spatial position with regard to 
spatial, temporal or spatiotemporal aspects. Commonly used coverage includes point sets, grids, 
collections of closed rectangles and other collections of geometric objects whereas all the 
geometric objects may exhaustively partition the coverage. A coverage may be a discrete 
coverage consisting of a finite collection of geometric objects and the direct positions contained in 
these geometric objects (e.g. polygons of land use classification) or a continuous coverage 
which maps direct spatial positions to value records (e.g. raster data that has been 
georeferenced).  
 

                                                      
 
14

 The INSPIRE Glossary is available from http://inspire-
registry.jrc.ec.europa.eu/registers/GLOSSARY 
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(2) Easements 
Rights to use someone else's land for a public utility specified purpose 

 
(3) Existing Land Use 

An objective depiction of the use and functions of a territory as it has been and effectively still is in 
real life. 
 

(4) HILUCS 
Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System; A multi-level classification system for Land 
Use; its use is mandatory at least for the first level of hierarchy. 
 

(5) Minimum Unit of Interest 
The smallest size of the land use objects taken into consideration in the dataset. 
 

(6) Planned Land Use 
Spatial plans, defined by spatial planning authorities, depicting the possible utilization of the land 
in the future. 
 

(7) Supplementary regulations 
Geographic features which overlap the land use polygons providing supplementary information 
and/or limitation of the use of land. The supplementary regulations can be for spatial planning 
reasons or due to the need to formalise external regulations.  
  

(8) Zoning 
A partition where the planned land use is depicted. To each polygon articles of the regulation are 
attached that explicit the rights and prohibitions regarding new constructions 
 
NOTE ―Zoning is an important component of land-use planning. It commonly includes regulation 
of the kinds of activities which will be acceptable on particular lots (such as open spaces, 
residential, agricultural, commercial or industrial), the densities at which those activities can be 
performed, the amount of space structures may occupy, etc.‖ : Spatial development glossary 
European Conference of Ministers responsible for Spatial/Regional Planning (CEMAT), 
http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/heritage/cemat/VersionGlossaire/Bilingue-en-fr.pdf 

2.5 Symbols and abbreviations 
ELU Existing Land Use 
HILUCS Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System 
MUI Minimum Unit of Interest 
PLU Planned Land Use 

 

2.6 Notation of requirements and recommendations 
To make it easier to identify the mandatory requirements and the recommendations for spatial data 

sets in the text, they are highlighted and numbered. 

 

 

IR Requirement X Requirements that are reflected in the Implementing Rule on interoperability of 

spatial data sets and services are shown using this style.  

 

DS Requirement X Requirements that are not reflected in the Implementing Rule on 
interoperability of spatial data sets and services are shown using this style.  

http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/heritage/cemat/VersionGlossaire/Bilingue-en-fr.pdf
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Recommendation X Recommendations are shown using this style. 

 

2.7 Conformance 
 

DS Requirement 1 Any dataset claiming conformance with this INSPIRE data specification shall 
pass the requirements described in the abstract test suite presented in Annex 
A. 

 
 

3 Specification scopes 
 
 
This data specification has only one scope, the general scope.  
 
 
 
 

4 Identification information 
 
NOTE Since the content of this chapter was redundant with the overview description (section 2) and 
executive summary, it has been decided that this chapter will be removed in v3.0.  
 

5 Data content and structure 
 

IR Requirement 1 Spatial data sets related to the theme Land Use shall be provided using the 
spatial object types and data types specified in the application schema(s) in 

this section.  

 

IR Requirement 2 Each spatial object shall comply with all constraints specified for its spatial 

object type or data types used in values of its properties, respectively. 

 

Recommendation 1 The reason for a void value should be provided where possible using a listed 
value from the VoidValueReason code list to indicate the reason for the 
missing value. 

 
NOTE The application schema specifies requirements on the properties of each spatial object including 
its multiplicity, domain of valid values, constraints, etc. All properties have to be reported, if the 
relevant information is part of the data set. Most properties may be reported as ―void‖, if the data set 
does not include relevant information. See the Generic Conceptual Model [INSPIRE DS-D2.5] for 
more details. 
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5.1 Basic notions 
 
This section explains some of the basic notions used in the INSPIRE application schemas. These 
explanations are based on the GCM [DS-D2.5]. 

5.1.1 Stereotypes 

 
In the application schemas in this sections several stereotypes are used that have been defined as 
part of a UML profile for use in INSPIRE [INSPIRE DS-D2.5]. These are explained in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1 – Stereotypes (adapted from [INSPIRE DS-D2.5]) 

Stereotype 
Model 
element 

Description 

applicationSchema Package An INSPIRE application schema according to ISO 19109 and the 
Generic Conceptual Model. 

featureType Class A spatial object type. 

type Class A conceptual, abstract type that is not a spatial object type. 

dataType Class A structured data type without identity. 

union Class A structured data type without identity where exactly one of the 
properties of the type is present in any instance. 

enumeration Class A fixed list of valid identifiers of named literal values. Attributes of 
an enumerated type may only take values from this list. 

codeList Class A flexible enumeration that uses string values for expressing a list 
of potential values. 

placeholder Class A placeholder class (see definition in section 5.1.2). 

voidable Attribute, 
association 
role 

A voidable attribute or association role (see definition in section 
5.1.3). 

lifeCycleInfo Attribute, 
association 
role 

If in an application schema a property is considered to be part of 
the life-cycle information of a spatial object type, the property shall 
receive this stereotype. 

version Association 
role 

If in an application schema an association role ends at a spatial 
object type, this stereotype denotes that the value of the property is 
meant to be a specific version of the spatial object, not the spatial 
object in general. 

 

5.1.2 Placeholder and candidate types 

 
Some of the INSPIRE Annex I data specifications (which were developed previously to the current 
Annex II+III data specifications) refer to types that thematically belong and were expected to be fully 
specified in Annex II or III spatial data themes. Two kinds of such types were distinguished: 
 

 Placeholder types were created as placeholders for types (typically spatial object types) that 
were to be specified as part of a future spatial data theme, but which was already used as a 
value type of an attribute or association role in this data specification.  

 
Placeholder types received the stereotype «placeholder» and were placed in the application 
schema package of the future spatial data theme where they thematically belong. For each 
placeholder, a definition was specified based on the requirements of the Annex I theme. The 
Annex II+III TWGs were required to take into account these definitions in the specification work 
of the Annex II or III theme. 
 
If necessary, the attributes or association roles in the Annex I data specification(s) that have a 
placeholder as a value type shall be updated if necessary. 
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 Candidate types were types (typically spatial object types) for which already a preliminary 
specification was given in the Annex I data specification. Candidate types did not receive a 
specific stereotype and were placed in the application schema package of the future spatial 
data theme where they thematically belong. For each candidate type, a definition and attributes 
and association roles were specified based on the requirements of the Annex I theme. The 
Annex II+III TWGs were required to take into account these specifications in the specification 
work of the Annex II or III theme. 
 
If the type could not be incorporated in the Annex II or III data specification according to its 
preliminary specification, it should be moved into the application schema of the Annex I theme 
where it had first been specified. In this case, the attributes or association roles in the Annex I 
data specification(s) that have the type as a value type shall be updated if necessary. 

 

Open issue 1: For all Annex II+III themes for which placeholders and candidate types were specified 
in an Annex I data specification, it should be clearly indicated in the data specification, how the 
placeholder and candidate types were taken into account. If the proposed solution would require any 
changes to an Annex I data specification (and the corresponding section in the IR for interoperability of 
spatial data sets and services), this should also be clearly indicated. 
 
A thorough investigation of the implications of the proposed changes of candidate types (in particular 
related to requirements of Annex I maintenance) will have to be performed for v3.0 of the data 
specifications. 

 

5.1.3 Voidable characteristics 

 
If a characteristic of a spatial object is not present in the spatial data set, but may be present or 
applicable in the real world, the property shall receive this stereotype. 
 
If and only if a property receives this stereotype, the value of void may be used as a value of the 
property. A void value shall imply that no corresponding value is contained in the spatial data set 
maintained by the data provider or no corresponding value can be derived from existing values at 
reasonable costs, even though the characteristic may be present or applicable in the real world. 
 
It is possible to qualify a value of void in the data with a reason using the VoidValueReason type. The 
VoidValueReason type is a code list, which includes the following pre-defined values:  

 Unpopulated: The characteristic is not part of the dataset maintained by the data provider. 
However, the characteristic may exist in the real world. For example when the ―elevation of the 
water body above the sea level‖ has not been included in a dataset containing lake spatial 
objects, then the reason for a void value of this property would be ‗Unpopulated‘. The 
characteristic receives this value for all objects in the spatial data set. 

 Unknown: The correct value for the specific spatial object is not known to, and not computable 
by the data provider. However, a correct value may exist. For example when the ―elevation of 
the water body above the sea level‖ of a certain lake has not been measured, then the reason 
for a void value of this property would be ‗Unknown‘. This value is applied on an object-by-
object basis in a spatial data set. 

 
NOTE It is expected that additional reasons will be identified in the future, in particular to support 
reasons / special values in coverage ranges. 
 
The «voidable» stereotype does not give any information on whether or not a characteristic exists in 
the real world. This is expressed using the multiplicity: 

 If a characteristic may or may not exist in the real world, its minimum cardinality shall be defined 
as 0. For example, an if an Address may or may not have a house number, the multiplicity of the 
corresponding property shall be 0..1.  

 If at least one value for a certain characteristic exists in the real world, the minimum cardinality 
shall be defined as 1. For example, if an Administrative Unit always has at least one name, the 
multiplicity of the corresponding property shall be 1..*. 
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In both cases, the «voidable» stereotype can be applied. A value (the real value or void) only needs to 
be made available for properties that have a minimum cardinality of 1. 

5.1.4 Code lists and Enumerations 

5.1.4.1. Style 
 
All code lists and enumerations use the following modelling style: 

 No initial value, but only the attribute name part, is used. 

 The attribute name conforms to the rules for attributes names, i.e. is a lowerCamelCase name. 
Exceptions are words that consist of all uppercase letters (acronyms). 

 

5.1.4.2. Governance of code lists 
 
Two types of code lists are defined in INSPIRE. These two types are distinguished using the tagged 
value ―extendableByMS‖ in the UML data model: 

 Code lists that may not be extended by Member States. For these code lists, the tagged value 
is set to ―false‖. They shall be managed centrally in the INSPIRE code list register, and only 
values from that register may be used in instance data. 

 Code lists that may be extended by Member States. For these code lists, the tagged value is 
set to ―true‖. 

 
 

5.2 Application schema Land Use 

5.2.1 Description 

 

5.2.1.1. Narrative description and UML overview 
There is a multitude of different ways to describe land use. This is partly due to the wide range of 
aspects of the functional use of land embraced by land use (including both existing land use and 
planned land use), partly due to the versatility of the land use data, and partly due to the confusion 
between land use and land cover in existing datasets. There is only one "real world" but many different 
descriptions of this world circulate (depending on the aims, methodology and terminology of the 
observer). A common application schema cannot support all uses across all computer environments. 
 
Therefore many, sometimes incompatible, ways of describing land use will continue to exist. Land use 
classification starts from a universe of discourse – ―the real world‖. This universe is analyzed 
according to a set of rules in order to establish a classification system. A selected list of classes, also 
named LUTypes (possibly parameterized) from the classification system, generates a nomenclature 
(analogous to a Feature catalogue) as part of any particular Application schema. 
 
Different classification systems can be matched and compared when they are well documented. 
 
The solution used in this INSPIRE data specification is therefore to create an application schema 
(named Land Use) that defines feature types but is as open ended as possible with respect to 
particular classification systems. This approach assures that a wide range of data based on different 
land use classification systems can co-exist in INSPIRE, as long as these systems are sufficiently well 
documented. The model provides mechanisms to document several classification systems. In order to 
allow progress in the area of semantic interoperability, i.e. the capacity to compare datasets natively 
connected to various classification systems, the model proposes a hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use 
classification system (HILUCS), general enough to allow any Land Use feature to be linked to a Land 
use type from the classification system. This applies to both the existing and the planned land use. 
This HILUCS is hierarchical in order to allow semantic generalisation and flexibility. 
 
For building the Land Use application schema a core model is first defined for Land Use (see section 
5.2.1.1.1). The specialisation of the core model defines the existing land use model (see section 
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5.2.1.1.2) and the planned land use model (see section 5.2.1.1.3). The HILUCS principles are then 
presented (see section 5.2.1.1.4) 
 

5.2.1.1.1. Core model 
The core model for Land Use corresponds to a Land Use dataset that covers an area and provides a 
partition of that area with polygons (either vector of raster) that are mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive, i.e. they cover the whole area (see Figure 5). The area covered by a Land Use data set 
may differ from the area managed by an authority due to multiple reasons including the data capture 
method (e.g. from imagery) or the legal context. The core model also corresponds to a Land Use 
dataset that provide Land use information attached to a discrete set of location (samples) as shown in 
Figure 5. These polygons and locations are named CoreLandUseObject in the UML overview in Figure 
6. Each of them is described by a dominant land use category. The covered area can be irregularly 
shaped and multipart.  

LandUse type A

LandUse type B

LandUse type C

LandUse type D

LandUse type E

LandUse type F

LandUse type G

LandUse type H

LandUse type I

LandUse type J

LandUse type K  

Figure 5 – showing three types of datasets containing Land use information:  
Top left polygons overlaid on an orthophotography,  

Top right pixels overlaid on administrative boundaries and water bodies,  
Down left set of discrete location,  

Down right classification system shown as a legend 
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«codeList»

HILUCSValue

+ 1_agriculture

+ 2_forestry

+ 3_miningAndQuarrying

+ 4_aquacultureAndFishing

+ 5_otherPrimaryProduction

+ 6_industrialAreas

+ 7_services

+ 8_networksAndBasisInfrastructure

+ 9_residentialAreas

+ 10_abandonedAreas

+ 11_naturalAreasNotInUse

+ 12_constructionAreas

+ 13_notKnown

This code list is empty in 

the INSPIRE context and 

must be extended by each 

data provider in their own 

codeList register. In this 

register also mapping to the 

centralized list 

HILUCSValue must be 

provided

The values of this 

code list are 

specified in the 

INSPIRE code list 

register

«codeList»

LandUseClassificationValue

«featureType»

CoreLandUseCoverage

+ extent:  EX_BoundingPolygon

+ name:  CharacterString

+ inspireId:  Identifier

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»

+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime

+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»

+ validFrom:  Date [0..1]

+ validTo:  Date [0..1]

«featureType»

CoreLandUseObject

+ dominantLandUse:  HILUCSValue

+ inspireId:  Identifier

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»

+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime

+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»

+ specificLandUse:  LandUseClassificationValue

+ validFrom:  Date [0..1]

+ validTo:  Date [0..1]

«featureType»

Coverages (Domain and Range)::

DiscreteCoverage

«featureType»

Coverages (Domain and Range)::

CoverageByDomainAndRange

+ coverageFunction:  CoverageFunction [0..1]

+ domainSet:  Any

+ rangeSet:  Any [0..*] {ordered}

constraints

{gridFunctionRequiresGridDomain}

«featureType»

Coverages (Base)::Coverage

+ metadata:  Any [0..*]

+ rangeType:  RecordType

The link between 

CoreLandUseObject and 

CoreLandUseCoverage 

is not shown in the 

model as it is inherited 

from the generic 

conceptual model for 

coverage

  

Figure 6 – UML Overview the Core Land Use Model  
and the Land Use classification systems 

 
 

The core model enables the assignment to each polygon or location of a land use category (attribute 
dominantLandUse of the «featureType» CoreLandUseObject in the UML overview in Figure 6) from 
the hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use classification system (HILUCS, see section 5.2.1.1.4).  HILUCS 
will gradually evolve in a consistent way. The responsible body guiding this evolution is yet to be 
defined. The objective is to move towards a stable classification system at the European level. In order 
to ensure a minimum level of interoperability, it is mandatory to use the first level of HILUCS. 

IR Requirement 1 Any Land use Datasets shall assign to each CoreLandUseObject a land 
use type from the Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification System 
(HILUCS) at least at the level 1 of the hierarchy.  

The mandatory HILUCS level 1 will allow to consistently visualise datasets from diverse sources with 
the same legend. 
 
HILUCSValue has a «codeList» data type in order to connect to a register managed by INSPIRE. 
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The core model also enables the assignment of a land use category (specificLandUse in the UML 
overview in Figure 6) from at least one classification system that is stable and well-defined either at an 
international (such as SEEA from the UN, LUCAS from Eurostat), national or local level. Mapping such 
a specific land use classification system with HILUCS will improve interoperability. Examples of such 
mapping is provided in annex C 
 
LandUseClassificationSystemValue has a data type «codeList» in order to connect to a register 
managed by the member states. 
 

IR Requirement 2 The authority managing a specificLandUse Classification system should 
document a mapping with the Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use Classification 
System (HILUCS). 

 
The CoreLandUseObject are grouped in a coverage («featureType» CoreLandUseCoverage in the 
UML overview in Figure 6). Coverage inherits the properties from the coverage («featureType» 
CoverageByDomainAndRange) that is described in the INSPIRE document Proposed Changes to the 
Generic Conceptual Model and Encoding Guidelines. Only the following subtypes of 
CoverageByDomainAndRange are permitted: MultiPointCoverage, MultiSurfaceCoverage and 
GridCoverage. 
 

IR Requirement 3 The «featureType» CoverageByDomainAndRange must only be of subtypes 
MultiPointCoverage, MultiSurfaceCoverage or GridCoverage 

 
The definitions below are exported from the above mentioned document: 

 CoverageByDomainAndRange: coverage which provides the domain and range as separate 
properties. 

 MultiPointCoverage: coverage characterized by a finite domain consisting of points. Usually the 
domain is a set of irregularly distributed points 

 MultiSurfaceCoverage: coverage whose domain consists of a collection of surfaces. In most 
cases, the surfaces that constitute the domain are mutually exclusive and exhaustively 
partition the extent of the coverage. Surfaces or their boundaries may be of any shape. 

 GridCoverage : coverage whose domain consists of a collection of grid points 
 

Open issue 2: The use of the «featureType» CoverageByDomainAndRange (described in document 
‗Proposed Changes to the Generic Conceptual Model and Encoding Guidelines‟) is limited to 
MultiPointCoverage, MultiSurfaceCoverage and GridCoverage sub-types. One can argue that their 
implementation is not fully supported by current software. The Testing process may end up with a 
recommendation of simplifying the MultiSurfaceCoverage by an "old-fashioned" polygon overlay 
mechanism. 

 

5.2.1.1.2. Existing land use 

The Existing Land use model corresponds to a dataset that depicts the reality of the land surface at a 
certain point or period in time. Usage of dataset depicting existing land use may require providing 
information on the same piece of land at different time. The model does not implement this 
requirement. It means that the existing land use on the same area at two different times will be 
provided as two different datasets.  
 
The «featureType» ExistingLandUseCoverage inherits properties from the CoreLandUseCoverage 
defined in the Land Use Core Model as well as the ExistingLandUseObject inherits from the 
CoreLandUseObject. Thus the link between the coverage and the land use objects is implemented by 
the constraints {rangeIsExistingLandUseObject} (see UML overview in Figure 7). 
 
A coverage may be created from several sources. Thus each land use object may be associated with 
the time the documented land use corresponds to (attribute observationDate of «featureType» 
ExistingLandUseObject in Figure 7). 
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The Existing Land Use model enables the provision of information on other land uses besides the 
dominant land use inside one land use object. The ExistingLandUseObject may be associated with 0 
to many «dataType» LandUsePresenceValue, qualified by the attributes percentage, 
presenceHILUCSValue and presenceSpecificValue. That will not indicate the location of these other 
land use, but it will enable to provide percentages. 
The opportunity of providing other land uses than the dominant one with their respective percentages 
gives the possibility to enable calculations of the surface of each land use inside one area. 
 

Open issue 3: The two attributes percentage in the «dataType» LandUsePresenceValue are given 
for both the HILUCSValue and the SpecificValue as it is not expected that the Member States will 
redraw the ExistingLandUseObject limits. These are set as voidable as it may exist real situation 
where multiple uses exist in a given area without knowing their relative importance. 

 
Minimum unit of interest (MUI) explains the minimum size of any polygon in a polygon coverage.  

«featureType»

ExistingLandUseCoverage

+ minimumUnitOfInterest:  Integer

constraints

{rangeIsExistingLandUseObject}

«featureType»

ExistingLandUseObject

«voidable»

+ landUsePresence:  LandUsePresenceValue [0..*] {ordered}

+ observationDate:  Date

«dataType»

LandUsePresenceValue

+ presenceHILUCSValue:  HILUCSValue

«voidable»

+ percentageHILUCS:  Integer

+ presenceSpecificValue:  LandUseClassificationValue

+ percentageSpecific:  Integer

«featureType»

Land Use Core Model::

CoreLandUseObject

DiscreteCoverage

«featureType»

Land Use Core Model::

CoreLandUseCoverage

The link between 

ExistingLandUseCoverage 

and ExistingLandUseObject 

is not shown in the model as 

it is inherited from the 

generic conceptual model for 

coverage

  

Figure 7 – UML Overview of the Existing Land Use application schema 

 
 

5.2.1.1.3. Planned land use 
The Planned land use model corresponds to a dataset that corresponds to a spatial planning 
document. Only the spatial planning documents that contain geographical information are taken into 
consideration in the Land use data model. Only the spatial planning documents that are or have to be 
legally adopted by an authority and are opposable to third parties are considered within INSPIRE. 
 
A spatial planning document corresponds to the «featureType» SpatialPlan which inherits attributes 
from the «featureType» CoreLandUseCoverage of the Land Use Core Model. It has specific attributes 
such as its name (planTypeName) and the level of the administrative hierarchy it has been adopted in 
(levelOfSpatialPlan). It is possible to attach other information such as the legislation reference or the 
date and reference of the legal act that make it entering into force (see UML overview in Figure 9). 
 
The concept of zoning is part of Planned Land Use in many countries. The zoning is composed of 
polygons that are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Zoning provides regulation on how 
LandUse can evolve. The «featureType» SpatialPlan implement the zoning as a coverage and the 
«featureType» ZoningElement allow to express the land use that the administrative authority plans 
through its attribute dominantLandUse inherited from the «featureType» CoreLandUseObject. 
ZoningElements have several specific attributes such as the nature of the regulation 
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(regulationNature), indications on dimension rules that apply to the use of land and reference to the 
applicable regulation. 
 

IR Requirement 4 SpatialPlan as a coverage must only be of type MultiSurfaceCoverage 

The nomenclature provides information on the type of land use that is permitted or forbidden inside 
each zoning element. 
 
Supplementary information is often present in spatial planning document and delimits locations where 
a specific regulation applies and supplements the regulations of the zoning. These supplementary 
regulations may be seen as a buffer around an object of the real world. A point or a line can bear the 
regulation. This supplementary information is implemented in the «featureType» 
SupplementaryRegulation.  
A specific nomenclature indicates the types of Supplementary Regulations that may exist in the spatial 
plan. It is country-dependant as it directly links to legal articles. The model enables the documentation 
of the fact that a Supplementary Regulation exists at a certain location and allows to connect to the 
description on how it affects the land use via country-dependant mechanism. As these Supplementary 
Regulations vary in nature inside any spatial plan it has been thought not useful to group them into a 
single coverage.  
Figure 5 illustrates Supplementary Regulations that may exist over a given area. The type of 
supplementary regulations is given by the attributes supplementaryRegulation and 
localSupplementaryRegulation of the «featureType» SupplementaryRegulation. Mapping the 
equivalence between these values should be provided by data producers. Further work is though 
needed for achieving a European harmonisation on that matter. Mapping the equivalence between 
these values should be provided by data producers. Further work is though needed for achieving a 
European harmonisation on that matter. 
There is no agreed European code list for supplementary regulations. Nonetheless this Land Use data 
specification proposes a first level for a future harmonised European code list for supplementary 
regulations: 

1. Related to the impact on the environment (e.g. wilderness and wild areas, ecological corridors, 
biodiversity reservoirs) 

2. Related to risk exposure (e.g. areas subject top flood risks, esclusion area around Seveso 
sites) 

3. Related to heritage protection be it natural, landscape or built up, (e.g. areas around historical 
monuments) 

4. Related to the general interest and public space (e.g. easements around electric power lines 
or pipelines) 

5. Related to land property right (e.g. area reserved for pre-empting or restructuring parcels) 
6. Related to restriction and guidance on buildings (e.g. area where height limitation are imposed 

near airports) 
7. Related to local/regional/state spatial development policies (e.g. area reserved for the 

construction of road infrastructures development axes, central places / population growth 
center, suitable area for development,...) 

8. Related to social choices (e.g. area reserved with social housing ratios) 
9. Related to restricting or forcing permitted activities (e.g. area reserved  or forbidding 

commercial activities) 
10. Related to specifications inherited from spatial plans having legal precedence (e.g. area of a 

zoning plan where restrictions are imposed by a structure plan) 

Recommendation 2 The given code list for SupplementaryRegulation is a very first draft. It is 
recommended that Member states start the process of mapping their 
national code list with the proposed one and that a working party be 
established at the European level to make progress towards a European 
code list for supplementary regulations. 
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Figure 8 – graphical representation of Supplementary Regulations overlaid on a 

topographic map 

Planned land use datasets are specific as they correspond to legal documents containing the 
regulations. The model implements the requirement to include inside the dataset the digital facsimile of 
the regulation («dataType» Document). But the regulation itself may be attached to the spatial plan as 
well as to any zoning polygon or to any Supplementary Regulations. The «dataType» 
TextualRegulation implements that requirement. TextualRegulation can either be the text itself, the 
reference to the official journal that contains it or the URL of the document that contains it. 
 
The scanned version of the any maps included in spatial planning documents may also be associated 
to the spatial plan («dataType» Document). 
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«featureType»

SpatialPlan

+ levelOfSpatialPlan:  LevelOfSpatialPlanValue

+ planTypeName:  CharacterString

«voidable»

+ ordinanceDate:  DateTime [1..*]

+ ordinanceReference:  CharacterString [1..*]

+ processStepGeneral:  ProcessStepGeneralValue

+ title:  CharacterString

+ backgroundmapDate:  DateTime

+ backgroundmapReference:  CharacterString

constraints

{domainIsMultiSurface}

{rangeIsZoningElement}

«featureType»

ZoningElement

+ regulationNature:  RegulationNatureValue

«voidable»

+ dimensioningIndication:  DimensioningIndicationValue [0..*]

«dataType»

TextualRegulation

«voidable»

+ regulationReference:  LegislationReference

+ regulationText:  CharacterString

«featureType»

SupplementaryRegulation

+ geometry:  GM_Object

+ inspireId:  Identifier

+ regulationNature:  RegulationNatureValue

+ supplementaryRegulation:  SupplementaryRegulationValue

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»

+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime

+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1]

«voidable»

+ dimensioningIndication:  DimensioningIndicationValue [0..*]

+ localSupplelementarylRegulation:  LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue

+ validFrom:  Date [0..1]

+ validTo:  Date [0..1]

«dataType»

DimensioningIndicationValue

+ indicationReference:  CharacterString

+ value:  CharacterString

DiscreteCoverage

«featureType»

Land Use Core Model::

CoreLandUseCoverage

In this specification the Document datatype is 

part of the LandUse model. It is foreseen that 

the Document class will be part of the INSPIRE 

Generic Conceptual Model in the future. The 

current definition of Document is copied from 

the theme BU.

«featureType»

Land Use Core Model::

CoreLandUseObject

The link between 

SpatialPlan and 

ZoningElement is not 

shown in the model as 

it is inherited from the 

generic conceptual 

model for coverage

«dataType»

Document

+ documentLink:  URI

«voidable»

+ date:  DateTime [0..1]

+ documentDescription:  CharacterString [0..1]

+ format:  DocumentFormatValue

+ sourceStatus:  SourceStatusValue

+planDocument 0..*

+legislationReference

«voidable» 1

+plan

1

+restriction

0..*

+textualRegulation

0..*

+textualRegulation

0..*

+textualRegulation

0..*

  

Figure 9 – UML Overview of the Planned Land Use application schema 

Figure 10 provides a UML overview of the code lists and enumeration used in the Planned Land Use 
application schema 
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«codeList»

SupplementaryRegulationValue

+ 1_ImpactOnEnvironment

+ 2_RiskExposure

+ 3_HeritageProtection

+ 4_GeneralInterest

+ 5_LandPropertyRight

+ 6_RegulationsOnBuildings

+ 7_LocalRegionalStateDevelopmentPolicies

+ 8_SocialChoices

+ 9_RegulatingPermittedActivities

+ 10_PlansWithLegalPrecedence

«codeList»

LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue

This codelist should is 

centrally managed.

This codelist should be managed 

in the register of the member state

«enumeration»

LevelOfSpatialPlanValue

 local

 regional

 national

 other

«enumeration»

ProcessStepGeneralValue

 adoption

 elaboration

 legalForce

 obsolete

«enumeration»

RegulationNatureValue

 bindingForDevelopers

 bindingOnlyForAuthorities

 generallyBinding

 nonBinding

«codeList»

DocumentFormatValue

+ bmp

+ doc

+ gif

+ jpeg

+ odf

+ ods

+ png

+ pdf

+ tiff

+ xsl

+ xml

 
Figure 10 – UML Overview of the planned land use code lists and external types 

 

5.2.1.1.4. Land use classification system principles 
In order to allow progress in the area of semantic interoperability, i.e. the capacity to compare datasets 
connected to various (national) classification systems, the model propose a hierarchical INSPIRE 
Land Use classification system (HILUCS), general enough to allow any Land Use features to be linked 
to a Land use type from the classification system. This applies to both the existing and the planned 
land use. This HILUCS is hierarchical in order to allow semantic generalisation and flexibility. 
 
For the definition of HILUCS the following principles have been applied: 

 Completeness: the classification enables to cover the entire land area for all types of land use 
including land without specific use. 

 Absence of overlap: the classification enables to assign for each piece of land a unique land 
use descriptor that describes the dominant land use. 

 Dominance: this is to account for multi-purpose nature of land-use. The dominant use 
corresponds to the use of a piece of land as a whole. The dominant use is not always easy to 
define and is most of the time based on pragmatic rules or on political will in the case of 
planned land use. 

 Independency of scale and data collection tools: the classification, mainly due to its 
hierarchical nature, enables the accommodation of data obtained from different sources and at 
any scale. 

 Strict logic: the classification has a sound foundation that is further explained in this section. 

 Time independency: as the Land Use Theme addresses both the existing and the planned 
land use, the classification enables the definition of both the land use at the time of 
observation and the land use that is planned by spatial planning authorities. 

 
The HILUCS has tried to be as pragmatic and easy to understand as possible in order to promote a 
consistent terminology. Rules for describing and naming headings for classes have reused widely 
recognized rationale and definitions such as NACE, LUCAS, SEEA. As this is a first attempt in the 
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INSPIRE context, there should be a mechanism to manage the evolution of HILUCS. The present data 
specification does not propose solutions for that issue. 
 
The hierarchical nature of HILUCS has been devised on two dimensions: the land perspective, and the 
economic perspective (see Figure 11). The objective is to provide a list of generic classes that every 
country could implement in their Land Use datasets at costs as marginal as possible enabling a basic 
level of semantic interoperability between datasets from all countries. This level 1 can be extended to 
more levels but the level 1 is mandatory and a proposed hierarchy is given in annex C. 
 

From the land perspective (and how territories function) three aspects have been taken into 
consideration: 

 Nature: it is the piece of land or water where most biodiversity (animal and vegetation) exists 
and develops. Obviously the agricultural land as well as forests and water bodies fall within 
nature as from a biodiversity point of view, animals use these areas for feeding or moving 
[Oxford dictionary says: Nature is the phenomena of the physical world collectively, including 
plants, animals, the landscape, and other features and products of the earth]. 

 Networking: it is the piece of land enabling people to get connected to each other. Thus it 
includes roads, railways, canals and by extension electricity, gas and telecommunication 
networks. 

 Built up: these are the places where most of human activities take place when they are not in 
the natural environment or while travelling. Thus it includes residential areas as well as 
manufactures and mining & quarrying but also stadiums and sports area. 

 

From an economical perspective, modern economy distinguishes at a basic level three activity 
categories: 

 The primary sector of the economy involves the extraction and production of raw materials, 
such as corn, coal, wood and iron. 

 The secondary sector of the economy involves the transformation of raw or intermediate 
materials into goods. This sector is often divided into light industry and heavy industry. Many 
of these industries consume large quantities of energy and require factories and machinery to 
convert the raw materials into goods and products. They also produce waste materials and 
waste heat that may pose environmental problems or cause pollution 

 The tertiary sector of the economy involves the provision of services to consumers and 
businesses, activities where people offer their knowledge, skills and time to improve 
productivity, performance, potential, and sustainability. The basic characteristic of this sector 
is the production of services instead of end products. Services (also known as "intangible 
goods") include attention, advice, experience, and discussion. It includes a way to describe a 
knowledge-based part of the economy which typically includes services such as information 
generation and sharing, information technology, consultation, education, research and 
development, financial planning, and other knowledge-based services as well as government. 

 
From an INSPIRE point of view most of the 34 themes actually directly or indirectly refer to 
geographical objects of the real world. These objects may be connected to land use.  

 annex I theme 7 and 8 is dealing with transport and hydrographical networks,  

 annex II theme 4 geology may be dealing with surface bed rocks, 

 annex III theme 2 building may enable to derive Land Use class from the information of 
activities occurring in buildings within a specific area  

 annex III theme 5 may include hospitals and clinics,  

 annex III theme 6 is dealing with Utility and government services,  

 annex III themes 8 and 9 with production, industrial, agricultural and aquaculture facilities, 

 annex III theme 18 with habitats and biotopes, and  
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 annex III theme 20 and 21 with energy resources and mineral resources. 

Combining the 3 categories of the Land perspective and the 3 categories of the economic perspective 
one can relate the different characteristics of Land Use that are relevant to each combination. 

 

Figure 11 – Land perspective and economic perspective in HILUCS 

 

The 12 mandatory classes that are proposed for HILUCS level 1 are defined as follows to which an 
unknown thirteen class is added (see annex C for details):  

Recommendation 3  It is recommended that a working party within INSPIRE shall be entrusted to 
propose an authority, a process and a mechanism for managing the 
evolution of HILUCS. 

Primary production  
This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based on local 
natural resources. The primary sector transforms natural resources into primary 
products. Most products from this sector are either raw materials for other industries 
(e.g. food, metal, wood industry), or are directly consumed by end-users. Major 
subsectors of primary production are agriculture, animal husbandry, agribusiness, 
fishing, forestry, mining and quarrying activities. Areas where the manufacturing 
industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process the primary products close to 
the primary producers are normally considered to be included, especially if the raw 
material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to transport long distances.  

1 Agricultural use (coded A1 in Annex C) 
This class includes the production of crop (plants, fungi etc.) and animal 
products for food (for sale and for own consumption) and industrial purposes. 
This class includes also the growing of plants for biofuels.  
This class includes growing of crops in open fields as well as in greenhouses. 
Also set aside fallow land in the crop rotation belongs to this class. The 
preparation of products for the primary markets is included here. The class 
also includes field construction (e.g. agricultural land terracing, drainage, 
preparing rice paddies etc.) as well as landscape care and maintenance. The 
level of intensive agriculture may be included. 

2 Forestry use (A2) 
This class includes areas for the production of round wood. Besides the 
production of timber, forestry activities result in products that undergo little 
processing, such as firewood, charcoal and round wood used in an 
unprocessed form (e.g. pit-props, pulpwood etc.). Forest tree nurseries, 
storage and transport areas linked to logging belong to this class. This class 
includes also the growing of trees and woody plants for biofuels. These 
activities can be carried out in natural or planted forests. 
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3 Mining and quarrying (A3) 
This class includes mining and quarrying in the form of the extraction of 
minerals and materials occurring naturally as solids (coal, ores, gravel, sand, 
salt), liquids (petroleum), gases (natural gas) or biomass (peat). Extraction 
can be achieved by different methods such as underground or surface mining 
or extraction, well operation etc.  

4 Aquaculture & fishing (A4) 
This class includes professional fishing and aquaculture.  

5 Other primary production (A5) 
This class includes professional hunting, gathering of wild growing non-wood 
forestry products, and husbandry of migratory animals.  

Secondary production:  
6. Industrial areas (B) 

This class includes industrial and manufacturing activities that take the output of the 
primary sector and manufacture finished goods and intermediate products for other 
business. This class also includes the storage and transport areas linked directly to 
manufacturing activities. The branches of industries covered by this class are the 
processing of: food, textile, leather, wood and wood product, pulp, paper, publishing, 
printing, recording, petroleum and other fuels, chemicals, chemical products, man-
made fibers, rubber and plastic products, non metallic mineral products, basic metals 
and metal products, fabricated metal product, machinery and equipment, electrical 
and optical equipments, transport equipment and furniture.  

Tertiary production:  
7. Services (C) 

This class includes areas where services are products for other businesses and 
consumers. It includes both private and public services. It encompasses whole sale 
and retail trade, repair services, hotels and restaurants, financial services, real estate, 
business services, rental services, public administration, defence and social security, 
education, health and social work and other community, social and personal services.  

Other Land Use necessary for Economic production 
8. Networks and basic infrastructure (D) 

This class includes the basic infrastructure and networks of the society. All the other 
sectors are using the infrastructure and networks to produce the goods and services. 
It includes land used for energy, gas and water supply, collection, treatment and 
recycling of sewage and waste, transport, storage and communication.  

9. Residential areas (E) 
This class includes areas used for housing of people. The forms of housing vary 
significantly between, and through, residential areas. These areas include single-
family housing, multi-family residential, or mobile homes in cities, towns and rural 
districts if they are not linked to primary production. It may permit high density land 
use or only permit low density uses.  

Unused and abandoned areas (including construction)  
This class includes areas not covered by the above mentioned classes or under 
construction. This class shall also include nature areas and other green areas. 

10 Abandoned areas (F1) 
This class includes abandoned agricultural, residential and industrial, transport and 
basic infrastructure areas. Area belongs to the abandoned class if it is not in use and 
cannot any more be used for the original purpose without major reparation/renovation 
work. 

11 Natural areas not in other use (F2) 
This class includes areas which are in natural state and not in other use (e.g. 
protected areas).  

12 Construction areas (F3) 
This class includes areas under construction.  
 

Not known 
13 Not known (G) 
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This class corresponds to areas where there is a use which is not known in the 
dataset. 

 

5.2.1.2. Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
In Planned Land Use spatial plans are often drawn on the backdrop of another map (e.g. cadastral 
parcels or topographic data). However, the INSPIRE Planned Land Use data specification represents 
Planned Land Use as absolute, not relative geometries. That is, they have their own, absolute 
geometries and their geographical location is not dependent on other features (other than during their 
original delineation). This is because many Member States do not update their spatial plans if there 
are changes to the backdrop data, and in any case, the legal definition of a spatial plan remains fixed 
even if there are underlying changes to the backdrop data. Metadata may provide information on the 
backdrop that has been used at the time the spatial plan enters into force. 
 

Open issue 4: The INSPIRE data Specification on Cadastral Parcels (CP, annex I theme 6) may be 
amended in a way that no direct relationships with LU feature types will be requested. 

 
 
Existing Land Use data is often collected in combination with Land Cover data and in that case 
geometries in the two datasets will often be equivalent. Because there is no relationship in INSPIRE 
between Land Use and Land Cover this consistency will not be enforced. 
 
The areas of a land use data set will be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive; together they 
will cover the extent of the data set. The covered area may be irregularly shaped and multipart. 
 
The zoning elements of a spatial plan will be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, together 
they will cover the extent of the plan. The geometries of the supplementary regulation will be inside the 
extent of its corresponding spatial plan. It can be possible that different spatial plans (different 
datasets), for example of different levels (municipal and regional) or of different times (one from 1970 
and one from 2010), are overlapping. 
 

5.2.1.3. Identifier management 
 
In national registrations Spatial plans usually have a unique identifier but sub-elements (e.g. 
ZoningElement and SupplementaryRegulation) may have identifiers that are only unique within the 
context of a given dataset. An inspireId can be constructed by combining the identifiers of the plan 
with the local identifier. 
 

5.2.1.4. Modelling of object references 
 
Spatial plans in Planned Land Use are legal documents that regulate what developments are allowed, 
allowed under certain circumstances and not allowed in an area. The various parts of the plan use the 
TextualRegulation object to make a reference to the legal text or a specific location in a legal 
document. 
Furthermore, Spatial Plans can be provided as scanned documents or structural drawing that are not 
always geo-referencable maps (See Figure 12 as an example). 
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Figure 12 – example of a non-georeferencable map in a spatial plan (Scot Flandre-
Dunkerque) 

 
A link to these documents can be provided via the planDocument association (see Figure 9). 
 

5.2.1.5. Geometry representation 
 

IR Requirement 3 The value domain of spatial properties used in this specification shall be 
restricted to the Simple Feature spatial schema as defined by EN ISO 

19125-1. 

 
NOTE The specification restricts the spatial schema to 0-, 1-, 2-, and 2.5-dimensional geometries 
where all curve interpolations are linear. 
 
NOTE The topological relations of two spatial objects based on their specific geometry and topology 
properties can in principle be investigated by invoking the operations of the types defined in ISO 
19107 (or the methods specified in EN ISO 19125-1). 
 

5.2.1.6. Temporality representation 
 
 
The application schemas use the derived attributes "beginLifespanObject" and "endLifespanObject" to 
record the lifespan of a spatial object.  
 
The attributes "beginLifespanVersion" specifies the date and time at which this version of the spatial 
object was inserted or changed in the spatial data set. The attribute "endLifespanVersion" specifies 
the date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the spatial 
data set. 
 
NOTE 1 The attributes specify the beginning of the lifespan of the version in the spatial data set itself, 
which is different from the temporal characteristics of the real-world phenomenon described by the 
spatial object. This lifespan information, if available, supports mainly two requirements: First, 
knowledge about the spatial data set content at a specific time; second, knowledge about changes to 
a data set in a specific time frame. The lifespan information should be as detailed as in the data set 
(i.e., if the lifespan information in the data set includes seconds, the seconds should be represented in 
data published in INSPIRE) and include time zone information. 
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NOTE 2 Changes to the attribute "endLifespanVersion" does not trigger a change in the attribute 
"beginLifespanVersion". 
 

Recommendation 4 If life-cycle information is not maintained as part of the spatial data set, all 
spatial objects belonging to this data set should provide a void value with a 
reason of "unpopulated". 

 
 
In Existing Land Use the temporal attributes validFrom and validTo are used to indicate when the 
given object is valid in reality (as opposed to the beginLifespanVersion and endLifespanVersion that 
gives information on the validity of the object in the system). In many cases this information will not be 
known: It may be observed that an area has changed from one land use type to another, but not when 
the change happened. In this case the observationDate can be used to specify when the new type 
was observed. 
 
In Planned Land Use a SpatialPlan describes the future and it has the attributes validFrom and validTo 
to define the validity of the SpatialPlan in reality, i.e. the time period during which the rules of the plan 
are legally valid. For spatial plans the end date of the legal validity may not be known, e.g. when a 
spatial plan is valid till it is superseded by a more recent plan. In that case the validTo date will have 
the void value. 
 

5.2.2 Feature catalogue - Land Use Core Model 

Table 3 - Feature catalogue metadata 

Feature catalogue name INSPIRE feature catalogue Land Use Core Model 

Scope Land Use Core Model 

Version number 2.0 

Version date 2011-06-15 

Definition source INSPIRE data specification Land Use Core Model 

Table 4 - Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes Section 

CoreLandUseCoverage Land Use Core Model «featureType» 5.2.2.1.1 

CoreLandUseObject Land Use Core Model «featureType» 5.2.2.1.2 

HILUCSValue Land Use Core Model «codeList» 5.2.2.2.1 

LandUseClassificationValue Land Use Core Model «codeList» 5.2.2.2.2 

5.2.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.2.2.1.1. CoreLandUseCoverage 

CoreLandUseCoverage (abstract) 

  Name: core land use coverage 
  Subtype of: DiscreteCoverage 
  Definition: The class CoreLandUseCoverage describes a dataset that contains a set of 

objects discribing land use (CoreLandUseObject): Each point in its extent 
belongs to exactly one CoreLandUseObject. The DiscreteCoverage superclass 
implements the Mapping between the featureType CoreLandUseCoverage and 
the featureType CoreLandUseObject 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 

  Value type: DateTime 
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CoreLandUseCoverage (abstract) 

  Definition: Date and time from which this version of the spatial data set exists. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: endLifespanVersion 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial data set is superseded or 

retired. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: extent 

  Value type: EX_BoundingPolygon 
  Definition: Geographic extent of the area that is covered by this dataset. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: inspireId 

  Value type: Identifier 
  Definition: External object identifier of the spatial object. 
  Description: An external object identifier is a unique object identifier published by the 

responsible body, which may be used by external applications to reference the 
spatial object. The identifier is an identifier of the spatial object, not an identifier 
of the real-world phenomenon. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: name 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Human readable name of the dataset. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: validFrom 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: First date at which this Coverage is valid in reality. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validTo 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: The time from which the coverage no longer exists in the real world. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.2.1.2. CoreLandUseObject 

CoreLandUseObject (abstract) 

  Name: Core land use object 
  Definition: Object that is associated with an area that has a dominant homogeneous land 

use in a LandUseCoverage 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 

  Value type: DateTime 
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CoreLandUseObject (abstract) 

  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed 
in the spatial data set. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: dominantLandUse 

  Value type: HILUCSValue 
  Definition: Land use class that is dominant in this LandUseObject 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: endLifespanVersion 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or 

retired in the spatial data set. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: inspireId 

  Value type: Identifier 
  Definition: External object identifier of the spatial object. 
  Description: An external object identifier is a unique object identifier published by the 

responsible body, which may be used by external applications to reference the 
spatial object. The identifier is an identifier of the spatial object, not an identifier 
of the real-world phenomenon. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: specificLandUse 

  Value type: LandUseClassificationValue 
  Definition: Land Use Category according to the nomenclature specific to this dataset 
  Description: Reference to an entry in the classfication that is part of the 

SpecificLandUseClassification. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validFrom 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: First date at which this version of this LandUseObject is valid in reality. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validTo 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: The time from which the phenomenon no longer exists in the real world. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.2.2. Code lists 

5.2.2.2.1. HILUCSValue 

HILUCSValue 

  Name: HILUCS value 
  Definition: List of land use categories to be used in INSPIRE Land Use 
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HILUCSValue 

  Description: This list is populated with the land use categories of the Hierarchical INSPIRE 
land use classification system. It is expected to evolve during the INSPIRE 
modelling process. 
 
The elements of the list should be both applicable to existing land use and 
planned land use. 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  Governance: May not be extended by Member States. 
  URI: urn:x-inspire:def:codeList:INSPIRE:HILUCSValue 

 

Value: 10_abandonedAreas 

  Name: abandoned areas 
  Definition: This class includes abandoned agricultural, residential and industrial, transport 

and basic infrastructure areas. Area belongs to the abandoned class if it is not in 
use and can't any more be used for the original purpose without major 
reparation/renovation work. 

 

Value: 11_naturalAreasNotInUse 

  Name: natural areas not in use 
  Definition: This class includes areas which are in natural state and not in other use (e.g. 

protected areas). 
 

Value: 12_constructionAreas 

  Name: construction areas 
  Definition: This class includes areas under construction. 

 

Value: 13_notKnown 

  Name: void 
  Definition: This class corresponds to areas where there is a use which is not known in the 

dataset. 
 

Value: 1_agriculture 

  Name: agriculture 
  Definition: This class includes the production of crop (plants, fungi etc.) and animal products 

for food (for sale and for own consumption) and industrial purposes. This class 
includes also the growing of plants for biofuels. This class includes growing of 
crops in open fields as well as in greenhouses. Also set aside fallow land in the 
crop rotation belongs to this class. The preparation of products for the primary 
markets is included here. The class also includes field construction (e.g. 
agricultural land terracing, drainage, preparing rice paddies etc.) as well as 
landscape care and maintenance. The level of intensive agriculture may be 
included. 

  Description: NOTE This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based 
on local natural resources. Most products from this sector are either raw 
materials for other industries, or are directly consumed by end-users. Areas 
where the manufacturing industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process 
the primary products close to the primary producers are normally considered to 
be included, especially if the raw material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to 
transport long distances. 

 

Value: 2_forestry 

  Name: forestry 
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HILUCSValue 

  Definition: This class includes areas for the production of round wood. Besides the 
production of timber, forestry activities result in products that undergo little 
processing, such as firewood, charcoal and round wood used in an unprocessed 
form (e.g. pit-props, pulpwood etc.). Forest tree nurseries, storage and transport 
areas linked to logging belong to this class. This class includes also the growing 
of trees and woody plants for biofuels. These activities can be carried out in 
natural or planted forests. 

  Description: NOTE This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based 
on local natural resources. Most products from this sector are either raw 
materials for other industries, or are directly consumed by end-users. Areas 
where the manufacturing industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process 
the primary products close to the primary producers are normally considered to 
be included, especially if the raw material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to 
transport long distances. 

 

Value: 3_miningAndQuarrying 

  Name: mining and quarrying 
  Definition: This class includes mining and quarrying in the form of the extraction of minerals 

and materials occurring naturally as solids (coal, ores, gravel, sand, salt), liquids 
(petroleum), gases (natural gas) or biomass (peat). Extraction can be achieved 
by different methods such as underground or surface mining or extraction, well 
operation etc. 

  Description: NOTE This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based 
on local natural resources. Most products from this sector are either raw 
materials for other industries, or are directly consumed by end-users. Areas 
where the manufacturing industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process 
the primary products close to the primary producers are normally considered to 
be included, especially if the raw material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to 
transport long distances. 

 

Value: 4_aquacultureAndFishing 

  Name: aquaculture and fishing 
  Definition: This class includes professional fishing and aquaculture. 
  Description: NOTE This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based 

on local natural resources. Most products from this sector are either raw 
materials for other industries, or are directly consumed by end-users. Areas 
where the manufacturing industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process 
the primary products close to the primary producers are normally considered to 
be included, especially if the raw material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to 
transport long distances. 

 

Value: 5_otherPrimaryProduction 

  Name: other primary production 
  Definition: This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based on 

local natural resources other than those related to agricultural, forestry, Mining, 
quarrying, aquaculture and fishing uses. 

 

Value: 6_industrialAreas 

  Name: industrial areas 
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HILUCSValue 

  Definition: This class includes industrial and manufacturing activities which take the output 
of the primary sector and manufacture finished goods and intermediate products 
for other business. This class also includes the storage and transport areas 
linked directly to manufacturing activities. The branches of industries covered by 
this class are the processing of: food, textile, leather, wood and wood product, 
pulp, paper, publishing, printing, recording, petroleum and other fuels, chemicals, 
chemical products, man-made fibers, rubber and plastic products, non metallic 
mineral products, basic metals and metal products, fabricated metal product, 
machinery and equipment, electrical and optical equipments, transport 
equipment and furniture. 

 

Value: 7_services 

  Name: services 
  Definition: This class includes areas where services are products for other businesses and 

consumers. It includes both private and public services. It encompasses whole 
sale and retail trade, repair services, hotels and restaurants, financial services, 
real estate, business services, rental services, public administration, defence and 
social security, education, health and social work and other community, social 
and personal services. 

 

Value: 8_networksAndBasisInfrastructure 

  Name: networks and basic infrastructure 
  Definition: This class includes the basic infrastructure and networks of the society. All the 

other sectors are using the infrastructure and networks to produce the goods and 
services. It includes land used for energy, gas and water supply, collection, 
treatment and recycling of sewage and waste, transport, storage and 
communication. 

 

Value: 9_residentialAreas 

  Name: residential areas 
  Definition: This class includes areas used for housing of people. The forms of housing vary 

significantly between, and through, residential areas. These areas include single 
family housing, multi-family residential, or mobile homes in cities, towns and rural 
districts if they are not linked to primary production. It may permit high density 
land use or only permit low density uses. 

 

5.2.2.2.2. LandUseClassificationValue 

LandUseClassificationValue (abstract)  

  Name: land use classification value 
  Definition: This CodeList is empty in the INSPIRE context and must be extended by each 

data provider in their own codeList register. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  URI: null 

 

5.2.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.2.2.3.1. CharacterString 

CharacterString 
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CharacterString 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Text [Include reference 
to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO 
standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.2.3.2. Date 

Date 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Date and Time [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.2.3.3. DateTime 

DateTime 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Date and Time [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.2.3.4. DiscreteCoverage 

DiscreteCoverage (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Generic Conceptual Model::Base 
Models::Coverages (Domain and Range) [Include reference to the document that 
includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the 
GCM] 

  Definition: coverage that returns the same feature attribute values for every direct position 
within any single spatial object, temporal object or spatiotemporal object in its 
domain 

  Description: NOTE The domain of a discrete coverage consists of a finite set of spatial, 
temporal, or spatiotemporal objects. 

 

5.2.2.3.5. EX_BoundingPolygon 

EX_BoundingPolygon 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19115:2006 Metadata (Corrigendum)::Extent information [Include reference to 
the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO 
standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.2.3.6. Identifier 

Identifier 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Generic Conceptual Model::Base Types 
[Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: External unique object identifier published by the responsible body, which may 
be used by external applications to reference the spatial object. 

  Description: NOTE1 External object identifiers are distinct from thematic object identifiers. 
 
NOTE 2 The voidable version identifier attribute is not part of the unique identifier 
of a spatial object and may be used to distinguish two versions of the same 
spatial object. 
 
NOTE 3 The unique identifier will not change during the life-time of a spatial 
object. 
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5.2.3 Feature catalogue - Existing Land Use 

Table 3 - Feature catalogue metadata 

Feature catalogue name INSPIRE feature catalogue Existing Land Use 

Scope Existing Land Use 

Version number 2.0 

Version date 2011-06-15 

Definition source INSPIRE data specification Existing Land Use 

Table 4 - Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes Section 

ExistingLandUseCoverage Existing Land Use «featureType» 5.2.3.1.1 

ExistingLandUseObject Existing Land Use «featureType» 5.2.3.1.2 

LandUsePresenceValue Existing Land Use «dataType» 5.2.3.2.1 

5.2.3.1. Spatial object types 

5.2.3.1.1. ExistingLandUseCoverage 

ExistingLandUseCoverage 

  Name: existing land use coverage 
  Subtype of: CoreLandUseCoverage 
  Definition: An existing land use coverage is a core land use coverage with the additional 

constraint that the rangeSet should only contain ExistingLandUseObjects. 
  Description:  
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: minimumUnitOfInterest 

  Name minimum unit of interest 
  Value type: Integer 
  Definition: The smallest size of the land use objects taken into consideration in the dataset 

(expressed in Ha.) 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Constraint: rangeIsExistingLandUseObject 

  Natural 
language: 

range is LandUseObject  

  OCL: inv: rangeSet.oclIsKindOf(ExistingLandUseObject) 
 

5.2.3.1.2. ExistingLandUseObject 

ExistingLandUseObject 

  Name: existing land use object 
  Subtype of: CoreLandUseObject 
  Definition: An existing land use object describes the land use for a homogeneous area. In 

addition to the core land use object it has an observation date. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: landUsePresence 

  Name land use presence 
  Value type: LandUsePresenceValue 
  Definition: Actual presence of a land use category wihtin the object. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
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ExistingLandUseObject 

  Stereotypes: «voidable»ordered 
 

Attribute: observationDate 

  Name Observation Date. 
  Value type: Date 
  Definition: The observation date associated to a description. 
  Description: Defines the observation date of the description. It could be the date of an 

aerial/satellital acquisition or a field survey. The observation date allows the user 
to have accurate date of when the description was made in the real word. In a 
database, not all object informations are necessarily captured at the same time. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.3.2. Data types 

5.2.3.2.1. LandUsePresenceValue 

LandUsePresenceValue 

  Name: land use presence 
  Definition: Indication of the presence of a non-dominant land use category in an 

ExistingLandUseObject 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: percentageHILUCS 

  Value type: Integer 
  Definition: Percentage of the existing land use object that is covered by this land use 

presence 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: percentageSpecific 

  Value type: Integer 
  Definition: Percentage of the existing land use object that is covered by this land use 

presence 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: presenceHILUCSValue 

  Name presence HILUCS value 
  Value type: HILUCSValue 
  Definition: HILUCS category for this land use presence 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: presenceSpecificValue 

  Value type: LandUseClassificationValue 
  Definition: specific land use category for the land use presense 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.3.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 
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5.2.3.3.1. CoreLandUseCoverage 

CoreLandUseCoverage (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: The class CoreLandUseCoverage describes a dataset that contains a set of 
objects discribing land use (CoreLandUseObject): Each point in its extent 
belongs to exactly one CoreLandUseObject. The DiscreteCoverage superclass 
implements the Mapping between the featureType CoreLandUseCoverage and 
the featureType CoreLandUseObject 

 

5.2.3.3.2. CoreLandUseObject 

CoreLandUseObject (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: Object that is associated with an area that has a dominant homogeneous land 
use in a LandUseCoverage 

 

5.2.3.3.3. Date 

Date 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Date and Time [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.3.3.4. HILUCSValue 

HILUCSValue 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: List of land use categories to be used in INSPIRE Land Use 
  Description: This list is populated with the land use categories of the Hierarchical INSPIRE 

land use classification system. It is expected to evolve during the INSPIRE 
modelling process. 
 
The elements of the list should be both applicable to existing land use and 
planned land use. 

 

5.2.3.3.5. Integer 

Integer 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Numerics [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.3.3.6. LandUseClassificationValue 

LandUseClassificationValue (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: This CodeList is empty in the INSPIRE context and must be extended by each 
data provider in their own codeList register. 
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5.2.4 Feature catalogue - Planned Land Use 

Table 3 - Feature catalogue metadata 

Feature catalogue name INSPIRE feature catalogue Planned Land Use 

Scope Planned Land Use 

Version number 2.0 

Version date 2011-06-15 

Definition source INSPIRE data specification Planned Land Use 

Table 4 - Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes Section 

DimensioningIndicationValue Planned Land Use «dataType» 5.2.4.2.1 

Document Planned Land Use «dataType» 5.2.4.2.2 

DocumentFormatValue Planned Land Use «codeList» 5.2.4.4.1 

LevelOfSpatialPlanValue Planned Land Use «enumeration» 5.2.4.3.1 

LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue Planned Land Use «codeList» 5.2.4.4.2 

ProcessStepGeneralValue Planned Land Use «enumeration» 5.2.4.3.2 

RegulationNatureValue Planned Land Use «enumeration» 5.2.4.3.3 

SourceStatusValue Planned Land Use «codeList» 5.2.4.4.3 

SpatialPlan Planned Land Use «featureType» 5.2.4.1.1 

SupplementaryRegulation Planned Land Use «featureType» 5.2.4.1.2 

SupplementaryRegulationValue Planned Land Use «codeList» 5.2.4.4.4 

TextualRegulation Planned Land Use «dataType» 5.2.4.2.3 

ZoningElement Planned Land Use «featureType» 5.2.4.1.3 

5.2.4.1. Spatial object types 

5.2.4.1.1. SpatialPlan 

SpatialPlan 

  Name: spatial plan 
  Subtype of: CoreLandUseCoverage 
  Definition: a set of documents that indicates a strategic direction for the development of a 

given geographic area, states the policies, priorities, programmes and land 
allocations that will implement the strategic direction and influences the 
distribution of people and activities in spaces of various scales. SpatialPlan 
includes all levels of planning land use including urban planning, regional 
planning, environmental planning, national spatial plans, and spatial planning at 
the European Union levels. 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: backgroundmapDate 

  Name backgroundmap date 
  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date of the backgroundmap used for constructing this Plan 
  Description: NOTE The entries in the backgroundmapDate array refer to the entries in the 

backgroundmapReference at the same position 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: backgroundmapReference 

  Value type: CharacterString 
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SpatialPlan 

  Definition: Reference to the backgroundmap used for constructing this Plan 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: levelOfSpatialPlan 

  Value type: LevelOfSpatialPlanValue 
  Definition: Administrative level of plan. Member states should make a mapping to this 

enumeration. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: ordinanceDate 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date of the relevant administrative ordinance. 
  Description: NOTE This attribute is multiple because, independently from the current legal 

status of the plan, there can be references to the dates of more than one 
ordinance, in relation to the different steps that the planning process has already 
undergone (e.g. ordinance for the preparation of a new plan, ordinance of 
adoption, ordinance of approval, etc.). The entries in the ordinanceDate array 
refer to the entries in the ordinanceReference at the same position 

  Multiplicity: 1..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: ordinanceReference 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Reference to relevant administrative ordinance. 
  Description: NOTE This attribute is multiple because, independently from the current legal 

status of the plan, there can be references to more than one ordinance, in 
relation to the different steps that the planning process has already undergone 
(e.g. ordinance for the preparation of a new plan, ordinance of adoption, 
ordinance of approval, etc.). 

  Multiplicity: 1..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: planTypeName 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Name of the type of plan that the member state gives to the plan 
  Description: EXAMPLE: 

FR: DTA, SCOT, PLU, etc. 
DE: Bebauungsplan, Flächennutzungsplan, Regionalplan, 
Landesentwicklungsplan  
NL: bestemmingsplan, structuurvisie 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: processStepGeneral 

  Value type: ProcessStepGeneralValue 
  Definition: General indication of the step of the planning process that the plan is 

undergoing. 
  Description: NOTE This enumeration contains values that are common to most planning 

systems. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: title 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Name of the spatial plan 
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SpatialPlan 

  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: restriction 

  Value type: SupplementaryRegulation 
  Definition: Links to regulations that supplements the regulation of the zoning as part of this 

spatial plan 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 

 

Association role: textualRegulation 

  Value type: TextualRegulation 
  Definition: Link to the textual regulations that are part of the plan. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 

 

Constraint: domainIsMultiSurface 

  Natural 
language: 

domain is a multi surface 

  OCL: inv: domainSet.oclIsKindOf(GM_MultiSurface) 
 

Constraint: rangeIsZoningElement 

  Natural 
language: 

The range of the coverage must be of type ZoningElement  

  OCL: inv: rangeSet.oclIsKindOf(ZoningElement) 
 

5.2.4.1.2. SupplementaryRegulation 

SupplementaryRegulation 

  Name: supplementary regulation 
  Definition: A geographic feature which overlaps the zoning elements and that provides 

supplementary information and/or limitation of the use of land. The 
supplementary regulations can be for spatial planning reasons or due to the 
need to formalise external regulations. 

  Description: NOTE the supplementary regulations affects all land use that are inside its 
geometry.  
EXAMPLE an air field generates restriction in its surroundings regarding aircraft 
landing, radar and telecommunication devices. It is the buffer around these 
artefacts that generates the supplementary regulation on the Land Use. 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed 

in the spatial data set. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: dimensioningIndication 

  Value type: DimensioningIndicationValue 
  Definition: Specifications about the dimensioning that are added to the dimensioning of the 

zoning elements that overlap the geometry of the supplementary regulation 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: endLifespanVersion 
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SupplementaryRegulation 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or 

retired in the spatial data set. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: geometry 

  Value type: GM_Object 
  Definition: Geometry of the piece of land on which the supplementary regulation applies 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: inspireId 

  Value type: Identifier 
  Definition: External object identifier of the spatial object. 
  Description: NOTE An external object identifier is a unique object identifier published by the 

responsible body, which may be used by external applications to reference the 
spatial object. The identifier is an identifier of the spatial object, not an identifier 
of the real-world phenomenon. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: localSupplelementarylRegulation 

  Value type: LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue 
  Definition: Reference to a category of supplementary regulation provided in a specific 

nomenclature of supplementary regulations 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: regulationNature 

  Value type: RegulationNatureValue 
  Definition: Legal nature of the land use regulation. 
  Description: NOTE Indicates whether the land use regulation is legally binding or not. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: supplementaryRegulation 

  Value type: SupplementaryRegulationValue 
  Definition: reference to a Nomenclature of supplementary regulations 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: validFrom 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: First date at which this version of this supplementary regulation is valid in reality. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validTo 

  Value type: Date 
  Definition: The date from which the supplementary regulation is no longer valid. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: plan 

  Value type: SpatialPlan 
  Definition: Link to the plan this supplementary regulation is part of 
  Multiplicity: 1 
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SupplementaryRegulation 

Association role: textualRegulation 

  Value type: TextualRegulation 
  Definition: Link to the Textual regulations that is part of this supplementary regulation 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 

 

5.2.4.1.3. ZoningElement 

ZoningElement 

  Name: zoning element 
  Subtype of: CoreLandUseObject 
  Definition: a geographical feature which is homogeneous regarding the permitted uses of 

land based on zoning which separate one set of land uses from another. Zoning 
may include regulation of the kinds of activities which will be acceptable on 
particular lots (such as open space, residential, agricultural, commercial or 
industrial), the intensity of use at which those activities can be performed (from 
low-density housing such as single family homes to high-density such as high-
rise apartment buildings), the height of buildings, the amount of space that 
structures may occupy, the relative position of a building on the lot (setbacks), 
the proportions of the types of space on a lot, such as how much landscaped 
space, impervious surface, traffic lanes, and parking must be provided. 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: dimensioningIndication 

  Value type: DimensioningIndicationValue 
  Definition: Specifications about the dimensioning of the urban developments. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: regulationNature 

  Value type: RegulationNatureValue 
  Definition: Legal nature of the land use indication. 
  Description: NOTE Indicates whether the land use indication is legally binding or not. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Association role: textualRegulation 

  Value type: TextualRegulation 
  Definition: Textual Regulation that is part of this zoning element 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 

 

5.2.4.2. Data types 

5.2.4.2.1. DimensioningIndicationValue 

DimensioningIndicationValue 

  Name: Dimension Indication 
  Definition: Specifications about the dimensioning of the urban developments. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: indicationReference 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Description of the dimension indication 
  Multiplicity: 1 
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DimensioningIndicationValue 

Attribute: value 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: value of the dimension indications 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

5.2.4.2.2. Document 

Document 

  Definition: Scanned plans and structural drawings sometimes georeferenced sometimes 
not. Rasters pictures vector drawings.... (TODO: implementation needs to 
beresolved) 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: date 

  Value type: DateTime 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: documentDescription 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: documentLink 

  Value type: URI 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: format 

  Value type: DocumentFormatValue 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: sourceStatus 

  Value type: SourceStatusValue 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.4.2.3. TextualRegulation 

TextualRegulation 

  Name: textual regulation 
  Definition: The regulation part of a SpatialPlan that is opposable to third parties; it may be 

composed of articles that may be associated with a zoning element, a 
supplementary regulation or the complete spatial plan. In some member states 
the actual textual regulation will be part of the plan (and can be put in the 
regulationText attribute) in other member states the text will not be part of the 
plan and be referenced via a URL or a reference to a law. 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 
  URI: null 

 

Attribute: regulationReference 

  Value type: LegislationReference 
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TextualRegulation 

  Definition: Reference to the document that contains the text of the regulation 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: regulationText 

  Value type: CharacterString 
  Definition: Text of the regulation 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.2.4.3. Enumerations 

5.2.4.3.1. LevelOfSpatialPlanValue 

LevelOfSpatialPlanValue 

  Name: level of spatial plan 
  Definition: Territorial hierarchy of plan. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «enumeration» 
  URI: null 

 

Value: local 

  Definition: Plan at municipal level (equivalent to LAU2 of EUROSTAT nomenclature of 
statistical units). 

 

Value: national 

  Definition: Plan at Member State level 
 

Value: other 

  Definition: Other level of spatial plan. 
 

Value: regional 

  Definition: Plan at regional level.(equivalent to NUTS2 of EUROSTAT nomenclature of 
statistical units). 

 

5.2.4.3.2. ProcessStepGeneralValue 

ProcessStepGeneralValue 

  Name: process step general 
  Definition: General indication of the step of the planning process that the plan is 

undergoing. 
  Description: NOTE This enumeration contains values that are common to most planning 

systems. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «enumeration» 
  URI: null 

 

Value: adoption 

  Definition: Plan in the process of being legally adopted. 
 

Value: elaboration 

  Definition: Plan under elaboration. 
 

Value: legalForce 

  Definition: Plan already adopted and being legally binding or active. 
 

Value: obsolete 
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ProcessStepGeneralValue 

  Definition: Plan having been substituted by another plan, or not being any longer in force. 
 

5.2.4.3.3. RegulationNatureValue 

RegulationNatureValue 

  Name: regulation nature 
  Definition: Legal nature of the land use indication. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «enumeration» 
  URI: null 

 

Value: bindingForDevelopers 

  Definition: The land use indication is binding only for developers. 
 

Value: bindingOnlyForAuthorities 

  Definition: The land use indication is binding only for certain authorities. 
 

Value: generallyBinding 

  Definition: The land use indication is binding for everybody. 
 

Value: nonBinding 

  Definition: The land use indication is not binding. 
 

5.2.4.4. Code lists 

5.2.4.4.1. DocumentFormatValue 

DocumentFormatValue 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  Governance: May not be extended by Member States. 
  URI:  

 

Value: bmp 
 

Value: doc 
 

Value: gif 
 

Value: jpeg 
 

Value: odf 
 

Value: ods 
 

Value: pdf 
 

Value: png 
 

Value: tiff 
 

Value: xml 
 

Value: xsl 
 

5.2.4.4.2. LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue 

LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue (abstract)  
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LocalSupplementaryRegulationValue (abstract)  

  Name: local supplementary regulation value 
  Definition: This codeList is empty in the INSPIRE context and must be extended by each 

data provider in their own codeList register. 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  URI: null 

 

5.2.4.4.3. SourceStatusValue 

SourceStatusValue 

  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  Governance: May not be extended by Member States. 
  URI:  

 

Value: NotOfficial 
 

Value: Official 
 

5.2.4.4.4. SupplementaryRegulationValue 

SupplementaryRegulationValue 

  Name: supplementary regulation value 
  Definition: Types of conditions and constraints in spatial plans 
  Status: Proposed 
  Stereotypes: «codeList» 
  Governance: May not be extended by Member States. 
  URI: inspire:def:codeList:INSPIRE:SupplementaryRegulationValue 

 

Value: 10_PlansWithLegalPrecedence 

  Name: plans with legal precedence 
  Definition: Related to specifications inherited from spatial plans having legal precedence 

 

Value: 1_ImpactOnEnvironment 

  Name: impact on environment 
  Definition: Related to the impact on the environment 

 

Value: 2_RiskExposure 

  Name: risk exposure 
  Definition: related to risk exposure 

 

Value: 3_HeritageProtection 

  Name: heritage protection 
  Definition: Related to heritage protection natural, landscape, built up 

 

Value: 4_GeneralInterest 

  Name: general interest 
  Definition: Related to the general interest and public space (including easements) 

 

Value: 5_LandPropertyRight 

  Name: land property right 
  Definition: Related to land property right (pre-empting, parcels restructuring) 

 

Value: 6_RegulationsOnBuildings 

  Name: regulations on buildings 
  Definition: Related to restriction and guidance on buildings 
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SupplementaryRegulationValue 

Value: 7_LocalRegionalStateDevelopmentPolicies 

  Name: local regional state development policies 
  Definition: Related to local spatial development policies 

 

Value: 8_SocialChoices 

  Name: social choices 
  Definition: Related to social choices (social housing) 

 

Value: 9_RegulatingPermittedActivities 

  Name: regulating permitted activities 
  Definition: Related to restricting or forcing permitted activities 

 

5.2.4.5. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.2.4.5.1. CharacterString 

CharacterString 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Text [Include reference 
to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO 
standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.4.5.2. CoreLandUseCoverage 

CoreLandUseCoverage (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: The class CoreLandUseCoverage describes a dataset that contains a set of 
objects discribing land use (CoreLandUseObject): Each point in its extent 
belongs to exactly one CoreLandUseObject. The DiscreteCoverage superclass 
implements the Mapping between the featureType CoreLandUseCoverage and 
the featureType CoreLandUseObject 

 

5.2.4.5.3. CoreLandUseObject 

CoreLandUseObject (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Themes::Annex III::Land Use::Land Use 
Core Model [Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. 
INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: Object that is associated with an area that has a dominant homogeneous land 
use in a LandUseCoverage 

 

5.2.4.5.4. Date 

Date 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Date and Time [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.4.5.5. DateTime 

DateTime 
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DateTime 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19103:2005 Schema Language::Basic Types::Primitive::Date and Time [Include 
reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.4.5.6. GM_Object 

GM_Object (abstract)  

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19107:2003 Spatial Schema:: Geometry::Geometry root [Include reference to the 
document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO 
standard or the GCM] 

 

5.2.4.5.7. Identifier 

Identifier 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Generic Conceptual Model::Base Types 
[Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: External unique object identifier published by the responsible body, which may 
be used by external applications to reference the spatial object. 

  Description: NOTE1 External object identifiers are distinct from thematic object identifiers. 
 
NOTE 2 The voidable version identifier attribute is not part of the unique identifier 
of a spatial object and may be used to distinguish two versions of the same 
spatial object. 
 
NOTE 3 The unique identifier will not change during the life-time of a spatial 
object. 

 

5.2.4.5.8. LegislationReference 

LegislationReference 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Generic Conceptual Model::Base Types 2 
[Include reference to the document that includes the package, e.g. INSPIRE data 
specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

  Definition: information to unambiguously reference a legal act or a specific part of a legal 
act 

 

5.2.4.5.9. URI 

URI 

  Package: INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model::Foundation Schemas::ISO TC211::ISO 
19136 GML::basicTypes [Include reference to the document that includes the 
package, e.g. INSPIRE data specification, ISO standard or the GCM] 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6 Reference systems 

6.1 Coordinate reference systems 

6.1.1 Datum 
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IR Requirement 4 For the coordinate reference systems used for making available the INSPIRE 
spatial data sets, the datum shall be the datum of the European Terrestrial 
Reference System 1989 (ETRS89) in areas within its geographical scope, and 
the datum of the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) or other 
geodetic coordinate reference systems compliant with ITRS in areas that are 
outside the geographical scope of ETRS89. Compliant with the ITRS means that 
the system definition is based on the definition of the ITRS and there is a well 
established and described relationship between both systems, according to EN 

ISO 19111. 

6.1.2 Coordinate reference systems 
 

IR Requirement 5 INSPIRE spatial data sets shall be made available using one of the three-
dimensional, two-dimensional or compound coordinate reference systems 
specified in the list below. 

 
 Other coordinate reference systems than those listed below may only be used 

for regions outside of continental Europe. The geodetic codes and parameters 
for these coordinate reference systems shall be documented, and an identifier 

shall be created, according to EN ISO 19111 and ISO 19127. 

 
1. Three-dimensional Coordinate Reference Systems 

– Three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates 
– Three-dimensional geodetic coordinates (latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal height), using the 

parameters of the GRS80 ellipsoid 
 
2. Two-dimensional Coordinate Reference Systems 

– Two-dimensional geodetic coordinates, using the parameters of the GRS80 ellipsoid  
– Plane coordinates using the Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area projection and the parameters of 

the GRS80 ellipsoid 
– Plane coordinates using the Lambert Conformal Conic projection and the parameters of the 

GRS80 ellipsoid 
– Plane coordinates using the Transverse Mercator projection and the parameters of the GRS80 

ellipsoid 
 
3. Compound Coordinate Reference Systems  

– For the horizontal component of the compound coordinate reference system, one of the two-
dimensional coordinate reference systems specified above shall be used 

– For the vertical component on land, the European Vertical Reference System (EVRS) shall be 
used to express gravity-related heights within its geographical scope 

– Other vertical reference systems related to the Earth gravity field shall be used to express 
gravity-related heights in areas that are outside the geographical scope of EVRS. The geodetic 
codes and parameters for these vertical reference systems shall be documented and an 
identifier shall be created, according to EN ISO 19111 and ISO 19127 

– For the vertical component measuring the depth of the sea floor, where there is an appreciable 
tidal range, the Lowest Astronomical Tide shall be used as reference surface. In marine areas 
without an appreciable tidal range, in open oceans and effectively in waters that are deeper 
than 200 m, the depth of the sea floor shall be referenced to the Mean Sea Level 

– For the vertical component measuring depths above the sea floor in the free ocean, barometric 
pressure shall be used 

– For the vertical component in the free atmosphere, barometric pressure, converted to height 
using ISO 2533:1975 International Standard Atmosphere shall be used 

 

6.1.3 Display 
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IR Requirement 6 For the display of the INSPIRE spatial data sets with the View Service specified 
in D003152/02 Draft Commission Regulation implementing Directive 2007/2/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards Network Services, at 

least the two dimensional geodetic coordinate system shall be made available. 

6.1.4 Identifiers for coordinate reference systems 
 

IR Requirement 7 For referring to the non-compound coordinate reference systems listed in this 
Section, the identifiers listed below shall be used. 

 
 For referring to a compound coordinate reference system, an identifier 

composed of the identifier of the horizontal component, followed by a slash (/), 

followed by the identifier of the vertical component, shall be used. 

 
- ETRS89-XYZ for Cartesian coordinates in ETRS89 
- ETRS89-GRS80h for three-dimensional geodetic coordinates in ETRS89 on the GRS80 ellipsoid 
- ETRS89-GRS80 for two-dimensional geodetic coordinates in ETRS89 on the GRS80 
- EVRS for height in EVRS 
- LAT for depth of the sea floor, where there is an appreciable tidal range 
- MSL for depth of the sea floor, in marine areas without an appreciable tidal range, in open oceans 

and effectively in waters that are deeper than 200m 
- ISA for pressure coordinate in the free atmosphere 
- PFO for Pressure coordinate in the free ocean 
- ETRS89-LAEA for ETRS89 coordinates projected into plane coordinates by the Lambert Azimuthal 

Equal Area projection 
- ETRS89-LCC for ETRS89 coordinates projected into plane coordinates by the Lambert Conformal 

Conic projection 
- ETRS89-TMzn for ETRS89 coordinates projected into plane coordinates by the Transverse 

Mercator projection 

6.2 Temporal reference system 
 

IR Requirement 8 The Gregorian Calendar shall be used for as a reference system for date values, 
and the Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) or the local time including the time 

zone as an offset from UTC shall be used as a reference system for time values. 

 

6.3 Theme-specific requirements and recommendations on 
reference systems 

 
There are no theme-specific requirements or recommendations on reference systems. 
 
  

7 Data quality 
 
This chapter includes a description of data quality elements and sub-elements as well as the 
associated data quality measures (section 7.1). The selected data quality measures should be used to 
evaluate quality of data sets for a specific data quality element / sub-element. The evaluation can be 
performed at the level of spatial object, spatial object type, dataset or dataset series.  
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The results of the evaluation are then reported at the spatial object type or dataset level in metadata 
utilising the same data quality elements and measures (see chapter 8).  
 
NOTE The selection of appropriate data quality measures represents the first step towards the 
harmonisation of documenting data quality.     
 
In addition, for some of the data quality elements described in section 7.1, minimum data quality 
requirements or recommendations may be defined. These are described in the section 1.2. 
 

Recommendation 1 If data quality information is required at spatial object level then it should be 
modelled in the data model as an attribute of a relevant spatial object type. 

 

7.1 Data quality elements and measures  
 
No data quality elements for quantitative evaluation are defined for this theme.  
 

Recommendation 2 To evaluate and report the data quality of data sets related to the spatial data 
theme Land Use, the elements and measures listed in Table 2 should be 

used. 

 
 

Table 2 – Data quality elements for evaluating and reporting the data quality of data 
sets related to the spatial data theme Land Use 

Section Data quality element and sub-element 

7.1.1 Completeness – Commission 

7.1.2 Completeness – Omission 

7.1.3 Logical Consistency – Topological consistency 

7.1.4 Positional accuracy – Absolute or external accuracy 

7.1.5 Logical consistency – Domain consistency 

7.1.6 Thematic accuracy – Classification correctness 

7.1.7 Thematic accuracy – Non-quantitative attribute correctness 

 
 

7.1.1 Completeness – Commission 

 
Commission should be documented using the rate of excess items. 
 

Name Rate of excess items 

Alternative name – 

Data quality element  Completeness 

Data quality sub-element Commission 

Data quality basic measure Error rate 

Definition Number of excess items in the dataset in relation to the number of 
items that should have been present. 

Description The features in land use data are mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive, therefore possible existence of polygons‗ excess can be 
managed by topological principles. This element mainly concerns to 
planned land use: excess items in SupplementaryRegulation 
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Evaluation scope spatial object type: CoreLandUseCoverage 

Reporting scope spatial object type: CoreLandUseCoverage 

Parameter – 

Data quality value type Real, percentage, ratio (example: 0,0189 ; 98,11% ; 11:582) 

Data quality value structure – 

Source reference – 

Example 0,0189 %  
Measure identifier 3 (ISO 19138) 

 
 

7.1.2 Completeness – Omission 

 
Omission should be documented using the rate of missing items. 
 

Name Rate of missing items 

Alternative name – 

Data quality element  Completeness 

Data quality sub-element Omission 

Data quality basic measure Error rate 

Definition Number of missing items in the dataset in relation to the number of 
items that should have been present. 

Description If a certain land use class is partly or totally missing from the data 
rate of missing items shows the known or estimated rate of the 
missing features. 

Evaluation scope data set 

Reporting scope data set 

Parameter – 

Data quality value type Real, percentage, ratio (example: 0,0189 ; 98,11% ; 11:582) 

Data quality value structure – 

Source reference – 

Example 0,0189 %  
Measure identifier 7 (ISO 19138) 

 
 

7.1.3 Logical Consistency – Topological consistency 

 
Topological consistency should be documented using number of invalid slivers. 
 

Name Number of invalid slivers 

Alternative name - 

Data quality element  Logical consistency 

Data quality sub-element Topological consistency 

Data quality basic measure Error rate 

Definition Count of all items in the dataset that are invalid sliver surfaces  
Description A sliver is an unintended area that occurs when adjacent 

surfaces are not digitized properly. The borders of the adjacent 
surfaces may unintentionally gap or overlap by small amounts to 
cause topological error.  

Parameter This data quality measure has 2 parameters: 
 
• sliver area size 
• thickness quotient: average width of the sliver 
 
For each sliver the average width is calculated using formula: 
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where 
Y = average width of the sliver, meters 
K = perimeter of the sliver, meters 
A = area of the sliver, m

2
 

 
Error count is then the sum of those slivers which area size 
exceeds the minimum unit area (MMU) defined to the database 
and slivers which average width exceeds the mean value of the 
positional uncertainties (see below). 

Data quality value type Integer 

Data quality value structure - 

Source reference ESRI GIS Data ReViewer 4.2 User Guide NLS-F Publications nr 
107 

Example 

 
Measure identifier 25 (ISO 19138) 

 
 

7.1.4 Positional accuracy – Absolute or external accuracy 

 
Absolute or external accuracy should be documented using the mean value of positional uncertainties. 
 

Name Mean value of positional uncertainties (2D) 

Alternative name - 

Data quality element  Positional accuracy 

Data quality sub-element Absolute or external accuracy 

Data quality basic measure Not applicable 

Definition Mean value of the positional uncertainties for a set of positions 
where the positional uncertainties are defined as the distance 
between a measured position and what is considered as the 
corresponding true position. 

Evaluation scope data set 

Reporting scope data set 

Description For existing land use a estimation of positional error in sampled 
points can be evaluated: 
 
For a number of points (N), the measured positions are given as 

xmi, ymi and zmi coordinates depending on the dimension in which 
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the position of the point is measured. A corresponding set of 

coordinates, xti, yti and zti, are considered to represent the true 

positions. The errors are calculated as 

 
The mean positional uncertainties of the horizontal absolute or 
external positions is then calculated as 

 
A criterion for the establishing of correspondence should also be 
stated (e.g. allowing for correspondence to the closest position, 
correspondence on vertices or along lines, etc.). The 
criterion/criteria for finding the corresponding points shall be 
reported with the data quality evaluation result. 
 
NOTE: This data quality measure is different than the standard deviation. 
For planned land use the positional accuracy is portrayed as an 
estimated value based to the scale of the data as follows: 
 

Scale, 1:n Estimated geometric accuracy; normal data quality 

1 000 000 500 m 

500 000 250 m 

250 000 125 m 

100 000 50 m 

50 000 25 m 

20 000 10 m 

10 000 5 m 

5 000 2,5 m 

2 000 1 m 

1 000 0,5 m 
 

Parameter - 

Data quality value type Measure; Real 

Data quality value structure - 

Source reference - 

Example - 

Measure identifier 28 (ISO 19138) 

 
 
 
 

7.1.5 Logical consistency – Domain consistency 
 
Domain consistency should be documented using the value domain conformance rate. 
 

Name Value domain conformance rate 

Alternative name - 

Data quality element  Logical consistency 

Data quality subelement Domain consistency 

Data quality basic measure Correct items rate 

Definition Number of items in the dataset that are in conformance with their 
value domain in relation to the total number of items in the 
dataset. 

Description Existing land use: Number of items having the land use type 
defined in the application schema. 

Parameter - 

Data quality value type Real, percentage, ratio 

Data quality value structure - 
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Source reference - 

Example 15 765 ; 98,11 % ; 12 345:13 203 

Measure identifier 17 (ISO 19138) 

 
 
 

7.1.6 Thematic accuracy – Classification correctness 
Classification correctness should be documented using the misclassification rate. 
 

Name Misclassification rate 

Alternative name - 

Data quality element  Thematic accuracy 

Data quality subelement Classification correctness 

Data quality basic measure Error rate 

Definition Number of incorrectly classified features in relation to the number 
of features that are supposed to be there 

Description Land use classes in data set in relation to the land use types in 
the real world.  
 
Concerns only existing land use. 

Parameter - 

Data quality value type Real ; percentage ; ratio 

Data quality value structure - 

Source reference - 

Example 15 765 ; 98,11 % ; 12 345:13 203 

Measure identifier 61 (ISO 19138) 

 
 

7.1.7 Thematic accuracy – Non-quantitative attribute correctness 
 
Non-quantitative attribute correctness should be documented using the rate of incorrect attribute 
values. 
 

Name Rate of incorrect attribute values 

Alternative name - 

Data quality element  Thematic accuracy 

Data quality subelement Non-quantitative attribute correctness 

Data quality basic measure Error rate 

Definition Number of attribute values where incorrect values are assigned 
in relation to the total number of attribute values. 

Description Concerns only existing land use. 

Parameter - 

Data quality value type Real ; percentage ; ratio 

Data quality value structure - 

Source reference - 

Example 15 765 ; 98,11 % ; 12 345:13 203 

Measure identifier 67 (ISO 19138) 

 
 
 

7.2 Minimum data quality requirements and recommendations 
 
No minimum data quality requirements are defined. 
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No minimum data quality recommendations are defined. 
 
 
 

8 Dataset-level metadata 
 
Metadata can be reported for each individual spatial object (spatial object-level metadata) or once for 
a complete dataset or dataset series (dataset-level metadata). Spatial object-level metadata is fully 
described in the application schema (section 5). If data quality elements are used at spatial object 
level, the documentation shall refer to the appropriate definition in section 7. This section only 
specifies dataset-level metadata elements. 
 
For some dataset-level metadata elements, in particular on data quality and maintenance, a more 
specific scope can be specified. This allows the definition of metadata at sub-dataset level, e.g. 
separately for each spatial object type. When using ISO 19115/19139 to encode the metadata, the 
following rules should be followed: 
 

 The scope element (of type DQ_Scope) of the DQ_DataQuality subtype should be used to 
encode the scope. 

 Only the following values should be used for the level element of DQ_Scope: Series, 
Dataset, featureType. 

 If the level is featureType the levelDescription/MDScopeDescription/features element (of 
type Set< GF_FeatureType>) shall be used to list the feature type names. 

 
NOTE The value featureType is used to denote spatial object type. 
 
Mandatory or conditional metadata elements are specified in Section 8.1. Optional metadata elements 
are specified in Section 8. The tables describing the metadata elements contain the following 
information: 

 The first column provides a reference to a more detailed description. 

 The second column specifies the name of the metadata element. 

 The third column specifies the multiplicity. 

 The fourth column specifies the condition, under which the given element becomes 
mandatory (only for Table 3 and Table 4). 

 

8.1 Common metadata elements 
 
 

IR Requirement 9 The metadata describing a spatial data set or a spatial data set series related 
to the theme Land Use shall comprise the metadata elements required by 
Regulation 1205/2008/EC (implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council as regards metadata) for spatial 
datasets and spatial dataset series (Table 3) as well as the metadata 

elements specified in Table 4. 

 

Table 3 – Metadata for spatial datasets and spatial dataset series specified in 
Regulation 1205/2008/EC (implementing Directive 2007/2/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council as regards metadata) 
Metadata 
Regulation 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity Condition  
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1.1 Resource title 1  

1.2 Resource abstract 1  

1.3 Resource type 1  

1.4 Resource locator 0..* Mandatory if a URL is available to obtain 
more information on the resource, and/or 
access related services. 

1.5 Unique resource identifier 1..*  

1.7 Resource language 0..* Mandatory if the resource includes 
textual information. 

2.1 Topic category 1..*  

3 Keyword 1..*  

4.1 Geographic bounding box 1..*  

5 Temporal reference 1..*  

6.1 Lineage  1  

6.2 Spatial resolution 0..* Mandatory for data sets and data set 
series if an equivalent scale or a 
resolution distance can be specified. 

7 Conformity 1..*  

8.1 Conditions for access and 
use 

1..*  

8.2 Limitations on public 
access 

1..*  

9 Responsible organisation 1..*  

10.1 Metadata point of contact 1..*  

10.2 Metadata date 1  

10.3 Metadata language 1  

 

Table 4 – Mandatory and conditional common metadata elements 
INSPIRE Data 
Specification 
Land Use 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity Condition  

8.1.1 Coordinate Reference 
System  

1  

8.1.2 Temporal Reference 
System 

0..* Mandatory, if the spatial data set or one 
of its feature types contains temporal 
information that does not refer to the 
Gregorian Calendar or the Coordinated 
Universal Time. 
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8.1.3 Encoding 1..*  

8.1.4 Character Encoding 0..* Mandatory, if an encoding is used that is 
not based on UTF-8. 

8.1.5  

 

Data Quality – Logical 
Consistency – Topological 
Consistency 

0..* Mandatory, if the data set includes types 
from the Generic Network Model and 
does not assure centreline topology 
(connectivity of centrelines) for the 
network. 

 

8.1.1 Coordinate Reference System 
Metadata element name Coordinate Reference System 

Definition 
Description of the coordinate reference system used in the 
dataset. 

ISO 19115 number and name 13. referenceSystemInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path  referenceSystemInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition mandatory 

INSPIRE multiplicity 1 

Data type(and ISO 19115 no.) 189. MD_CRS 

Domain 

Either the referenceSystemIdentifier (RS_Identifier) or the 
projection (RS_Identifier), ellipsoid (RS_Identifier) and datum 
(RS_Identifier) properties shall be provided. 
 
NOTE More specific instructions, in particular on pre-defined 
values for filling the referenceSystemIdentifier attribute should 
be agreed among Member States during the implementation 
phase to support interoperability. 

Implementing instructions  

Example 
referenceSystemIdentifier: 
 code: ETRS_89 
 codeSpace: INSPIRE RS registry 

Example XML encoding 

<gmd:referenceSystemInfo> 
  <gmd:MD_ReferenceSystem> 
   <gmd:referenceSystemIdentifier> 
    <gmd:RS_Identifier> 
     <gmd:code> 
      <gco:CharacterString>ETRS89 
</gco:CharacterString> 
     </gmd:code> 
     <gmd:codeSpace> 
      <gco:CharacterString>INSPIRE RS 
registry</gco:CharacterString> 
     </gmd:codeSpace> 
    </gmd:RS_Identifier> 
   </gmd:referenceSystemIdentifier> 
  </gmd:MD_ReferenceSystem> 
</gmd:referenceSystemInfo> 

Comments  

 

8.1.2 Temporal Reference System 
Metadata element name Temporal Reference System 

Definition 
Description of the temporal reference systems used in the 
dataset. 

ISO 19115 number and name 13. referenceSystemInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path  referenceSystemInfo 
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INSPIRE obligation / condition 
Mandatory, if the spatial data set or one of its feature types 
contains temporal information that does not refer to the 
Gregorian Calendar or the Coordinated Universal Time. 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type(and ISO 19115 no.) 186. MD_ReferenceSystem 

Domain 

No specific type is defined in ISO 19115 for temporal reference 
systems. Thus, the generic MD_ReferenceSystem element and 
its reference SystemIdentifier (RS_Identifier) property shall be 
provided.  
 
NOTE More specific instructions, in particular on pre-defined 
values for filling the referenceSystemIdentifier attribute should 
be agreed among Member States during the implementation 
phase to support interoperability. 

Implementing instructions  

Example 
referenceSystemIdentifier: 
 code: GregorianCalendar 
 codeSpace: INSPIRE RS registry 

Example XML encoding 

<gmd:referenceSystemInfo> 
 <gmd:MD_ReferenceSystem> 
  <gmd:referenceSystemIdentifier> 
   <gmd:RS_Identifier> 
    <gmd:code> 
    
 <gco:CharacterString>GregorianCalendar</gco:CharacterStri
ng> 
    </gmd:code> 
    <gmd:codeSpace> 
     <gco:CharacterString>INSPIRE RS 
registry</gco:CharacterString> 
    </gmd:codeSpace> 
   </gmd:RS_Identifier> 
  </gmd:referenceSystemIdentifier> 
 </gmd:MD_ReferenceSystem> 
</gmd:referenceSystemInfo> 

Comments  

 

8.1.3 Encoding 
 

Metadata element name Encoding 

Definition 
Description of the computer language construct that specifies 
the representation of data objects in a record, file, message, 
storage device or transmission channel 

ISO 19115 number and name 271. distributionFormat 

ISO/TS 19139 path  distributionInfo/MD_Distribution/distributionFormat 

INSPIRE obligation / condition mandatory 

INSPIRE multiplicity 1 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 284. MD_Format 

Domain 
See B.2.10.4. The property values (name, version, 
specification) specified in section 9 shall be used to document 
the default and alternative encodings. 

Implementing instructions  

Example 

name: Land Use GML application schema  
version: version 2.0, GML, version 3.2.1 
specification: D2.8.III.4 Data Specification on Land Use – 
Draft Guidelines 
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Example XML encoding 

<gmd:MD_Format> 
     <gmd:name> 
      <gco:CharacterString> Land Use GML 
application schema </gco:CharacterString> 
     </gmd:name> 
     <gmd:version> 
      <gco:CharacterString>2.0, GML, version 
3.2.1</gco:CharacterString> 
     </gmd:version> 
     <gmd:specification> 
      <gco:CharacterString>D2.8.III.4 Data 
Specification on Land Use – 
Draft Guidelines</gco:CharacterString> 
     </gmd:specification> 
</gmd:MD_Format> 

Comments  

 

8.1.4 Character Encoding 
 

Metadata element name Character Encoding 

Definition The character encoding used in the data set. 

ISO 19115 number and name  

ISO/TS 19139 path   

INSPIRE obligation / condition Mandatory, if an encoding is used that is not based on UTF-8. 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.)  

Domain  

Implementing instructions  

Example - 

Example XML encoding 

<gmd:characterSet> 
    <gmd:MD_CharacterSetCode 
codeListValue="8859part2" 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandard
s/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCodelists.x
ml#CharacterSetCode">8859-2</gmd:MD_CharacterSetCode> 
</gmd:characterSet> 

Comments  

 

8.1.5 Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Topological Consistency 
 

Metadata element name 
Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Topological 
Consistency 

Definition 
Correctness of the explicitly encoded topological characteristics 
of the dataset as described by the scope 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path  dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition 
Mandatory, if the data set includes types from the Generic 
Network Model and does not assure centreline topology 
(connectivity of centrelines) for the network. 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 115. DQ_TopologicalConsistency 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions 
This metadata should be filled, at least, with these elements: 
- valueUnit: UnitOfMeasure 
- value: Record 

Example  
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Example XML encoding  

Comments 

See clauses on topological consistency in section 7 for detailed 
information. 
 
This metadata element is mandatory if connectivity is not 
assured for network centrelines in the dataset. In this case the 
Connectivity tolerance parameter – as described in section 7 – 
must be provided in order to ensure automatic and 
unambiguous creation of centreline topology in post-process. 

 
 

8.2 Metadata elements for reporting data quality 
 

Recommendation 3 For reporting the results of the data quality evaluation quantitatively, the data 
quality elements and measures defined in chapter 7 should be used. 

 
The scope for reporting may be different from the scope for evaluating data quality (see section 7). If 
data quality is reported at the data set or spatial object type level, the results are usually derived or 
aggregated. 
 

Metadata element name See chapter 7 

Definition See chapter 7 

ISO 19115 number and name 80. report 

ISO/TS 19139 path  dataQualityInfo/*/report 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 
Corresponding DQ_xxx element from ISO 19115, e.g. 109. 
DQ_CompletenessCommission 

Domain 

Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 
 
100. nameOfMeasure : CharacterString [0..*]  
101. measureIdentification : MD_Identifier [0..1] 
102. measureDescription : CharacterString [0..1] 
103. evaluationMethodType : DQ_EvaluationMethodTypeCode 

[0..1] 
104. evaluationMethodDescription : CharacterString [0..1] 
105. evaluationProcedure : CI_Citation [0..1] 
106. dateTime : DateTime [0..*] 
107. result : DQ_Result [1..2] 
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Implementing instructions 

 

Recommendation 4 For each DQ result included in the 
metadata, at least the following properties 
should be provided: 

 
100. nameOfMeasure 
NOTE This should be the name as defined in Chapter 7.  
 
103. evaluationMethodType 
 
104. evaluationMethodDescription 
NOTE If the reported data quality results are derived or 
aggregated (i.e. the scope levels for evaluation and reporting 
are different), the derivation or aggregation should also be 
specified using this property.  
 
106. dateTime 
NOTE This should be data or range of dates on which the data 
quality measure  was applied. 
 
107. result 
NOTE This should be of type DQ_QuantitativeResult 

 

Example  

Example XML encoding  

Comments 
See Chapter 7 for detailed information on the individual data 
quality elements and measures to be used.  

 

Open issue 5: In the ongoing revision of ISO 19115 and development of new ISO 19157 standard 
(Geographic Information – Data quality), a new element is introduced (DQ_DescriptiveResult). This 
element enables to describe and report qualitative results of the data quality evaluation and could be 
used instead of DQ_QuantitativeResult. Once the new (version of the) standards are approved, these 
guidelines will be revisited and be updated if necessary.   

 
 

Open issue 6: For reporting compliance with minimum data quality requirements and 
recommendations specified in section 7, the INSPIRE conformity metadata element should be used.  
 
However, since this issue is part of the larger discussion on the Abstract Test Suite and the definition 
of conformance classes for the data specification, detailed instructions on how to provide metadata on 
compliance with minimum data quality requirements and recommendations will only be provided for 
v3.0. 

 
 
 

8.3 Theme-specific metadata elements 
 
No mandatory theme-specific metadata elements are defined for this theme.  
 

 
 

Recommendation 5 The metadata describing a spatial data set or a spatial data set series related 
to the theme Land Use should comprise the theme-specific metadata 
elements specified in Table 5. 
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Table 5 – Optional theme-specific metadata elements for the theme Land Use 
 

INSPIRE Data 
Specification 
Land Use 
Section 

Metadata element Multiplicity 

8.3.1 Maintenance Information 0..1 

8.3.2 
Data Quality – Completeness – Commission 0..* 

8.3.3 
Data Quality – Completeness – Omission 0..* 

8.3.4 
Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Topological Consistency 0..* 

8.3.5 
Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Domain Consistency 0..* 

8.3.6 
Data Quality – Positional Accuracy – Absolute or external accuracy 0..* 

8.3.7 
Data Quality – Thematic Accuracy – Classification correctness 0..* 

8.3.8 
Data Quality – Thematic Accuracy – Non-quantitative attribute 
correctness 

0..* 

 
 
 

8.3.1 Maintenance Information 
 

Metadata element name Maintenance information 

Definition Information about the scope and frequency of updating 

ISO 19115 number and name 30. resourceMaintenance 

ISO/TS 19139 path  identificationInfo/MD_Identification/resourceMaintenance 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..1 

Data type(and ISO 19115 no.) 142. MD_MaintenanceInformation 

Domain 

This is a complex type (lines 143-148 from ISO 19115).  
At least the following elements should be used (the multiplicity 
according to ISO 19115 is shown in parentheses): 

 maintenanceAndUpdateFrequency [1]: frequency with which 
changes and additions are made to the resource after the 
initial resource is completed / domain value: 
MD_MaintenanceFrequencyCode: 

 updateScope [0..*]: scope of data to which maintenance is 
applied / domain value: MD_ScopeCode 

 maintenanceNote [0..*]: information regarding specific 
requirements for maintaining the resource / domain value: 
free text 

Implementing instructions  

Example  

Example XML encoding  

Comments  

 
 

8.3.2 Data Quality – Completeness – Commission  
 

Metadata element name Data Quality - Completeness - Commission 

Definition DQ Completeness: presence and absence of features, their 
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attributes and their relationsships;  
Commission: excess data present in the dataset, as described by 
the scope. 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 109. DQ_CompletenessCommission 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.1 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 

8.3.3 Data Quality – Completeness – Omission 
 

Metadata element name Completeness – Omission 

Definition Data absent from the dataset, as described by the scope 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 110. DQ_CompletenessOmission 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.2 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 

8.3.4 Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Topological consistency 
 

Metadata element name Logical Consistency – Topological Consistency 

Definition Correctness of the explicitly encoded topological characteristics 
of the dataset as described by the scope 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 115. DQ_TopologicalConsistency 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.3 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 

8.3.5 Data Quality – Logical Consistency – Domain consistency 
 

Metadata element name Data Quality - Logical Consistency - Domain Consistency 

Definition  
Adherence of values to the value domain 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 
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Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 113. DQ_DomainConsistency 

Domain Lines 100 - 107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.4 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

8.3.6 Data Quality - Positional accuracy – Absolute or external accuracy 
 

Metadata element name Data Quality - Positional Accuracy 

Definition Closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as or 
being true 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 117. DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.5 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 

8.3.7 Data Quality - Thematic Accuracy - Classification correctness 
 

Metadata element name Data Quality - Thematic Accuracy - Classification 
Correctness 

Definition Comparison of the classes assigned to features or their attributes 
to a universe of discourse 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 125. DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 

Comments See clause 7.1.6 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 

8.3.8 Data Quality - Thematic Accuracy - Non-quantitative attribute 
correctness 

 

Metadata element name Data Quality - Thematic Accuracy - Non-quantitative attribute 
correctness 

Definition accuracy of non-quantitative attributes 

ISO 19115 number and name 18. dataQualityInfo 

ISO/TS 19139 path dataQualityInfo 

INSPIRE obligation / condition optional 

INSPIRE multiplicity 0..* 

Data type (and ISO 19115 no.) 126. DQ_ThematicClassificationCorrectness 

Domain Lines 100-107 from ISO 19115 

Implementing instructions - 

Example - 

Example XML encoding - 
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Comments See clause 7.1.7 in Chapter 7 for detailed information 

 
 
 
 

8.4 Guidelines on using metadata elements defined in Regulation 
1205/2008/EC 

8.4.1 Conformity 

 
The Conformity metadata element defined in Regulation 1205/2008/EC allows to report the 
conformance with the Implementing Rule for interoperability of spatial data sets and services or 
another specification. The degree of conformity of the dataset can be Conformant (if the dataset is fully 
conformant with the cited specification), Not Conformant (if the dataset does not conform to the cited 
specification) or Not evaluated (if the conformance has not been evaluated). 
 

Recommendation 6 The Conformity metadata element should be used to report conceptual 
consistency with this INSPIRE data specification. The value of Conformant 
should be used for the Degree element only if the dataset passes all the 
requirements described in the abstract test suite presented in Annex A. The 
Specification element should be given as follows: 

 - title: ―INSPIRE Data Specification on <Theme Name> – Draft Guidelines‖ 
 - date: 
  - dateType: publication 
  - date: 2011-06-15 

 

Open issue 7: Conformance testing is still an open issue under discussion. 
 
Instructions on conformance testing and a common abstract test suite (including detailed instructions 
on how to test specific requirements) will be added at a later stage.  
 
This may also lead to an update of the recommendations on how to fill the conformity metadata 
element. 

 

8.4.2 Lineage 

 

Recommendation 7 Following the ISO 19113 Quality principles, if a data provider has a procedure 
for quality validation of their spatial data sets then the data quality elements 
listed in the Chapters 7 and 8 should be used. If not, the Lineage metadata 
element (defined in Regulation 1205/2008/EC) should be used to describe 
the overall quality of a spatial data set. 

 
According to Regulation 1205/2008/EC, lineage ―is a statement on process history and/or overall 
quality of the spatial data set. Where appropriate it may include a statement whether the data set has 
been validated or quality assured, whether it is the official version (if multiple versions exist), and 
whether it has legal validity. The value domain of this metadata element is free text‖. 
 
The Metadata Technical Guidelines based on EN ISO 19115 and EN ISO 19119 specify that the 
statement sub-element of LI_Lineage (EN ISO 19115) should be used to implement the lineage 
metadata element. 
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Recommendation 8 To describe the transformation steps and related source data, it is 
recommended to use the following sub-elements of LI_Lineage:  

 - For the description of the transformation process of the local to the common 
INSPIRE data structures, the LI_ProcessStep sub-element should be used. 

 - For the description of the source data the LI_Source sub-element should be 
used.  

 
NOTE 1 This recommendation is based on the conclusions of the INSPIRE Data Quality Working 
Group to avoid overloading of the overall lineage statement element with information on the 
transformation steps and related source data. 
 
NOTE 2 In order to improve the interoperability, domain templates and instructions for filling these 
free text elements (descriptions) may be specified in an Annex of this data specification.   
 

Open issue 8: The suggested use of the LI_Lineage sub-elements needs to be discussed as part of 
the maintenance of the INSPIRE metadata Technical Guidelines.    

 

8.4.3 Temporal reference 

 
According to Regulation 1205/2008/EC, at least one of the following temporal reference metadata 
elements shall be provided: temporal extent, date of publication, date of last revision, date of creation. 
If feasible, the date of the last revision of a spatial data set should be reported using the Date of last 
revision metadata element.       
 
 
 
 
 

9 Delivery 

9.1 Delivery medium 
 

DS Requirement 2 Data conformant to this INSPIRE data specification shall be made available 
through an INSPIRE network service. 

 

DS Requirement 3 All information that is required by a calling application to be able to retrieve 
the data through the used network service shall be made available in 
accordance with the requirements defined in the Implementing Rules on 
Network Services. 

 
EXAMPLE 1  Through the Get Spatial Objects function, a download service can either download a pre-
defined data set or pre-defined part of a data set (non-direct access download service), or give direct 
access to the spatial objects contained in the data set, and download selections of spatial objects 
based upon a query (direct access download service). To execute such a request, some of the 
following information might be required: 

 the list of spatial object types and/or predefined data sets that are offered by the download 
service (to be provided through the Get Download Service Metadata operation), 

  and the query capabilities section advertising the types of predicates that may be used to form 
a query expression (to be provided through the Get Download Service Metadata operation, 
where applicable), 

 a description of spatial object types offered by a download service instance (to be proviced 
through the Describe Spatial Object Types operation).  
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EXAMPLE 2  Through the Transform function, a transformation service carries out data content 
transformations from native data forms to the INSPIRE-compliant form and vice versa. If this operation 
is directly called by an application to transform source data (e.g. obtained through a download service) 
that is not yet conformant with this data specification, the following parameters are required: 
Input data (mandatory). The data set to be transformed. 

 Source model (mandatory, if cannot be determined from the input data). The model in which the 
input data is provided. 

 Target model (mandatory). The model in which the results are expected.  

 Model mapping (mandatory, unless a default exists). Detailed description of how the 
transformation is to be carried out. 

 
 

9.2 Encodings 

9.2.1 Default Encoding(s) 
 

DS Requirement 4 Data conformant to the application schema(s) defined in section 5.2 shall be 
encoded using the encoding(s) specified in this section. 

 

9.2.1.1. Default encoding for application schema <application schema name> 
  
Name: Current Land Use GML Application Schema 
Version: version 2.0, GML, version 3.2.1 
Specification: D2.8.III.4 Data Specification on Land Use – Draft Guidelines 
Character set:  UTF-8 
 
The GML Application Schema is distributed in a zip-file separately from the data specification 
document. 
 
 
 
 

9.2.1.2. Default encoding for application schema <application schema name> 
  
Name: Planned Land Use GML Application Schema 
Version: version 2.0, GML, version 3.2.1 
Specification: D2.8.III.4 Data Specification on Land Use – Draft Guidelines 
Character set:  UTF-8 
 
The GML Application Schema is distributed in a zip-file separately from the data specification 
document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 Data Capture 
There is no specific guidance required with respect to data capture. 
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11 Portrayal 
 
This clause defines the rules for layers and styles to be used for portrayal of the spatial object types 
defined for this theme. 
 
In section 11.1, the types of layers are defined that are to be used for the portrayal of the spatial object 
types defined in this specification. A view service may offer several layers of the same type, one for 
each dataset that it offers on a specific topic. 
 
Section 11.2 specifies the styles that shall be supported by INSPIRE view services for each of these 
layer types. 
 
In section 11.2.1, further styles can be specified that represent examples of styles typically used in a 
thematic domain. It is recommended that also these styles should be supported by INSPIRE view 
services, where applicable. 
 
Where XML fragments are used in these sections, the following namespace prefixes apply:  

 sld="http://www.opengis.net/sld" (WMS/SLD 1.1) 

 se="http://www.opengis.net/se" (SE 1.1) 

 ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" (FE 1.1) 
 

IR Requirement 10 If an INSPIRE view services supports the portrayal of data related to the 
theme Land Use, it shall provide layers of the types specified in this section. 

 

DS Requirement 5 If an INSPIRE view network service supports the portrayal of spatial data sets 
corresponding to the spatial data theme Land Use, it shall support the styles 
specified in section 11.2. 

 
 If no user-defined style is specified in a portrayal request for a specific layer to 

an INSPIRE view service, the default style specified in section 11.2 for that 
layer shall be used. 

 

Recommendation 9 In addition to the styles defined in section 11.2, it is recommended that, where 
applicable, INSPIRE view services also support the styles defined in section 
11.2.1. 

 
 

11.1 Layers to be provided by INSPIRE view services 
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Layer Name Layer Title Spatial object type(s)  Keywords 

LandUse.ExistingLand
UseCoverage 

Existing Land Use 
objects according to 
the Hierarchical 
INSPIRE Land Use 
Classification System 
at level 1 

ExistingLandUseObject Land Use  

LandUse.SpatialPlan Spatial planning Zoning 
objects according to 
the Hierarchical 
INSPIRE Land Use 
Classification System 
at level 1 

ZoningElement Land Use, Spatial Plan 

LandUse.Supplementary
Regulation 

Regulations that 
supplement the zoning 
and that affect the use 
of land 

SupplementaryRegulati
on 

Land Use, Spatial Plan, 
regulation zone 

 

11.1.1 Layers organisation 
 
 
None. 

11.2 Styles to be supported by INSPIRE view services 
 

11.2.1 Styles for the layer LandUse.ExistingLandUseCoverage 
 

Style Name LandUse.ExistingLaudUseCoverage.Default 

Default Style yes 

Style Title Existing Land Use Coverage Default Style 

Style Abstract Existing Land Use objects filled with a colour depending on the value of the 
attribute from HILUCS level 1 nomenclature 

Symbology 
 
The SLD specifying the symbology is distributed in a file separately from the data 
specification document. 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

1:10 000 to 1:100 000 
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Example 

 
 

11.2.2 Styles for the layer LandUse.SpatialPlan 
 

Style Name LandUse.SpatialPlan.Default  

Default Style yes  

Style Title Planned Land Use Coverage Default Style 

Style Abstract Planned Land Use objects filled with a colour depending on the value of the 
attribute from HILUCS level 1 nomenclature 

Symbology 
 
The SLD specifying the symbology is distributed in a file separately from the data 
specification document. 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

1:500 to 1:500 000 

Example 

 

 

11.2.3 Styles for the layer LandUse.SupplementaryRegulation 
 

Style Name 
LandUse.SupplementaryRegulation.Default 

Default Style yes  

Style Title Supplementary Regulation Default Style 
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Style Abstract Contour or line of the Supplementary regulation depicted by a colour line of two 
pixels, colour depending of the value of the attribute supplementaryRegulation 

Symbol for point supplementary regulation 

Symbology 
 
The SLD specifying the symbology is distributed in a file separately from the data 
specification document. 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

1:500 to 1:500 000 

Example 
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Annex A 
(normative) 

 
Abstract Test Suite 

 
Any dataset conforming to this INSPIRE data specification shall meet all requirements specified in this 
document. 
 
 

Open issue 9: Conformance testing is still an open issue under discussion. 
 
Instructions on conformance testing and a common abstract test suite (including detailed instructions 
on how to test specific requirements) will be added at a later stage.  
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Annex B 
(informative) 
Use cases 

 

B.1 Introduction 

The use cases section intends to sum up the understanding of the Thematic Working Group on Land 
Use after having reviewed the use cases and the reference materials provided by the SDICs and the 
LMOs and after having conducted interviews to ascertain the user requirements. The objective of a 
use case is to give a description of situations where land use datasets are required to perform a given 
task. These use cases are documented in order to understand how the requirements have been 
filtered in view of designing a conceptual model generic enough to cover potential use cases and 
simple enough to minimise the burden on the shoulder of data producers and uses.  
 
Section B2 to B5 identifies the use cases considered relevant and expresses the requirements in 
broad terms. Four use cases have been selected as representative of those reported to the land use 
thematic working group:  

 land planning,  

 analysis of land consumption,  

 ecological network mapping,  

 greenhouse inventory reporting.  

 
Four other use cases are also presented although less detailed in section B6: Land use for 
environmental impact assessment, Land use for the flood directive, Statistics for Land Use, Land use 
for soil management 
 
They have been fully documented using the template provided for INSPIRE.  
 
Section B7 to B8 sums up the data requirements as they result from the use case analysis. They are 
presented for both existing and planned land use. It expresses the main requirements regarding the 
features that need to be taken into consideration, the nomenclature to be used, the temporal 
dimension, identifiers, portrayal, metadata and requirements for consistency with other themes. It also 
identifies requirements that have been omitted mainly due to expected difficulties in meeting them. 
 
Section B9 concludes with the key aspects that have enabled to shape the LU data model and the 
relations with other themes. 
 

B.2 Land Planning 

B.2.1 Narrative description 

Regional/spatial planning is a ―scientific discipline, an administrative technique and a policy developed 
as an interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach directed towards a balanced regional 
development and the physical organisation of space according to an overall strategy

15
‖.  

The spatial planning process produces Land Use regulation. Three main steps are usually defined: 

                                                      
 
15

  From the European Regional/Spatial Planning Charter adopted in 1983 by CEMAT the European 
Conference of Ministers responsible for Regional Planning 
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 the elaboration step which includes diagnostics of the current situation of a given area and 
proposed scenarios for its development 

 the adoption step that usually involves a democratic discussion on the selected scenario 

 the ―opposition to third parties‖ step when the Land Use regulation comes into force and is 
applicable to any further changes to the physical organisation and use of space.  

Once adopted, the Land Use regulation (Spatial Plan) is an instrument to implement the choices 
regarding the spatial-structural development of a certain area. It orders the land use and is composed 
of two binding parts: a graphic map that indicates on which area the plan is applied and the belonging 
textual planning requirements. For the majority of the European countries, with the notable exception 
of the Netherlands, the spatial plan printed on paper and signed by the appropriate authority is the 
only document that is ―opposable to third parties‖ its digital form having no legal status.  
 
As far as the elaboration step and the adoption step are concerned, the main Land Use requirement is 
related to the datasets that describe existing Land Use at present and in the past. The issue is related 
to the understanding of the driving forces that shaped the land, i.e. understanding why the land looks 
like it is in the reality. Having the trajectory of the land changes with time allows modelling what land 
tends to be in the future. 
 
Planned Land Use is the result of the planning process. It provides the graphical and textual regulation 
that will control the future shaping of the land through the land uses that will be permitted or forbidden.  
The usage of Planned Land Use is twofold:  

 On the one hand the ―land law enforcement
16

‖ (or land right implementation) is the process of 
delivering the appropriate authorisation needed for constructing a building, a road, a railway, 
or any human built artefact. The full land use regulation (spatial plan) is required for the 
process to be fully legal and to minimize the number of disputes. Having access to the digital 
facsimile of the legal document may avoid going back to the paper. Users are to be identified 
as the citizen, the architect, the promoter, or any person or organisation that requests the 
authorisation to build something, but also the entity that instructs and delivers the 
authorisation.  

 On the other hand the ―land monitoring study‖ is the process of understanding the land evolution 
through time and the effect of land policies on land. The full land use regulation (spatial plan) 
is not requested, only the graphic map is often required with some degree of simplification. 
Users are professionals such as land planners, geographers, and decision makers including 
the elected people. 

 

                                                      
 
16

  application du droit des dols 
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B.2.2 Involved actors 
 

Spatial planning document 

showing regulations to be applied 

overlaid on a cadastral map 

EU-Citizen interested in knowing the construction 

constraints over a land parcel he is interested in 

 

 

 

Building permit instructor planner in charge of checking 

construction projects meet spatial plan requirements 
 

Spatial planner in charge of creating and modifying 

spatial plans 

 

Decision maker in charge of commenting and 

adopting spatial plans (elected or governmental) 
 

EU-Citizen having interest in participating to the 

democratic process of spatial plan adoption 
 

Entry into force 

 

Elaboration 

Any user requesting spatial plan  

 
 

B.2.3 Detailed description 

Use Case Description 

Name Spatial planning documents 

Priority High 

Description 

Graphical representations of regulations that have a spatial extent, i.e. applicable to a piece of land, as 
well as facilities and constructions that pre-exist in the real world are needed to provide a map 
background for orientation and to understand spatial relationships.  
It usually includes the representation of zoning elements, buffer zones around geographical objects that 
create restriction on neighbouring parcels as well as cadastral boundaries and topographic elements like 
e.g. hydrographical elements (surface waters), infrastructure, settlements, administrative units, 
geographical names, existing Land Use, etc. 
One of the main purposes of maps is to communicate spatial information to the general public and/or 
experts in an understandable form and to support communication. 

Pre-condition 

Feature classification as reference data or defined rules to choose reference elements (features, 
dimensions). 
Portrayal: Generalisation and symbol assignment rules for reference data and spatial planning related 
information 
Another possibility could be to have a set of previous existing spatial plan as raster data. 

Flow of Events – 1- Elaboration Path 

Step 1. 
Spatial planner request required geographical data from partners in order to create diagnostic map 
stating the current status of his area of interest, to devise scenarios for future development and to 
provide them to local government decision makers for comment 

Step 2 
Interested body to access proposed and preferred scenarios for future area development and provide 
comments 

Step 3 
Decision maker to provide selected development scenario for public hearing and interested parties in 
view of adopting final spatial plan that enter into force at a given date 

Flow of Events – 2- entry into force Paths 

Step 4 
Landlords, mandated body, construction permit instructor to access enforced spatial plan in order to 
check compatibility between construction projects at a given address or on a given parcel and applicable 
regulation from the enforced spatial plan  

Step 5 Any other interested body to access enforced spatial plans for spatial analysis 

Step 6 Delivery of seamless and as far as possible harmonized requested spatial planning documents  

Post-condition Layers coming from different thematic DB must be merged into a seamless and harmonized way  

Data source: Topographic Reference Data 

Description 

Topographic and cadastral reference data  
There are 2 levels –or roles- in which topographical data are required:  

Topographic data as a visual background. The aim is here to help locating any zone in its 
surrounding. 
Topographic data as a tool for spatial analysis. 

Data provider Mapping and cadastral agency (national or local governments). 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope 
Spatial information supporting orientation on maps and understanding of spatial relationships. The aim 
of topographic data is to help locate phenomena in its surrounding. 

Scale, resolution 
The scale of data depends on the spatial planning level. At the municipal level it ranges from 1:25 000 to 
1:5 000. The data can be modelled in 2D geometry. There are no specific topological constraints on 
these data. 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files 
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Use Case Description 

Documentation Metadata 

Data source: Thematic information 

Description Various sorts of thematic information such as census data, economic information 

Data provider Competent authorities including local governments 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope Various (depends on the purpose) 

Scale, resolution Various (depends on the purpose) 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files, GML-files, WFS 

Documentation Metadata, Model description 

 

TWG Affected path Datasets affected 

Administrative Units (AU) Yes both Boundaries of administrative units from the municipal to national borders, 
including geo-names. 

Addresses (AD) Yes both Address of entities 

Area 
management/restriction/re
gulation zones and 
reporting units (AM) 

Yes both Restriction zones 
Regulation zones 

Cadastral Parcels (CP) Yes both Identification of properties 

Coordinate reference 
systems 

Yes both Local reference system enabling easy distance measurement 

LandUse (LU) Yes both residential areas / zones/districts // rural communities 
industrial areas 
agriculture 
forest 

Protected Sites (PS) Yes both Ecologic landscape heritage 

TransportNetwork (TN) Yes both inland waterway (channels) 
Roads 
Railways 

Orthoimagery (OI) Yes both orthophotos  
(Georeferenced) historical (ortho)photos 

Agricultural and 
aquacultural facilities (AF) 

Yes 1 with regards to adverse consequences for economic activities and 
environment (accidental pollution) 
with regards to economic capacity  

Bio-geographical regions + 
Habitats and biotopes + 
Species distribution (BR-
HB-SD) 

Yes 
 

1 with regards to protection of the environment 

Buildings Yes 1 Contour, height, Use (e.g. agriculture, industrial, commerce, service, etc.) 
Bridges, tunnels 
levees, dikes, dams 

Elevation (EL) Yes 1 contour lines (lines that join points of equal elevation)  
slope/hillside profile  
fall/gradient of slope, base slope 
coastline 

Energy Resources Yes 1 any 

Geographical grid systems Yes 1 Population density or similar coverage information 

Geographical names (GN) Yes 1 name of locations/areas  

Geology + Mineral 
resources (GE-MR) 

marginal 1 geology: rock (Limestone, chalk, sandstone), Permeability 
Landforms (geomorphology 

Hydrography (HY) Yes 1 Physical waters (watercourses, lakes) 
dams 

LandCover (LC) Yes 1 All classes 

Natural Risk Zones Yes 1 Risk maps 
Risk prevention plans 

Production and industrial 
facilities (PF) 

Yes 1 with regards to economic activities  
with regards to economic assets 

Statistical Units + 
Population distribution, 
demography (SU-PD) 

Yes 1 Census data (> population density etc.) and other population distribution data 

Utility and governmental 
services (US) 

Yes 1 Water supply 
Sewerage system 
Energy supply 
Cable communication networks 
Administration centres/infrastructure 
Maintenance of supply and vulnerability 

Soil (SO) marginal  Permeability/Surface Sealing 
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B.3 Analysis of land consumption 

B.3.1 Narrative description 

 
The analysis of land consumption is required in many countries as the urban sprawl operates over the 
agricultural and natural areas. In some countries, municipalities will have to set objectives limiting the 
land consumption by urban area with mechanism to monitor the way the objectives are met. In the 
context of sustainable development where economic, social and environmental concerns are 
balanced, it is important to evaluate the justification of the land consumption by the urban sprawl. It is 
thus important to have knowledge of the existing land use and the area where the spatial plans project 
to open area for settlements and commercial or industrial activities and the like and for new 
communication links. 
 
Urban sprawl is an intrinsic dimension of urbanization, which underlies the processes of spatial 
diffusion occurring in most developed countries. As modern cities become more complex also the 
phenomena of urban sprawl become increasingly faceted and diversified. One major aspect of novelty 
in the current trends is that sprawl does not only affect the use of land but has also an impact on the 
social, functional and economic spheres of urban life. It may also extend on different spatial levels, 
affecting not only cities and their surrounding areas but also whole metropolitan regions. Urban 
economists tend to examine urban sprawl as the aggregate extent of urban land use or as the average 
urban land use density. It has been shown that urban sprawl can increase the aggregate urban land 
use and lower the average land use density while at the same time lowering average commuting travel 
times and increasing discretionary mobility 
 
In Europe several projects aim at detecting changes in existing land cover/use vector data (e.g. 
DeCOVER2 is a German project to develop algorithms in that area for updating the  ATKIS-DLM 
digital landscape model of Germany, BNTK biotopes and land use map by the federal agency of 
environment in Germany). Remote sensing data is often used to do the change detection. Because 
the input and output datasets use different classifications interoperability knowledge on mapping 
between classifications using ontologies is required.  

B.3.2 Involved actors 
 

Map showing land consumption 

map 

EU-Citizen interested in knowing urban sprawl 

 

 

 

EU-services comparing urban sprawl maps from various 

sources 
 

Spatial planner in charge of creating land 

consumption maps 

 

Local government officers having to check land 

consumption objectives are met 
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B.3.3 Detailed description 

Use Case Description 

Name Land consumption mapping 

Priority High 

Description 

Land consumption monitoring enables to monitor the land parcels that change their usage. The 
issue is both to detect the changes and to understand for a given parcel from which usage it is 
turned into a new usage. It is thus an issue where comparison of land use maps over time at the 
parcel level is important.  
Urban sprawl is considered acceptable when the rate of urban sprawling is similar to the 
population increase. 

Pre-condition 

Feature classification as reference data or defined rules to choose reference elements (features, 
dimensions). 
Portrayal: Generalisation and symbol assignment rules for reference data and Land use related 
information 

Flow of Events – 1- Path 

Step 1. 
The user is requesting two existing land use datasets with their specific classification systems 
covering a given area but providing information at a different time. He may also requests recent 
orthophotos  

Step 2 
Based on the specific classification systems he groups the various classes into equivalent more 
generic classes as well as classes representing the urban nature of land use 

Step 3 

Applying the generic classes to each datasets and overlaying them on top of the orthophoto the 
user can then build a new dataset in which for each polygon the generic land use is attached at 
time T1 and at time T2. He can then produce a map and statistics showing how the land use has 
evolved between the two time slots. Based on the urban nature classes and the population 
information, the user can assess whether the area has been densifying or sprawling regarding the 
change of population distribution and increase. 

Post-condition Layers coming from different thematic DB must be merged into a seamless and harmonized way  

Data source: Land use Data 

Description 
Existing land use data sets at two different dates are required. The scale range should be at the 
parcel level in order to draw an accurate urban extent. Key land classes must be  considered 
such as agricultural use, forestry use, natural space, built-up  area, etc. 

Data provider Mapping and cadastral agency (national or local governments). 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope Land use 

Scale, resolution 
For land consumption analysis the scale range is around 1:25.000, for the resulting urban sprawl 
map 1:100.000 may be preferred 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files 

Documentation Metadata 

Data source: Thematic information 

Description Population distribution and activity figures (such as local GNP measure or VAT figures) 

Data provider Competent authorities including local governments 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope Various (depends on the purpose) 

Scale, resolution Various (depends on the purpose) 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files, GML-files, WFS 

Documentation Metadata, Model description 

 
TWG Affected Datasets affected 

Administrative Units (AU) Yes Boundaries of administrative units from the municipal to national borders, 
including toponyms. 

Buildings Yes Contour, height, Use  

Cadastral Parcels (CP) Yes Identification of parcel limits 

Elevation (EL) Yes slope/hillside profile  

Geographical grid systems Yes Population density or similar coverage information 

Land Cover (LC) Yes All classes 

Land Use (LU) Yes residential areas / zones/districts // rural communities, industrial areas, 
agriculture, forest 

Natural Risk Zones Yes Risk maps 

Orthoimagery (OI) Yes orthoimages  
(Georeferenced) historical orthophotos 

Production and industrial 
facilities (PF) 

Yes with regards to economic activities  

Protected Sites (PS) Yes Ecologic landscape heritage 

Statistical Units + Population 
distribution, demography (SU-
PD) 

Yes Census data (> population density etc.) and other population distribution data 

Transpor Network (TN) Yes inland waterway (channels), Roads, Railways, Bridges, tunnels 
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B.4 Ecological network map 

B.4.1 Narrative description 

Ecological network is a system of the most valuable sites, important for protection of threatened 
species, habitat types, ecological systems or landscapes. Ecological network sites must be relatively 
close to each other and connected with corridors, which allow them to communicate and exchange 
species. 
In order for ecological network to function, all of its parts must be designated: 

 Core areas – areas with ecological conditions that enable preservation of important 
ecosystems, habitat types and species; 

 Corridors – features that connect core areas like ―bridges‖, enabling species to migrate and 
communicate. There are 3 types of corridors: 

o Linear corridors – continuous elements distinctively different from the surrounding 
nature parts and not intensively used (rivers, tree lines, hedges etc.) 

o Landscape corridors – landscape belts connecting core areas 

o Stepping stone corridors – not continuous in structure but enabling ecological network 
to function (system of water habitat types important for migratory birds etc.) 

 Buffer zones – protecting ecological network from negative surrounding influences (pollution, 
drainage etc.); 

 Restoration areas – occasionally it is necessary to restore or re-establish degraded habitat 
types as parts of ecological network, in order for it to function 

 

The legal basis of the ecological network programs includes 

 NATURA 2000 – Habitat Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC) 

 Emerald Network – The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
Habitats (Bern Convention) 

 National Ecological Network – national nature protection legislation 

Ecological networks are structured hierarchically. That means its parts (core areas, corridors, buffer 
zones and restoration areas) can be distinguished on different levels: International, Regional, National, 
Local. Each part of the ecological network has a different role depending on the network level. For 
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example, core areas of the local ecological network (small zoological reserve, forest etc.) can be only 
a part of the higher-level ecological network corridor. 
 
The methodology for creating ecological network is based on the analysis of ‗key‘ (usually threatened) 
species and habitat types distribution. Starting point for this analysis is a mapping process, which is 
best to be done using GIS technology. By overlapping species distribution maps, maps of habitat 
types and maps of protected areas, one can determine areas with highest density of priority species 
and habitats and evaluate those areas from the nature protection point of view. That way one can 
determine whether or not those areas are situated within existing boundaries of protected areas; if the 
boundaries of protected areas are appropriate for biological diversity protection or if they should be 
modified; if buffer zones around core areas are being created; if corridors for key species 
communication are being planned and eventually if restoration areas, where needed, are being 
established. 

 
 

B.4.2 Involved actors 
 

Ecological network map 

EU-Citizen interested in knowing  
ecological network 

 

 

 

EU or national services compiling 
 ecological networks 

 

Ecologist in charge of creating ecological 
network map 

 

Local government officers having to contribute to 
ecological network determination 

 
 

B.4.3 Detailed description 

Use Case Description 

Name Ecological network mapping 

Priority High 

Description Determination of biodiversity reservoirs, corridors, buffer zones and restoration area 

Pre-condition 

analysis of ‗key‘ (usually threatened) species and habitat types distribution. By overlapping 
species distribution maps, maps of habitat types and maps of protected areas, one can 
determine areas with highest density of priority species and habitats and evaluate those areas 
from the nature protection point of view.  

Flow of Events – 1- Path 

Step 1. 
Determination of the biodiversity reservoirs (Forest environments, Xeric open habitats, 
Wetlands, Water bodies, Semi-extensive farming community, Coastal environments) and 
identification of corridors  (agricultural areas and natural open space) 

Step 2 
Determination of geographical elements that fragment the corridors (built up areas, main linear 
transport network, dams) and determination of conflictual zones 

Step 3 
Identification of buffer zones (identifying the human pressure on land) and restoration area 
(area that require special attention to restore a more favourable condition for biodiversity) 
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Use Case Description 

Name Ecological network mapping 

Step 4 Mapping of the ecological network overlaid on a topographic elements and geonames  

Post-condition 
Layers coming from different thematic DB must be merged into a seamless and harmonized 
way  

Data source: Land use Data 

Description 
Existing land use data sets identifying the agricultural and forestry uses,  and the usage that 
fragment the land (industrial area, services zones, residential area, networks) as well as the 
land not in use.  

Data provider Mapping and cadastral agency (national or local governments). 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope Land use 

Scale, resolution 
For ecological network analysis the scale range is around 1:100.000 for the a vision at regional 
scale that need to be taken into account in spatial planning documents at operational level, 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files 

Documentation Metadata 

Data source: reference information 

Description Topographic data 

Data provider Mapping agencies 

Geographic scope Various (regional, local) 

Thematic scope Various (depends on the purpose) 

Scale, resolution Various (depends on the purpose) 

Delivery GIS-Raster files, GIS-Vector-files, GML-files, WFS 

Documentation Metadata, Model description 

 
TWG Affected Datasets affected 

Elevation (EL) Yes slope/hillside profile  
altitude 

LandCover (LC) Yes All classes 

LandUse (LU) Yes All classes 

Production and industrial 
facilities (PF) 

Yes with regards to economic activities an pressure on the environment 

Protected Sites (PS) Yes boundaries of protected areas appropriate for biological diversity 
protection 

TransportNetwork (TN) Yes inland waterway (channels) 
Roads 
Railways 
Bridges, tunnels 

Agricultural and aquacultural 
facilities (AF) 

yes  

Area 
management/restriction/reg
ulation zones and reporting 
units (AM) 

yes  

Bio-geographical regions + 
Habitats and biotopes + 
Species distribution (BR-
HB-SD) 

yes  

Geographical names (GN) yes  

Hydrography (HY) yes  

 
 

B.5 Land use and land-use change and forestry for greenhouse inventory 
reporting 

B.5.1 Narrative description 

This Use Case describes shortly the employment of National and International Land Cover and Land 
Use Changes databases, according to the obligations of UN‘s FCCC

17
 and Kyoto protocol, with the 

objective to calculate environmental indicators. LULUCF
18

 is defined by the UN Climate Change 
Secretariat as "A greenhouse gas inventory sector that covers emissions and removals of greenhouse 
gases resulting from direct human-induced land use, land-use change and forestry activities‖. 

                                                      
 
17

  United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
18

  Land Use and Land-Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) 
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Note: The term ‗Land Use‘, here can be considered according to two Inspire themes: Land Cover and 
Land Use, because there is a mixture of land cover and land use concepts and terms in UN‘ FCCC 
and Kyoto protocol, especially when considering land ‗use‘ changes categories.  
 
Considering the different categories in land use and land use changes for GI according to IPCC

19
, in 

each country it is necessary to select the most appropriate method for identifying and representing 
land areas as consistently as possible in inventory calculations. These categories and subcategories 
are described in the Good Practices guidelines for LULUCF and necessary for GHG

20
 inventory 

reporting: 

 Forest land (F): All land with woody vegetation consistent with thresholds used to define forest 
land in the national GHG inventory, sub-divided into managed and unmanaged. 

 Cropland (C): Arable and tillage land, and agro-forestry systems where vegetation falls below 
the thresholds used for the forest land category. 

 Grassland (G): Range lands and pasture land that is not considered as cropland. It also 
includes systems with vegetation that fall below the threshold used in the forest land category, 
without human intervention. It also includes all grassland from wild lands to recreational areas 
as well as agricultural and silvi-pastoral systems, managed and unmanaged. 

 Wetlands (W): Managed and unmanaged land that is covered or saturated by water for all or 
part of the year and that does not fall into the forest land, cropland, grassland or settlements 
categories. It includes reservoirs, rivers and lakes. 

 Settlements (S): All developed land, including transportation infrastructure and human 
settlements of any size. 

 Other land (O): It includes bare soil, rock, ice, and all unmanaged land areas that do not fall into 
any of the other five categories 

 
And the subsequent subcategories defined for in Land Use Changes: 
FF  forest land remaining forest land  LF  lands converted to forest land  
GG  grassland remaining grassland  LG  lands converted to grassland  
CC  cropland remaining cropland  LC  lands converted to cropland  
WW  wetlands remaining wetlands  LW  lands converted to wetlands  
SS  settlements remaining settlements  LS  lands converted to settlements  
OO  other land remaining other land  LO  lands converted to other land  
The way to proceed in each country will be (step by step) 

1. Choice of estimation method within the context of the IPCC Guidelines. Where three possible 
approaches can be identified, depending on availability and accuracy of National GI: 

 Use of Basic Land Use data, which can or can not cover the whole territory. It is 
recommended to have an account of the land data for the different Land Use 
categories, one for each reference year, but without further explanation of land use 
changes from one category to another. Only a global flow of gains and losses for each 
class can be estimated, but no inter-categories changes are identified. 

 Survey of Land Use and Land Use change provides a national or regional-scale 
assessment of inter-categories changes, not only gains and losses. Tracking land use 
changes in this explicit manner will normally require estimation of initial and final land 
use categories, as well as of total area of unchanged land by category. The final result 
of this approach can be presented as a non-spatially explicit land use change matrix. 

 Use of geographically explicit land use data. Approach 3 is comprehensive and 
relatively simple conceptually but data intensive to implement. The target area is 
subdivided into spatial units such as grid cells or polygons appropriate to the scale of 
land use variation and the unit size required for sampling or complete enumeration. 

                                                      
 
19

  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
20

  Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
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The spatial units must be used consistently over time or bias will be introduced into 
the sampling. The spatial units should be sampled using pre-existing map data 
(usually within GIS

21
) and/or in the field and the land uses should be observed or 

inferred and recorded at the time intervals required. Observations may be from remote 
sensing, site visits, oral interviews, or questionnaires. Sampling units may be points or 
areas from 0.1 ha to a square kilometre or more, depending on the sample design. 
Units can be sampled statistically on a sparser interval than would be used for the 
complete coverage, chosen at regular or irregular intervals, and can be concentrated 
in areas where land use change is expected. Land use recorded data could be at a 
point or within a sampling unit, but could also include land use change data within a 
sampling unit between the sampling years. 

2. LULUCF inventory compilation, according to the selected approach for each country. To 
estimate the land areas in each land use category for time period required, and with these 
values to assess which non-CO2 gases and carbon pools are significant, and prioritise such 
pools in terms of methodological choice. Obtaining as result a quantification of emissions and 
removals. There is abundant number of methods

22
 to get these estimation values depending 

on LU categories and origin of changes, but as general approximation can be interpreted like 
product of covered surface by each LU category ij and rates of gains and losses. 

 

3. Quality assurance and quality control procedures to provide cross-checks during the inventory 
compilation. National inventories can have different level of precision, accuracy and levels of 
bias. Moreover, the estimates are influenced by the quality and consistency of data and 
information available in a country, as well as gaps in knowledge; the estimations can be 
affected by different sources of errors. It is good practice to execute quality control checks 
through Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) procedures. Agencies which collect 
data are responsible for reviewing the data collection methods, checking the data to ensure 
that they are collected and aggregated or disaggregated correctly, and cross-checking the 
data with other data sources and with previous years to ensure that the data are realistic, 
complete and consistent over time.  

4. Documentation of all data and information used, archived and reported to facilitate review and 
assessment of inventory estimates. Elaborations on pool definition should be reported, and 
definitions relevant to determining the extent of the managed land included in the inventory, 
together with evidence that these definitions have been applied consistently over time. 
Documentation is also needed for demonstrating completeness, consistency of time series 
data and methods for interpolating between samples and methods for interpolating between 
samples and years, and for recalculating, and avoidance of double counting as well as for 
performing QA/QC. The inventory should therefore include summaries of approaches and 
methods used, and references to source of data such that the reported emissions estimates 
are transparent and steps adopted in their calculation may be retraced. 

5. Quantification of uncertainties at the source or sink category level and for the inventory as a 
whole, so that resources available can be directed toward reducing uncertainties over time, 
and the improvement can be tracked. 

 

                                                      
 
21

  Geographic Information System 
22

  Methods documented in “IPCC Good Practice Guidance for LULUCF” 
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In addition, GPG
23

-LULUCF provides guidance related to the specific features of the LULUCF sector 
on consistent representation of land areas, sampling for area estimates and for estimating emissions 
and removals, verification, and guidance on how to complement the Convention reporting for the 
LULUCF sector to meet the supplementary requirements under the Kyoto Protocol. 
 

B.5.2 Involved actors 

 

uc Use Case Model

National GI LULUCF global 

coordinator

Choice of 

estimation method

Elaboration of the 

LULUFC inv entory

Quality assurance 

and control

Documentation

Quantification of 

uncertainties

 

B.5.3 Detailed description 

Use Case Description 

Name 
Use of LC and LU Changes data for Greenhouse Inventory Reporting obligations 
(UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol) 

Priority High 

Description 

Employment of National and International Land Cover and Land Use Changes databases, 
according to the obligations of UN‘s FCCC and Kyoto protocol, with the objective to 
calculate environmental indicators. LULUCF is defined by the UN Climate Change 
Secretariat as "A greenhouse gas inventory sector that covers emissions and removals of 
greenhouse gases resulting from direct human-induced land use, land-use change and 
forestry activities‖. 

Pre-condition  

Flow of Events – Basic Path 

Step 1 Choice of estimation method 

Step 2 LULUCF inventory compilation 

Step 3 Quality assurance and quality control procedures 

Step 4 Documentation 

Step 5 Quantification of uncertainties 

Data source: National LC/LU databases or inventories 

Description National Land Cover & Use, Forest, Crops Inventories; Agricultural and Forest Surveys 

Data provider 
Mapping Agencies, National Forest & Agriculture Institutions, NRC on Land Cover, NRC on 
Land Use & Spatial Planning. 

Geographic scope Global, National 

Thematic scope Land Cover, Land Use 

                                                      
 
23

  Good Practice Guidance 
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Use Case Description 

Scale, resolution 

1:100.000 to 1:10.000; MMU from 0,1 to 1 ha. 
No geospatial information can be also managed, if theirs statistics are addressed to 
admissible administrative units for LULUCF computing and the accuracy principles are 
assured. 

Delivery Documentation reports 

Documentation 
Good Practice Guidance for Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry 
http://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/gpglulucf/gpglulucf.html 

 
 

B.6 Other use cases 

B.6.1 Land use for environmental impact assessment 

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an assessment of the possible impact—positive or 
negative—that a proposed project may have on the environment, together consisting of the natural, 
social and economic aspects. The International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) defines an 
environmental impact assessment as "the process of identifying, predicting, evaluating and mitigating 
the biophysical, social, and other relevant effects of development proposals prior to major decisions 
being taken and commitments made."

24
[1]. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

Standard 14011 covers EIA and includes key steps for carrying out the assessment. As well as direct 
effects, developments cause a multitude of indirect effects through consumption of goods and 
services, production of building materials and machinery, additional land use for activities of various 
manufacturing and industrial services, mining of resources etc.  
 

B.6.2 Land use for the flood directive 

The Floods Directive will be implemented by Member States at the level of River Basin districts/units 
of management as follows: 

 Art 4-5 (Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment) – provide maps of the river basin district at the 
appropriate scale including the borders of the river basins, sub-basins and, where existing, 
coastal areas, showing topography and land use (main classes); 

 Art 6 (Flood hazard and risk maps). Part of assessment and part of reporting. Maps to be 
produced at "the appropriate level", according previous assessment maps. Identifying: floods 
probability, flood extension and inhabitants affected 

 Art 7 – Flood risk management plans. Land use to be taken into account. Measures could 
include: changed land use, spatial planning measures, set aside of lands 

 
The floods directive requires data on the Existing Land Use relevant for identifying the stakes existing 
in the risks area, planned land use relevant for potential future stakes (art 4, 5 and 6) and 
management of risk (art 7). Flood risk management plans and maps may include zoning information 
but that may differ in member states. No minimum size is fixed. No European LU classification exists 
for the moment, and it will depend on MS national data.  
 
Requirements include different types of economic activities (referring to NACE or national correlated 
equivalent codes), knowledge of areas used for flood water storage (temporarily used, permanently 
set aside for this purpose) and transport routes. Hydrography may include temporarily dry water 
courses.  
 
For modelling purposes the complete Land Use coverage in a single layer is required (i.e. no overlaps, 
no gaps, no missing or duplicate polygons).  
 

                                                      
 
24

   "Principle of Environmental Impact Assessment Best Practice." International Association for 
Impact Assessment. 1999. 
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Temporal information such as the period of the land use plan is required. Land Use changes are 
useful information for modelling (for example to assess if there is a need to update results derived 
from modelling and associated risk maps etc.). In terms of degree of dependence it‘s important to 
know the actuality of features (date of last update or date its represent the reality).  
 
There is a requirement to relate Land Use elements to potential significant flood risk areas, flooded 
areas, flood extent areas included in flood maps and planned flood measures.  
 
An identifier would be helpful, for example it should enable to identify which objects from detailed Land 
Use datasets (provided by mapping agencies) are aggregated to/are part of or are represented by 
which object(s) in less detailed Land use dataset like CORINE Land cover.  
 
Consistency with other themes such as Utility and Government Services, Production and Industrial 
Facilities, Agricultural and Aquaculture Facilities, Transport, Area management/restriction/regulation 
zones and reporting units should be achieved 
 
Differentiating existing Land Use (that exists in reality) from the Planned Land Use (the one authorities 
are planning to develop) is required. In preliminary assessment of flood risk by determination of areas 
exposed to flood risk, the impact of future changes in land use in regional scale is taken into 
consideration in order to evaluate the potential increase/decrease of flood risk. 
 
On flood hazard maps 8 categories of land use elements may be defined: ―residential, industrial, 
communication, forests, parks and recreation, agricultural, water bodies, other‖. Two additional 
categories are required : buildings and address points. 
 
The most wanted attribute is the number of people on specific area. 
 

B.6.3 Statistics for land use 

 Regulation (EC) No 223/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 2009 on 
European statistics constitutes the legal basis for the preparation of the European statistical 
programme, providing the framework for the development, production and dissemination of European 
statistics, the main fields and the objectives of the actions envisaged for a period not exceeding five 
years. The current programme covers the period 2008-2012. It was established by the Council 
Decision 1578/2007/EC of 11 December 2007. The five-year programmes are backed up by annual 
programmes that set more detailed objectives for each year. The following actors are involved:  
Eurostat (the Statistical Office of the European Commission), (Data provider, data co-ordinator, data 
user), DG Environment (Data user), DG Agriculture (Data User), DG Enterprise (Data user), European 
Environment Agency (Data user), Other European Commission services (Data user). 
 
Eurostat collects land cover/use data mainly through the LUCAS survey, which is directly implemented 
by Eurostat. LUCAS stands for Land Use and Cover Area frame Survey. The aim of the LUCAS 
survey is to gather harmonised data on land use/cover in the EU countries. In addition the survey 
provides in-situ information facilitating the analysis of the interactions between land, environment and 
human activities. In the 2008/2009 LUCAS survey 265,000 geo-referenced points were visited by 
more than 500 field surveyors on the spot. The points were selected from a standard 2 km grid 
including in total around 1 million points all over the EU. Land cover and use data is collected from 
each point according to the LUCAS nomenclature, which consists of a separate land cover 
nomenclature and of a separate land use nomenclature. In addition the LUCAS database contains 
approximately 1 million landscape photos and data on agro-environmental features. The final 
database consists of all surveyed variables on all points. Harmonised land cover and land use 
statistics are based on this dataset. The data and results are published on Eurostat website and widely 
used by many Commission services. Eurostat also attempts to collect land cover/use data directly 
from the Member States. Due to different definitions, classification systems and nomenclatures in the 
27 EU Member States this requires a lot of preparatory work in the field of definition and data 
harmonisation. This is the area where Eurostat will work intensively in the future. 
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B.6.4 Land use for soil management 

Soil is defined as the top layer of the earth‘s crust. It is formed by mineral particles, organic matter, 
water, air and living organisms. It is in fact an extremely complex, variable and living medium. The 
interface between the earth, the air and the water, soil is a non-renewable resource which performs 
many vital functions: food and other biomass production, storage, filtration and transformation of many 
substances including water, carbon, nitrogen. Soil has a role as a habitat and gene pool, serves as a 
platform for human activities, landscape and heritage and acts as a provider of raw materials. These 
functions are worthy of protection because of their socio-economic as well as environmental 
importance. 
 
Erosion, loss of organic matter, compaction, salinisation, landslides, contamination, sealing… Soil 
degradation is accelerating, with negative effects on human health, natural ecosystems and climate 
change, as well as on our economy. At the moment, only nine EU Member States have specific 
legislation on soil protection (especially on contamination). 
 
The Commission adopted a Soil Thematic Strategy (COM(2006) 231) and a proposal for a Soil 
Framework Directive (COM(2006) 232) on 22 September 2006 with the objective to protect soils 
across the EU. The Strategy and the proposal have been sent to the other European Institutions for 
the further steps in the decision-making process. The proposed Directive will require Member States to 
identify risk areas on the basis of common elements to be taken into account, set risk reduction targets 
for those areas and establish programmes of measures to achieve them.  

 
 
On the basis of a common definition of contaminated sites (i.e. sites which pose significant risk to 
human health and the environment), its application by the Member States, and a common list of 
potentially polluting activities, Member States will be required by the proposed directive to identify the 
contaminated sites on their territory and establish a national remediation strategy. In order to achieve 
a more rational use of soil, Member States will be required to take appropriate measures to limit 
sealing by rehabilitating brownfield sites and to mitigate its effects by using construction techniques 
that allow maintaining as many soil functions as possible.  
 
Despite the efforts of several Presidencies, the Council has so far been unable to reach a qualified 
majority on this legislative proposal due to the opposition of a number of Member States constituting a 
blocking minority. In general terms, a majority of delegations support a Framework Directive on soil 
protection. They hold the view that it is needed in order to fill a gap in Union environmental legislation 
and to provide a more holistic approach to soil protection. This view is also upheld by the Commission. 
Several delegations, however, remain highly critical of the proposed Directive. These delegations 
oppose the proposal on grounds of the subsidiarity and proportionality principles, expected costs and 
administrative burden. Furthermore, they question its added-value in relation to existing Union law. 
 
As far as land use is concerned, erosion, sealing and contaminated sites determination may require 
knowledge of the Existing Land Use at different time period  
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B.7 Existing land use data requirements 

 

B.7.1 Features 

Most of the use cases require a complete coverage of the area of interest with information regarding 
the use of land. The concept of dominant land use is acceptable although it may be often required to 
have information on other possible land uses. It is often required to identify the land use components 
over a user-defined area which have no connection to the limits of homogeneous land use area.  
 
The intensity of use is also very important for many use cases in order to evaluate the human pressure 
on the environment. 
 
Land use and Land cover are nonetheless concepts on which the use cases have difficulties to 
differentiate. 
For modelling purposes the complete land use coverage in a single layer is required (i.e. no overlaps, 
no gaps, no missing or duplicate polygons).  
 
There is a requirement to relate land use elements to other geographical objects that are visible in the 
reality but it is seldom required to implement geometric relationships with these objects. 
 

B.7.2 Nomenclature 

No commonly agreed nomenclature has been identified during the use case analysis. Nonetheless 
there is an agreement to use a multi-level hierarchical nomenclature separating the land use from land 
cover. There is a requirement to refer to different types of economic activities (referring to NACE or 
national correlated equivalent codes). 

B.7.3 Temporal dimension 

Temporal information is often quoted as an important issue to be dealt with. Comparing the existing 
land use through time is important and raises the issue of solving inconsistencies between the 
respective geometries of LU data sets over the same area but at different dates (how to deal with 
slivers?). It has been thought that the issue needs to be solved either at the producer level (e.g. in 
providing existing land use datasets based on a stable geometric delineation of polygons) or at the 
user level in his information system (e.g. in considering the respective positional accuracy of the 
datasets. 
 
A dataset providing only changes in land use between two dates has not been required by the 
analyzed use cases. 
 

B.7.4 Identifiers 

Identifiers would be helpful, for example they should enable to identify which objects from detailed 
Land Use datasets are aggregated to/are part of or are represented by which object(s) in less detailed 
Land Use dataset like CORINE Land Cover. 
 

B.7.5 Portrayal 

A consistent portrayal for Existing Land Use is often quoted as useful in case of visualisation of 
adjacent datasets provided by different producers. 
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B.7.6 Metadata 

Normal metadata are required such as who produced the data set, when and for what purpose, date 
of recording (remote sensing data) respectively date of data collection (surveying and mapping), etc. 
MD at feature level might be useful but it has been thought difficult to implement it in the proposed 
data specification. 
 
In terms of degree of dependence it‘s important to know the actuality of features (date of last update or 
date representing the reality). 
 

B.7.7 Consistency with other themes 

The consistency with other INSPIRE themes such as Utility and Government Services, Production and 
Industrial Facilities, Agricultural and Aquaculture Facilities, Transport, Area 
management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units is important. But it seems that the models 
should not implement relationships between existing land use polygons and the geographical objects 
of other themes as the link can be computed using the geometry. 
 
 
 

B.8 Planned land use data requirements 

B.8.1 Features 

The use case imply to have access to the zoning elements and the areas where supplementary 
regulation that are present in spatial plans, as well as a graphic map that indicates on which area the 
plan is applied and the textual planning requirements. 
 
When converted into a vector format, the requirements include the following layers: 

 A geometrically accurate polygon layer with polygons that are collectively exhaustive and 
mutually exclusive (over the area that is mapped), provides the information on zoning. Each 
polygon has an attribute which refers to the text of the zoning regulation. A direct link to the 
pdf-file may be available. 

 A geometrically accurate polygon layer, with possible overlapping geometry provides 
information on restrictions that affect land areas. Each polygon has an attribute which refers to 
the text of the constraint regulation. A direct link to the pdf-file may be required 

 A geometrically not accurate polygon layer provides complementary information on projected 
areas 

 A geometrically accurate line layer provides information on existing line infrastructure such as 
roads, railways 

 A geometrically not accurate line layer provides information on projected line infrastructure with 
its exact position being not yet known 

 A geometrically accurate point layer 

 A geometrically not accurate point layer 

 A polygon layer with the contour of the whole plan 

 A polygon layer with the contour of parts of the plan 

 
In most of the European countries old plans are not always converted into polygon features. These 
plans are however (or most of them) required as a geo-referenced raster image. 
 
Information on the step reached by the spatial planning process is often required, e.g. when a new 
plan has been ratified by the appropriate authority, when a plan has replaced another or when updates 
due to other reasons need to take place, or if a new plan is under preparation, scrutiny or approval. 
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B.8.2 Nomenclature 

Some European countries have their national nomenclature for Planned Land Use, but for many of 
them, the nomenclature is standardised at the regional or municipal level. Examples of nomenclatures 
are provided in annex C. 
 

B.8.3 Temporal dimension 

Temporal information is often required. Land predestinations and post destinations can be allocated to 
land portion, that is why overlapping polygons are required 

B.8.4 Identifiers 

A general unique code for each article of the textual regulation is requested, enabling to assign with no 
ambiguity which regulation apply on which polygon of the zoning. Identifiers for each polygon are not 
necessary. 
 

B.8.5 Portrayal 

A non geo-referenced legend file (tiff or pdf) must be exchanged for each plan, which enumerates all 
the used symbols on the plan and their title. For getting more detailed information on the meaning of 
the symbol set the textual part itself has to be consulted. 
 

B.8.6 Metadata 

Each individual plan must have a metadata fiche. This gives information about the contents, origins, 
projection system and quality. 
 

B.8.7 Consistency with other themes 

In case expropriation of owners of certain parcels, the exact parcel number and address is required. 
Other rules and regulations that apply to that zone need to be considered with the zoning plan (Area 
management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units) 
 

B.9 Key aspects 

As an INSPIRE theme, Land Use belongs to a domain where little standardisation has occurred in 
Europe. Land use is also often mixed with Land Cover both in term of available datasets and user 
requirements. 
 
Land use is perceived as the actual existing land use as it can be observed in reality as well as the 
intention of authorities for the future land use expressed via spatial plans. 
 
The Nomenclature issue is one of the key requirements. It is felt important to on the one hand make 
progress towards a simple but agreed nomenclature applicable throughout Europe and on the other 
hand be able to accommodate local nomenclature that correspond to local usage and culture. 
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Annex C 
(informative) 

Towards the Hierarchical INSPIRE Land Use nomenclature 

In order to determine the nomenclature that should be used in the data specifications of the INSPIRE 
theme land use several existing nomenclatures have been reviewed to evaluate if it is possible to 
adopt one of these existing nomenclatures or whether it is necessary to make a new one. The difficulty 
in composing a nomenclature for land use is the fact that the INSPIRE theme deals with two different 
views on land use; one deals with the existing land use including from a statistical point of view, while 
the other deals with the future land use from a planners point of view. This means that besides 
deciding which nomenclature should be used; there is also a decision about whether or not the same 
nomenclature for both types of land use should be adopted. 
 
The list of nomenclatures below is not ment to be exhaustive. The choice of investigated 
nomenclatures is solely based on the fact that these nomenclatures were known by the members of 
the TWG or provided as reference material. For each classification system the main categories are 
mentioned to enable comparison. 

C.1 Investigated classification systems 

 
A.1.1 ISIC Rev.3 (International Standard Classification of All Economic Activities) 
 
The ISIC classification was drawn up by the United Nations (approved by the Statistical Commission in 
1989) and recommended for use throughout the world. The ISIC is intended to be a standard 
classification of productive economic activities. This classification is integrated in the sense that it 
ensures a full harmonization with another main branch of economic classifications: the classifications 
of products (ICPC Central Product Classification) which are fundamental for foreign trade statistics, 
statistics of production and consumption, energy statistics, etc. The ISIC classification may therefore 
be appropriate to characterise land use percentages for administrative units. The ISIC Rev. 3, is fully 
compatible with the EU NACE Rev. 1 (Nomenclature des Activités de la Communauté Européenne) 
system for the first two levels. (System replaced by 1.1.2008, see references). The ISIC Rev.3 uses 4 
levels of classification: 17 sections, which are further divided into 62 divisions. The third level consists 
of groups, while the fourth level is further divided into classes. 
 
The ISIC system is however not in use within the spatial planers community mainly because is does 
not provide entries for ―residential area‖, ―recreation areas‖, ―mix residential-activity area‖ that are 
common in spatial planning documents. 

SECTION A Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry  
SECTION B Fishing  
SECTION C Mining and Quarrying  
SECTION D Manufacturing  
SECTION E Electricity, Gas and Water Supply  
SECTION F Construction  
SECTION G Wholesale and Retail Trade, Repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and Personal 
and household goods  
SECTION H Hotels and Restaurants  
SECTION I Transport, Storage and Communication  
SECTION J Financial intermediation  
SECTION K Real estate, Renting and Business activities  
SECTION L Public Administration and Defence, Compulsory social security  
SECTION M Education  
SECTION N Health and Social work  
SECTION O Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities  
SECTION P Private Households with Employed Persons  
SECTION Q Extra-territorial Organizations and Bodies 
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C.1.1 LUCAS (Land Use / Cover Area Frame Survey) 

 
The LUCAS nomenclature used to be applied for surveys focused on agriculture. Since 2008 the 
scope has been enlarged to a broader agro-environmental one. The main aim of the LUCAS survey is 
to gather harmonised information on land use/cover and their changes over time. In addition the 
survey provides territorial information facilitating the analysis of the interactions between agriculture, 
environment and countryside. The LUCAS nomenclature has separate classification systems for land 
cover and land use. Land cover is defined as the physical cover of the earth‘s surface and land use is 
the socio-economic function of the land. The same nomenclature is applied in all EU countries in the 
LUCAS survey. It also allows comparisons in time (since the first LUCAS survey). It is as much as 
possible compatible with the existing land cover/use systems (e.g. FAO, NACE and Farm Structure 
Survey). Land use is the description of the same areas used for land cover in terms of their socio-
economic function. Land use has 15 main categories. It has altogether 34 classes, which are indicated 
by the combination of the letter ―U‖ and three digits. 
 
The LUCAS classification is used for statistical purposes and is therefore more difficult to adopt for 
planned land use. The biggest problem seems to be the lack of mixed land uses. 

U110 AGRICULTURE 
U120 FORESTRY 
U130 FISHING 
U140 MINING AND QUARRYING 
U150 HUNTING 
U210 ENERGY PRODUCTION 
U220 INDUSTRY AND MANUFACTURING 
U310 TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, STORAGE, PROTECTIVE WORKS 
U320 WATER AND WASTE TREATMENT 
U330 CONSTRUCTION 
U340 COMMERCE, FINANCE, BUSINESS 
U350 COMMUNITY SERVICES 
U360 RECREATION, LEISURE, SPORT 
U370 RESIDENTIAL 
U400 UNUSED 

 

C.1.2 Urban Atlas 

 
The Urban Atlas is providing pan-European comparable land use and land cover data for Large Urban 
Zones with more than 100.000 inhabitants as defined by the Urban Audit. The GIS data can be 
downloaded together with a map for each urban area covered and a report with the metadata. 
Earth observation data are the basis for interpretation. Topographic maps in digital form with precise 
geo-coding are used for interpretation of objects. Application of automatic classification routines, as 
segmentation and clustering are applied whenever appropriate: Automated segmentation and 
classification to achieve a first differentiation into basic land cover/land use classes (urban vs. forest 
vs. water vs. other land cover/land use). 
The Urban Atlas nomenclature mixes land use classes with land cover classes. It has a hierarchical 
nature. 
 

1  Artificial surfaces 
1.1  Urban fabric 
1.1.1 Continuous Urban fabric (soil sealing >80%) 
1.1.2 Discontinuous urban fabric 
1.1.2.1 Discontinuous dense urban fabric (soil sealing 50% - 80%) 
1.1.2.2 Discontinuous medium urban fabric (soil sealing 30% - 50%) 
1.1.2.3 Discontinuous low urban fabric (soil sealing 10% - 30%) 
1.1.2.4 Discontinuous very low urban fabric (soil sealing <10%) 
1.1.3 Isolated structure 
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1.2  Industrial, commercial, public, military, private and transports units 
1.2.1 Industrial, commercial, public, military, private units 
1.2.2 Road ans rail network and associated units 
1.2.2.1 Fast transit roads and associated land 
1.2.2.2 Other roads ans associated land 
1.2.2.3 Railways and associated land 
1.2.3 Port areas 
1.2.4 Airports 
1.3  Mine, dumps and construction sites 
1.3.1 Mineral extraction and dump sites 
1.3.3 Construction sites 
1.3.4 Land without current use 
1.4  Artificial non-agricultural vegetated areas 
1.4.1 Green urban ares 
1.4.2 Sport and leasure facilities 
2  Agricultural areas, semi-natural areas and wetlands 
3  Forests 
4  Water 

 

C.1.3 Plan4All 

 
Plan4all is a European project co-funded by the Community programme eContentplus. The main aim 
of the project is to harmonise spatial planning data and related metadata according to the INSPIRE 
principles. The aim of work package 4 is to define data models for several INSPIRE themes including 
land use. First of all they have compared several different models from different countries. The second 
step was to make an overall data model including classifications. The data model for land use uses 
four different classifications: ‗LUCAS‘, ‗MacroClassificationOfLand, ‗GeneralLandUseType and 
‗SpecificLandUseType‘. ‗LUCAS‘ uses the LUCAS classification, and the ‗specific land use type‘ uses 
the classification used in each country/region. This classification should (if used) be uploaded into the 
model.  
 
The Plan4all model is based on land use form a planner‘s point of view, so it is less useful for the 
existing land use. Besides this it is also a complicated model with a lot of detailing.  
 
Macroclassification: 

Urbanised 
ToBeUrbanised 
Rural 
Natural 
Other 

GeneralLandUseType: 
Residential 
IndustrialCommercial 
ServicesOfGeneralInterest 
Green 
AreasOfNaturalInterest 
Agriculture 
Water 
RoadTrafficInfrastructure 
RailwayTrafficInfrastructure 
OtherTrafficInfrastructure 
SpecialDevelopmentZone 
Mining 
Quarrying 
TechnicalInfrastructure 
Other 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/econtentplus/index_en.htm
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C.1.4 FR-CNIG – Plan local d’urbanisme – Plan d’occupation des sols 

 
The standard aims at defining a standard way of converting spatial planning documents at the parcel 
level into a digital form. It defines a nomenclature of planned land use that is applicable by all local 
governments. A fist version was finalised in 2006 and updated in 2010. The approach is significantly 
different to the approaches such as LBCS, NLUD or LUCAS as it provides a nomenclature for planned 
land use. 
 
Two levels are defined: 

 a ―simplified zone type‖ with only 5 main classes (built-up area, to be built-up area (divided 
into two sub-classes), agriculture area, natural area, natural area that can be built-up (divided 
into two sub-classes) 

 the dominant vocation of the area divided into 11 classes (not applicable, residential, activity, 
residential/activity mix, leisure and tourism, amenities, agriculture activity, natural space, 
remarkable space, quarrying, other) 

The standard also provides a nomenclature for prescriptions that are superimposed on land-use area 
providing supplementary regulations on the possibility to change land-use. 25 categories are provided 
(e.g. classified woodland, sector with provision of reconstruction / demolition, specific limitation for 
building implementation, placeholder, area with development guidelines, etc.)  
 

C.1.5 NL-BBG – Bestand Bodemgebruik 

 
Since the 1940‘s the statistics department of The Netherlands is periodically compiling an overview of 
the land use in The Netherlands. The geometry is based on the topographical map. The functional 
classification is made up out of two levels. 
 
The classification seems to be quite generic, grouping residential areas, service oriented areas and 
industry into one category of built-up area. BBG also gives great attention to the main class of water. 

1 Transport 
2 Built-up area 
3 Semi built-up area 
4 Recreation 
5 Agriculture 
6 Woodland and nature 
7 Inland water 
8 Tidal waters 
9 Foreign countries 

 

C.1.6 UK-National Land Use Database: Land Use and Land Cover Classification 

 
The NLUD classification is intended to provide in the United Kingdom a framework for harmonising 
existing classifications, to facilitate consistent collection and reporting of land use and land cover 
information, and to provide the basis for the creation of national data sets. It has been designed to 
serve as a standard classification available for adoption by bodies involved in the routine collection of 
land use and land cover data. NLUD definition of Land use: "land use relates to the activity or socio-
economic function for which land is used". An interesting aspect that is mentioned is 'mixing' or 
'different combination of classes', which is divided into three different types: two dimensional 
(juxtaposition), three dimensional (superposition) and temporal. That implies a more complicated data 
model, may be using an object oriented data model, to assign different classes to polygons or parcels. 
This nomenclature uses a two-tier approach with the possibility to add third level tiers at local level. 
 
This approach is similar to the LUCAS classification. It is also mainly used for statistical purposes and 
is therefore more difficult to adopt for planned land use. The biggest problem seems to be the lack of 
mixed land uses. 

U010 AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
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U020 FORESTRY 
U030 MINERALS 
U040 RECREATION AND LEISURE 
U050 TRANSPORT 
U060 UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
U070 RESIDENTIAL 
U080 COMMUNITY SERVICES 
U090 RETAIL 
U100 INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS 
U110 VACANT AND DERELICT 
U120 DEFENCE 
U130 UNUSED LAND 

 

C.1.7 US-LBCS (Land-Based Classification Standards) 

 
In 1994, the American Planning Association (APA) reported on the findings of a survey of federal, 
state, regional, and local needs for an updated land-use classification standard in USA. Then, in May 
1996, APA, along with the participation of six other federal agencies, initiated the Land-Based 
Classification Standards (LBCS) project. Through this project, APA and its partners produced a new 
land classification system to allow jurisdictions, agencies, and institutions at the local, regional, state, 
and national level to share land-based data. The first version of LBCS was released in 2000, and the 
standards have been updated periodically in the intervening years. The model extends the notion of 
classifying land uses by refining traditional categories into multiple dimensions. The 5 dimensions are: 
activity, function, structure, site and ownership. Each dimension has its own set of categories and 
subcategories, giving in total the possibility to use up to 4 levels of detail. These multiple dimensions 
allow users to have precise control over land use classifications 
 
LBCS is an interesting model for land use classification. Because of the different dimensions a very 
detailed and accurate picture of the actual land use can be made. This provides the advantage of 
flexibility (one of the recommendations in D2.6) for the Member States to adapt to the data 
specifications. They will then have the choice which (combination) of dimensions they want to use or 
are compliant to their own data model. The dimension 'function' would be the most important (and 
maybe also most easy) to use because it is more similar to nomenclatures used by land use planners 
and also similar to the nomenclatures of LUCAS. It could therefore be an option to make this 
dimension mandatory and the other ones optional. On the other side of the coin, INSPIRE 
implementation rules should be careful in providing models that are too detailed or to complex to 
implement for the member states. As no new data will be collected by the Member States to be 
compliant with the data specifications, it is assumed that existing data will be transformed to the 
general model. LBCS model is a bit confusing and not simple in use. 
 
Overall there is too much detail and the whole system is too complex. 

1000 Residence or accommodation function 
2000 General sales or services 
3000 Manufacturing and wholesale trade 
4000 Transportation, communication, information and utilities 
5000 Arts, entertainment and recreation 
6000 Education, public administration, health care and other institution 
7000 Construction-related business 
8000 Mining and extraction establishments 
9000 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 

 

C.2 Conclusions 

For the INSPIRE Land Use theme it is desirable to work with one nomenclature for both the existing 
and the planned land use. For this reason it has been chosen to start from the LUCAS nomenclature, 
since this is the most widely spread used nomenclature and other classifications can be matched to 
the LUCAS classes. The Plan4All workgroup has also advised in its data model the use of LUCAS as 
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one of the classifications. As stated above however there remains the difficulty of mixed zones for 
planned land use. This problem could be avoided if new classes would be added to the LUCAS 
nomenclature for the use in the INSPIRE land use theme. The TWG advises to adopt a hierarchical 
land use classification system for INSPIRE. 
 
The advantage of using the same nomenclature for both the existing and planned land use would be 
that it is possible to make comparisons between different years and between present and future. This 
comparison between existing and planned land use is not to be confused with temporal dimension: 
planned is the expected or foreseen land use (to be built), while existing is the real land use (built). 
The planned land use may not always become the existing land use, plans may not be executed or 
illegal activities may occur. The temporal dimension is used in the existing land use as time stamps for 
each data set. It will have versioning, change control and evolutions, used for study of temporal 
attributes with a unique identifier for polygons. An example of this is the CORINE 90-00-06 land cover. 
 
For Land Cover, a density of buildings/trees is a physical characteristic, For Land use density means 
the intensity of activities (agriculture, farming, manufacturing, services...) 
 
As a general guide, the identification and recording of land use should be at the smallest spatial unit 
that resources will permit. This provides the greatest flexibility and ability to aggregate to larger spatial 
units if required by other applications. Therefore the ―minimum unit of interest‖ shall be documented. 
 

C.3 Proposed version of HILUCS 

 
A. Primary production  
This class includes areas where the production of goods is directly based on local natural resources. 
The primary sector transforms natural resources into primary products. Most products from this sector 
are either raw materials for other industries (e.g. food, metal, wood industry), or are directly consumed 
by end-users. Major subsectors of primary production are agriculture, animal husbandry, agribusiness, 
fishing, forestry and mining and quarrying activities.  
 
Areas where the manufacturing industries aggregate, pack, package, purify or process the primary 
products close to the primary producers are normally considered to be included, especially if the raw 
material is unsuitable for sale or difficult to transport long distances.  
 

A1 Agricultural use (HILUCS code: 1) 
This class includes the production of crop (plants, fungi etc.) and animal products for food (for 
sale and for own consumption) and industrial purposes. This class includes also the growing of 
plants for biofuels.  
This class includes growing of crops in open fields as well as in greenhouses. Also set  aside 
fallow land in the crop rotation belongs to this class. The preparation of products for the primary 
markets is included here. The class also includes field construction (e.g. agricultural land 
terracing, drainage, preparing rice paddies etc.) as well as landscape care and maintenance. 
The level of intensive agriculture may be included. 

A11 Commercial agricultural production 
This class includes arable land, permanent crops and grasslands in agricultural use (both 
sown or natural grassland). The products can be used for human or animal feed or bio-
energy production.  

A12 Farming infrastructure 
This class includes plant production infrastructure (e.g. animal husbandry infrastructure 
(animal dwellings and processing infrastructure linked to farms), manure storage and farm 
dwellings.  

A13 Agricultural production for own consumption 
This class includes land used for producing plants of animals for own consumption (kitchen 
gardens, private animal sheds etc.) 

 
A2 Forestry use (HILUCS code: 2) 

This class includes areas for the production of round wood. Besides the production of timber, 
forestry activities result in products that undergo little processing, such as firewood, charcoal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agribusiness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fishing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forestry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quarry
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and round wood used in an unprocessed form (e.g. pit-props, pulpwood etc.). Forest tree 
nurseries, storage and transport areas linked to logging belong to this class. This class includes 
also the growing of trees and woody plants for bio fuels. These activities can be carried out in 
natural or planted forests. 

A21 Forestry based on short rotation 
This class includes forestry areas where the rotation time of a tree generation is 50 years or 
less, after which the forest is regenerated naturally or artificially (with planting or seeding). 
Also tree plantations (pulp-wood production) and wood used for biomass production belong 
to this class.  

A22 Forestry based on intermediate or long rotation 
This class includes forestry areas where the rotation time of a tree generation is over 50 
years after which the forest is regenerated naturally or artificially (with planting or seeding). 

A23 Forestry based on continuous cover 
This class includes forestry areas where forest management and regeneration is based on 
continuous growing of trees. 
 

 
A3 Mining and quarrying (HILUCS code: 3) 

This class includes mining and quarrying in the form of the extraction of minerals and materials 
occurring naturally as solids (coal, ores, gravel, sand, salt), liquids (petroleum), gases (natural 
gas) or biomass (peat). Extraction can be achieved by different methods such as underground 
or surface mining or extraction, well operation etc.  

A31 Mining of energy producing materials 
This class includes the mining and extraction of coal, lignite, peat, petroleum, natural gas, 
uranium and thorium. 

A32 Mining of metal ores 
This class includes mining of iron and other non-ferrous metal ores (except uranium and 
thorium)  

A33 Other mining and quarrying 

This class includes the quarrying of stone, sand, clay, chemical and fertilizer minerals and 
the production of salt.   

 
A4 Aquaculture & fishing (HILUCS code: 4) 

This class includes professional fishing and aquaculture.  
A41 Aquaculture 

This class includes areas used for fish hatcheries and managed grow-out sites. 
A42 Professional fishing 

This class includes water areas used for professional fishing  
 
A5 Other primary production (HILUCS code: 5) 

This class includes professional hunting, gathering of wild growing non-wood forestry products, 
and husbandry of migratory animals.  

A51 Hunting 
This class includes areas used for professional hunting. The areas can be fenced or open.  

A52 Management of migratory animals 
This class includes the areas used for keeping and feeding migratory animals such as 
reindeer and deer.  

A53 Picking of natural products  
This class includes areas which are used for picking up natural non wood based products 
such as not cultivated berries, mosses, lichen etc.) for commercial purposes.  

B Secondary production: Industrial and manufacturing areas (HILUCS code: 6) 
This class includes industrial and manufacturing activities which take the output of the primary sector 
and manufacture finished goods and intermediate products for other business.  This class also 
includes the storage and transport areas linked directly to manufacturing activities. 
The branches of industries covered by this class are the processing of: food, textile, leather, wood and 
wood product, pulp, paper, publishing, printing, recording, petroleum and other fuels, chemicals, 
chemical products, man-made fibers, rubber and plastic products, non metallic mineral products, basic 
metals and metal products, fabricated metal product, machinery and equipment, electrical and optical 
equipments, transport equipment and furniture.  
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B1 Raw industry 
This class includes the industrial activities transforming the output primary sector into 
manufactured row products 

B11 Manufacturing of textile products and leather products 
This class includes areas used for the preparation and spinning of textile fibres, sewing 
threads, textile weaving, and for the tanning and dressing of leather,  

B12 Manufacturing of wood and wood based products 
This class includes the areas used for sawmilling and planning of wood, manufacturing of 
veneer sheets, plywood, laming boards, fibre boards, carpentry and joinery, cork, straw and 
plaiting products.  

B13 Manufacturing of pulp, paper and paper products 
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of pulp, paper, paperboard, paper 
based sanitary goods, wallpapers. 

B14 Manufacturing of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel 
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing coke, refined petroleum and 
processing of nuclear fuel. 
B15 Manufacturing of chemicals, chemical products and man-made fibers and allied industries 
and manufacturing  

This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of basic chemicals, agro-chemicals, 
paints, pharmaceuticals, soap, detergents, glues, other chemical products and man-made 
fibers. 

B16 Manufacturing of basic metals and fabricated metals 
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing, processing and casting of iron, 
steel and basic precious and non-ferrous metals. It also includes the manufacturing of metal 
products. 

B17 Manufacturing of rubber, plastic products and non-metallic products 
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of tyres, tubes, plastic packing 
goods and other rubber and plastic products. the areas used for the manufacturing of glass 
and glass products, ceramics, bricks, tiles, cement, lime, plaster, articles of concrete and 
other non-metallic mineral products and cutting and shaping of stone. 

B2 Heavy end-product industry 
This class includes the activites transforming row manufactured products into heavy 
manufactured products 

B21 Manufacturing of machinery  
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of production, agricultural, forestry 
and other machinery (excluding aircrafts and vehicles). This class also includes manufacturing 
of weapons, ammunition and domestic appliances.  

B22 Manufacturing of transport equipment  
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of motor vehicles, aircrafts, 
spacecrafts, ships, boats, railway and tramway equipment, motorcycles, bicycles and other 
transport equipment.  

B3 Light end-product industry 
This class includes the activites transforming row manufactured products into light manufactured 
products 

B31Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco products 
This class includes areas used for the manufacturing of meat, fish, fruit and vegetables, oils 
and fats or derived products, dairy products, grain mill and starch products, prepared animal 
feeds, other food products, beverages and tobacco products. 

B32 Manufacturing of clothes and leather 
This class includes areas used for the manufacturing of wearing apparel, leather clothes, 
dressing, accessories, dyeing of fur and manufacturing of fur products as well as manufacture 
of luggage, bags, saddlery and footwear. 

B33 Publishing and printing 
This class includes the areas used for publishing and printing of books, newspapers, journals 
and the publishing and reproduction of  sound recordings.   

B34 Manufacturing of electrical and optical equipment 
This class includes the areas used for the manufacturing of office machinery, computers, 
motors, generators, electricity distribution and control apparatus, wires and cables, 
accumulators, batteries, lamps, radios, TVs, phones, electronic valves and tubes, medical, 
precision and optical instruments, watches and other electrical and optical equipment.   
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B35 Manufacturing of other products  
This class includes the manufacturing of furniture, jewellery, musical instruments, sports 
goods, games, toys and other miscellaneous products. 

C Tertiary production: Services (HILUCS code: 7) 
This class includes areas where services are products for other businesses and consumers. It 
includes both private and public services. It encompasses whole sale and retail trade, repair services, 
hotels and restaurants, financial services, real estate, business services, rental services, public 
administration, defence and social security, education, health and social work and other community, 
social and personal services.  

C1 Trade services 
This class includes services that are connected to trading 

C11Wholesale and retail trade, repair of vehicles and personal and household goods 
This class includes the areas used for the wholesale and retail sale of  motor vehicles, fuel, 
agricultural raw materials, live animals, ores, metals, chemicals, timber , machinery, ships, 
furniture, household goods, textiles, food, beverages, tobacco products, pharmaceutical 
products, second hand goods, other products, waste and scrap. This class includes also the 
repair of vehicles, personal and household goods. 

C12 Financial services 
This class includes the areas used for the provision of banking, credit, insurance, and other 
financial services. 

C13 Real estate, renting and business activities 
This class includes the areas used for the provision of real estate, renting, IT consulting, data 
processing, research and development, legal, accountancy, business management, 
architectural and engineering, advertising, testing, investigation, security and other business 
services. 

C2 administration services 
This class includes services that is connected to the public administration  

C21 Public administration, defence and social security services 
This class includes the areas used for the provision of generic administrative, defence, 
justice, public security, fire and compulsory social security services.  

C22 Educational services 
This class includes the areas used for the provision of primary, secondary, higher, adult and 
other educational services. 

C23 Health and social services 
This class includes the areas used for the provision of human and animal health and social 
work services.  

C3 other services 
This class include all other services  

C31 Hotels and restaurants 
This class includes the areas used for provision of hotel, camping site, restaurant, bar and 
canteen services.  

C32 Recreational, cultural, religious and sport services 
This class includes the provision of motion picture, radio and TV, artistic, fair and amusement 
park, news agencies, library, museum, botanical and zoological garden, religious, sport, 
gambling and other recreational services. This class also includes areas used for outdoor 
recreation (parks, woods, mountains, heat lands, beaches etc.) 

D Networks and basic infrastructure (HILUCS code: 8) 
This class includes the basic infrastructure and networks of the society. All the other sectors are using 
the infrastructure and networks to produce the goods and services.  It includes land used for energy, 
gas and water supply, collection, treatment and recycling of sewage and waste, transport, storage and 
communication.  

D1 Transport and storage services 
This class includes the areas used for the road, railway transport network and related services, 
air, space and water transport services, cargo handling and separate (not linked directly to 
industries) storage services, post and telecommunication services and travel services.   

D2 Electricity, gas and thermal power production and distribution services 
This class includes the areas used for production and distribution of electricity (nuclear plants, 
combustion plants, hydro, wind, solar, tidal, etc. energy), gas and thermal energy. 

D3 Water and sewage infrastructure 
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This class includes the areas used for the extraction, collection, purification storage and 
distribution of water and collection and treatment of sewage.  

D4 Waste treatment 
This class includes the areas used for the collection, treatment and recycling of waste 
(dumpsites, waste incineration, composting, hazardous waste treatment and recycling facilities). 

E Residential areas (HILUCS code: 9) 
This class includes areas used for housing of people. The forms of housing vary significantly between, 
and through, residential areas. These areas include single family housing, multi-family residential, or 
mobile homes in cities, towns and rural districts if they are not linked to primary production. It may 
permit high density land use or only permit low density uses.  

E1 Single house areas 
This area includes residential areas dominated by detached houses surrounded by gardens 
and/or yards. 

E2 Medium dense residential area 
This class includes areas with a mix of single houses, semi-detached houses, terraced houses, 
town houses, row houses and small blocks of flats.  

E3 Dense residential area 
This class includes areas dominated by blocks of flats.  

E4 Residential with compatible activity 
This class includes Residential areas that contains other uses that do not conflict with its 
residential nature.    

F Unused and abandoned areas (including construction)  
This class includes areas not covered by the above mentioned classes or under construction. This 
class shall also include nature areas and other green areas. 

F1 Abandoned areas (HILUCS code: 10) 
This class includes abandoned agricultural, residential and industrial, transport and basic 
infrastructure areas. Area belongs to the abandoned class if it is not in use and can't any more be 
used for the original purpose without major reparation/renovation work. 

F2 Natural areas not in other use (HILUCS code: 11) 
This class includes areas which are in natural state and not in other use (e.g. protected areas).  

F3 Transitional areas (HILUCS code: 12) 
This class includes areas under construction.  

G Not known (HILUCS code: 13) 
This class includes areas where the land use is unknown. 

C.4 Mapping HILUCS with LUCAS, NACE and Urban Atlas 

This section shows through two examples how to map HILUCS with a specific classification system. 
LUCAS, NACE and Urban Atlas have been selected because they are European. 
 

LUCAS code and definition HILUCS code 

U111 Agriculture (excluding fallow land, kitchen garden and personal 
consumption areas) 

A1 

U112 Fallow land and abonded land in agriculture A1 

U113 Kitchen garden A1 

U120 Forestry A2 

U130 Fishing A4 

U140 Mining and Quarrying A3 

U150 Hunting A5 

U210 Energy Production B1 

U221 Manufacturing of food, beverages and tobacco products B3 

U222 Manufacturing of textile products B3 

U223 Coal, oil and metal processing B1 

U224 Production of non-metal mineral goods B1 

U225 Chemical and allied industries and manufacturing B1 

U226 Machinery and equipment B2 

U227 Wood based products B1 

U311 Railways D1 

U312 Roads D1 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-family_residential
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_home
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U313 Water transport D3 

U314 Air transport D1 

U315 Transport via pipelines D2 

U316 Telecommunication D2 

U317 Storage D1 

U318 Protection infrastructure C3 

U321 Water supply and treatment D3 

U322 Waste treatment D4 

U330 Construction F3 

U340 Commerce, Finance, Business C1 

U350 Community services C2 

U361 Amenities, museums, leisure C3 

U362 Sport C3 

U363 Holiday camps C3 

U364 Nature reserves F2 

U370 Residential E 

U400 Unused G 

 
NACE (Level2) code and definition HILUCS code 

A Agriculture, forestry and fishing  

A1 Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities A1 

A2 Forestry and logging A2 

A3 Fishing and aquaculture A4 

B Mining and quarrying  

B5 Mining of coal and lignite A3 

B6 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas A3 

B7 Mining of metal ores A3 

B8 Other mining and quarrying A3 

B9 Mining support service activities A3 

C Manufacturing  

C10 Manufacture of food products B3 

C11 Manufacture of beverages  B3 

C12 Manufacture of tobacco products B3 

C13 Manufacture of textiles B3 

C14 Manufacture of wearing apparel B3 

C15 Manufacture of leather and related products B1 

C16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; 
manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials 

B1 

C17 Manufacture of paper and paper products B1 

C18 Printing and reproduction of recorded media B3 

C19 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products B1 

C20 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products B1 

C21 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical 
preparations 

B3 

C22 Manufacture of rubber and plastic products B1 

C23 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products B1 

C24 Manufacture of basic metals B1 

C25 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and 
equipment 

B3 

C26 Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products B3 

C27 Manufacture of electrical equipment B3 

C28 Manufacture of machinery and equipment B2 

C29 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers B2 

C30 Manufacture of other transport equipment B2 

C31 Manufacture of furniture B3 

C32 Other manufacturing B3 

C33 Repair and installation of machinery and equipment C1 
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D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply  

D35 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply D2 

E Water supply; sewerage; waste managment and remediation activities  

E36 Water collection, treatment and supply D3 

E37 Sewerage D3 

E38 Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery D4 

E39 Remediation activities and other waste management services D4 

F Construction  

F41 Construction of buildings F3 

F42 Civil engineering F3 

F43 Specialised construction activities F3 

G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles  

G45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles C1 

G46 Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles C1 

G47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles C1 

H Transporting and storage  

H49 Land transport and transport via pipelines D1 

H50 Water transport D3 

H51 Air transport D1 

H52 Warehousing and support activities for transportation D1 

H53 Postal and courier activities C1 

I Accommodation and food service activities  

I55 Accommodation C3 

I56 Food and beverage service activities C3 

J Information and communication  

J58 Publishing activities C1 

J59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound 
recording and music publishing activities 

C1 

J60 Programming and broadcasting activities C1 

J61 Telecommunications C1 

J62 Computer programming, consultancy and related activities C1 

J63 Information service activities C1 

K Financial and insurance activities  

K64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding C1 

K65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social 
security 

C1 

K66 Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities C1 

L Real estate activities  

L68 Real estate activities C1 

M Professional, scientific and technical activities  

M69 Legal and accounting activities C1 

M70 Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities C1 

M71 Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis C1 

M72 Scientific research and development C1 

M73 Advertising and market research C1 

M74 Other professional, scientific and technical activities C1 

M75 Veterinary activities C1 

N Administrative and support service activities  

N77 Rental and leasing activities C1 

N78 Employment activities C1 

N79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related 
activities 

C1 

N80 Security and investigation activities C1 

N81 Services to buildings and landscape activities C1 

N82 Office administrative, office support and other business support activities C1 

O Public administration and defence; compulsory social security  

O84 Public administration and defence; compulsory social security C2 
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P Education  

P85 Education C2 

Q Human health and social work activities  

Q86 Human health activities C2 

Q87 Residential care activities C2 

Q88 Social work activities without accommodation C2 

R Arts, entertainment and recreation  

R90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities C3 

R91 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities C3 

R92 Gambling and betting activities C3 

R93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities C3 

S Other services activities  

S94 Activities of membership organisations C3 

S95 Repair of computers and personal and household goods C3 

S96 Other personal service activities C3 

T Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods and 
services producing activities of households for own use 

 

T97 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel C3 

T98 Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private 
households for own use 

C3 

U Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies  

U99 Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies C2 

 
Urban Atlas code and definition HILUCS code 

1.1.1 Continuous Urban fabric (soil sealing >80%) E3 

1.1.2.1 Discontinuous dense urban fabric (soil sealing 50% - 80%) E3 

1.1.2.2 Discontinuous medium urban fabric (soil sealing 30% - 50%) E2 

1.1.2.3 Discontinuous low urban fabric (soil sealing 10% - 30%) E2 

1.1.2.4 Discontinuous very low urban fabric (soil sealing <10%) E1 

1.1.3 Isolated structure E1 

1.2.1 Industrial, commercial, public, military, private units B and C 

1.2.2.1 Fast transit roads and associated land D1 

1.2.2.2 Other roads ans associated land D1 

1.2.2.3 Railways and associated land D1 

1.2.3 Port areas D1 

1.2.4 Airports D1 

1.3.1 Mineral extraction and dump sites A3 

1.3.3 Construction sites F3 

1.3.4 Land without current use F1 and F2 

1.4.1 Green urban ares E5 

1.4.2 Sport and leasure facilities C3 

2 Agricultural areas, semi-natural areas and wetlands A1 

3 Forests A2 

4 Water A4 and C3 
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Annex D 
(informative) 

Land use and Land Cover Relations 

Land Cover and Land Use have been considered for decades as remarkable aspects for describing 
and understanding land‘s physiognomy and utilization. Land Cover and Land Use information is 
important background information for environmental issues related to the land surface such as 
habitats, biodiversity, catchments hydrology, and climate change

25
 

  
The three main and essential features in the context of describing the interrelation between Land 
Cover and Land Use are: (1) the concepts of Land Cover and Land Use, (2) the questions of land 
units, and (3) the available sources of data for feeding such a component. The third feature will not be 
commented in the following paragraphs. 

D.1 Land cover and land use definitions 

Definition for Land Cover and Land Use concepts is widely known in many of land nomenclatures and 
projects, and INSPIRE 2007/2/CE Directive mainly defines them as bio-physical and functional range 
on land, respectively.  

 Land Cover: Physical and biological cover of the earth's surface including artificial 
surfaces, agricultural areas, forests, (semi-)natural areas, wetlands, water bodies. 

 Land Use: Territory characterised according to its current and future planned functional 
dimension or socio-economic purpose. 

 
There are also more definitions available from UN FAO, UE CORINE and LUCAS projects or national 
databases that complement and clarify in detail their definitions. In particular it is remarkable that both 
definitions are feasible for different scopes: 1) on, above or below of surface, and 2) terrestrial, marine 
and aerial areas. 
 
The relation between Land Cover and Land Use is strong and indissoluble, because the existence of 
use implies causes and consequences on cover and vice versa. Land Cover and Land Use are 
essential components of the land as for each location one type of Land Cover and one type of Land 
Use can be identified. However, definitions of Land cover and Land Use in many existing information 
systems and nomenclatures are often mixed, they are even sometimes seen as the same 
phenomenon. Notwithstanding to reach a complete solution of both components, initially Land Cover 
and Land Use should be treated in parallel way for finally inferring the joint vision. They describe quite 
distinct dimensions of the land surface and should be separately defined and classified to prevent 
ambiguous interpretations. 
 
Furthermore it is important to remind that, contrarily to Land Cover, many Land Uses cannot be 
directly extracted using land monitoring techniques such as aerial photography, and require direct field 
observation or the use of ancillary (planning) data. 
 
There are various approaches that describe the concept of Land Use in different ways. In the literature 
the following aspects are often quoted 

  ―Functional‖ corresponds to the description of land in terms of its socio-economic purpose 
(agricultural, residential, forestry etc.) and links with Land Cover are possible. It could be 
simply identified as ―activities‖ 

                                                      
 
25

 Main references: 
•National Land Use Data Base (NLUD). 2006. Office of the Deputy Primer Minister. United Kingdom. 
•First approximation of a reference land use classification. Christophe Duhamel. 1998. UN-FAO 
•Outcome Paper for Global Consultation. Issue#19a: Land use classification. System of integrated 
Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA). UN-Statistical Division 
•Land Use classification proposed to be used in the SEEA. Gong, Marklund, Tsuji. 2009. UN-FAO 
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 ―Sequential‖ corresponds to a series of operations on land, carried out by humans, with the 
intention to obtain products and/or benefits through using land resources. It could be 
simply identified as ―results form activities‖. 

In the Land use data specification three main aspects have been modelled as feature types: 

 ―Existing‖ or material Land Use in the time of observation. Traditionally, activities effectively 
carried out are taken into consideration. These activities are collected from land 
observation and monitoring projects. 

 ―Planned‖ Land Use regulated by spatial planning documents elaborated at various levels of 
administration. 

 ―Supplementary regulations‖ are information and/or limitations on Land Use activities 
according to regulations. It restricts or conditions the exercise of the freedom to use one‘s 
land property 

 
The choice has been made to incorporate the ―Functional‖ and ―Sequential‖ aspects into the Land Use 
nomenclatures. 

Existing Activity 
Functional (activity's essence) 

Sequential (activity's result) 

Planned 
Activity 

Functional (activity's essence) 

Sequential (activity's result) 

Supplementary regulations Functional (activity's essence) 

LU Branches in INSPIRE data specifications 
 

D.2 Dependencies and consequences between land cover and land use 

Due to the close relation between Land Cover and Land Use the presence of a particular Land Cover 
often conditions the Land Use type and can prevent other land uses. Also the other way round is 
possible, the present Land Cover can be deduced or the future Land Cover can be predicted from a 
specific Land Use type. In this way, rules of inference could be established for different applications to 
identify trends or changes. 
 
For example, a parcel of land covered by field crops can reasonably be associated with agricultural 
use, or a river area will only be used for transport and fishing. A residential area will be made up of a 
mosaic of land cover types including dwellings, other buildings, gardens, roads, paths, woodland and 
bare surfaces. Similarly, an area used for managed forestry would be expected to be covered by trees. 
If it were not, then it may be inferred that the woodland had been felled or the land was being prepared 
for forestation. Or a parcel designated in a plan to be urban park will contain vegetation coverage in 
the future instead artificial structures. 
 
Another important aspect regarding Land Cover and Land Use is the thematic level of detail of each 
no-menclature. For reaching favourable results relating Land Cover and Land Use data, there have to 
be comparable classes with a similar level of thematic detail in each nomenclature. 
 

D.3 Land unit 

‗Land‘ is a widely-used and often loosely-defined term, but classifications are closely tied to the uses 
which will be made of land data collected. Land Unit can be defined as “A delineable area of the 
earth's terrestrial surface, embracing all attributes of the biosphere immediately above or below this 
surface, including those of the near surface climate, the soil and terrain forms, the surface hydrology 
including shallow lakes, rivers, marshes and swamps, the near-surface sedimentary layers and 
associated groundwater and geohydrological reserves, the plant and animal populations, the human 
settlement pattern and physical results of past and present human activity (terracing, water storage or 
drainage structures, roads, buildings, etc.)”

26
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  IDWG-LUP at UN-FAO, 1994 
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However the delineation of Land Cover and Land Use types is often difficult as there are no easily 
identifiable natural ‗units‘ or ‗objects‘ that form the basis for identification of Land Cover and Land Use 
types. Where an object has a physical boundary (e.g. factory, dwelling, plot of grazing land) due to its 
man-made origin, it is easily identifiable. However, identifying objects and delineating boundaries in 
semi-natural environments or complex buildings is more intractable. Even more complicated is the 
delineation of objects with multiple uses to be identified vertically, i.e. use above and below ground 
level at the same location. 
 
A spatial information system regarding Land Cover or Land Use needs spatial units that are 
represented by geometry like a polygon or a grid cell. For defining a Land Unit, two fundamental 
principles are important: 

- Land Units should represent homogeneous and continuous Land Cover or Land Use. 
- Land Units should be conformed to cartographic restrictions as Minimum Mapping Unit, and/or 

shape of land unit (e.g. minimum width). 
 
When the complexity of the real world is simple both principles can be maintained to delineate the 
Land Cover or Land Use. However, when the reality is more complex the correct identification can‘t 
meet both principles. Normally, for simplifying the management of information, the second principle 
takes preference over the first, resulting in mixtures of land use types in horizontal, vertical or temporal 
dimension.  
 
Horizontal mixing by ‗juxtaposition‘ is strongly dependant on the scale and unit of observation e.g. the 
mixing of sports facilities with other recreational areas within an outdoor amenity space or the 
assemblage of uses within a defined industrial site. These configurations are usually handled through 
definition and application of rules. Rules of ‗preferences‘ usually are employed for Land Use,. An 
example is the ‗main activity‘ rule which determines the activity on which other activities or uses 
depend and without which they would loose their purpose. This is illustrated by a manufacturing plant 
that accommodates several uses additional to, but dependent on, manufacturing, such as storage, car 
and lorry parking and offices. 

 
Horizontal mixing „juxtaposition‟ 

 
Vertical mixing in the third dimension is caused by ‗superposition‘ of different covers or uses. Mixing in 
the third dimension is independent of scale of observation and requires a rule so that elements are 
correctly identified and recorded. Blocks of offices and/or flats with shops at ground level provide a 
classic case of mixing by superposition. ‗Mapping‘ rules such as ‗majority use‘ or ‗ground floor use‘ are 
sometimes used in land use surveys to cartographically depict Land use. However, in both cases there 
is a loss of information which could be significant for user related purposes. Recording all uses at all 
levels provides a more generic approach that can serve multiple applications and still allows, if 
necessary, the subsequent application of a mapping rule to simplify the occurrence of multiple uses for 
display purposes. 
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Vertical mixing „superposition‟ 

 
Temporal mixing is used to describe instances where the land accommodates more than one cover or 
use and is highly dependent on the time of observation. Temporal mixing can be virtually 
simultaneous, for example, forestry and recreation, water storage and recreation, or can occur over 
longer cycles, for example, weekday car park and weekend market. Again the application of a 
‗mapping‘ rule such as ‗primary use‘ that seeks to identify a single or primary use for each piece of 
land will result in a loss of information. Recording all instances of use is usually preferred. 

 
Temporal mixing 

 
With the previous definition of the Land Unit it is clear that different geometries for LU and LC exist. 
The relation between these geometries depends on the complexity of the land information system. The 
simplest relationship between the LC and LU is the superposition of both geometries that will not fit 1:1 
in most cases.  
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Annex E 
(informative) 

Proposed changes to D2.3 V3.0 

There are two main land use definitions, a functional one and sequential one (Duhamel, 1998). The 
functional definition defines land use as the description of land in terms or its socio-economic purpose 
(agricultural, residential, forestry etc.). The sequential definition describes land use as a series of 
operations on land, carried out by humans, with the intention to obtain products and/or benefits 
through using land resources. However, examples given for the sequential definition of land use are 
limited to operation sequences decided by farmers over years: ploughing, seeding, weeding, fertilizing, 
weeding, harvesting for maize the first year, etc. This concept would need more clarification in non 
agricultural domain. This sequential approach is rather complex since the majority of attributes are not 
inherent features of land use, the proposed system is tailored uniquely towards agricultural uses and 
introduces a difficult component of time (reference period of observation and cycles). Providing such 
detailed information would raise many questions: who needs this information, how to design a cost-
efficient system at such a detailed level? In addition, links with land cover classification could not be 
ensured. 
 
Therefore the functional definition of Land Use will be used for defining the relevant INSPIRE theme. 
One of the key component of INSPIRE Land use theme will be the nomenclature that defines the 
socio-economic purpose taken into consideration and the level of detail to be retained as well as the 
question of extensive use versus intensive use of land, e.g. regarding agriculture practices, level of 
social mix, or density of houses. 

E.1 Land use plans/ land use regulation 

The land use plans regulate actual and future use of areas. The land use plans commonly have 
significant textual regulations to each area/land category or specific areas. The land use plans are of 
varying detail; Municipal land use plans, detailed regulation plans for blocks or smaller areas within 
urban areas.  

 Land use may be seen as divisions at a nation wide level, e.g. distinguishing between private 
and state owned land.  

 Land use plan is commonly made at regional levels as kinds of master plans, e.g. covering 
the full extent of several municipalities, the borders of areas defined in the map being 
fuzzy  

 Land regulation plans at detailed low level may cover populated areas or areas of specific 
economic or social interest. The plans may direct utilization level, the % of building 
coverage within areas, height regulations or functional regulations, and maps produced 
apply to the cadastral,parcels.  

 
It is a very diverse situation concerning land regulation/ land use plans as these spatial data 
commonly are based on national or regional legislation or other kinds of regulation. The 
documents/maps are frequently seen as legal documents, and the categories remain for decades as 
rights directing use land and property. These documents are opposable to third parties in their paper 
form and their digital versions have no legal status in many European countries. Does INSPIRE have 
to deal with the textual regulation, necessarily written in the national languages? Focussing on the 
broader categories, but the option is left open for countries to add a hyperlink to the full land use 
regulation text. Categories of land use follow such regulations. Furthermore, operational plans may for 
some areas be old and based on older legislation, and their nomenclature may be obsolete. 
Operational land use plans may be as old as 100 years or more. Also plans being proposed and being 
in a process or public/sectoral hearing can be relevant for dissemination in the infrastructure. The time 
dimension is also related to the process of devising a spatial planning document as well as the relation 
between past land use zoning and the actual changes in the land use observed long time after plan is 
approved. 
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It is possible to allocate three different land uses to one parcel: the pre-destination, the destination and 
the after-destination. For example an agricultural area is allowed to keep on existing until 2012, after 
which it will be turned into a mining area, after the mining has finished the land will be converted into a 
nature reserve. 
 

E.2 Functional land use – according to socio-economic purpose 

Functional areas within urban or rural areas may be mapped through fieldwork, register information or 
through modelling using socio-economic input data in a GIS. A classification of the land use 
phenomenon may be based on the ISIC Rev.3 (International Standard Classification of All Economic 
Activities) classification drawn up by the United Nations (approved by the Statistical Commission in 
1989) and recommended for use throughout the world. This classification is integrated in the sense 
that it ensures a full harmonization with another main branch of economic classifications: the 
classifications of products (ICPC Central Product Classification) which are fundamental for foreign 
trade statistics, statistics of production and consumption, energy statistics, etc. The ISIC classification 
may therefore be appropriate to characterise land use percentages for administrative units. The ISIC 
Rev. 3, is fully compatible with the EU NACE Rev. 1 (Nomenclature des Activités de la Communauté 
Européenne) system for the first two levels. (System replaced by 1.1.2008, see references). On the 
other hand the ISIC system is not in use within the spatial planers community mainly because is does 
not provide entries for ―residential area‖, ―recreation areas‖, ―mix residential-activity area‖ that are 
common in spatial planning documents. 
 
Whichever system will be recommended in the INSPIRE Context, member states will have to develop 
their own mapping from national classification to it. The question remains with the planners‘ usage 
regarding land use classes. Being contacted, the International Society of City and Regional Planners 
(ISOCARP) has not developed any such classification scheme. 
 

E.3 Scope, use examples 

Many of the management and planning activities at local level require detailed data. Proper location, 
the geographical position, is important. The level of accuracy needed in location varies, the need for 
(and will to produce) accurate data being higher in urban or built-up areas and lower in rural and 
natural/semi-natural environments. Data producers may be requested to provide information on the 
positional accuracy and the exhaustivity of their LU datasets. The concept of ―minimum LU unit‖ 
questions the mandatory provision of the size of the MLU unit by the producer. Similarly, interest in 
frequent updating decreases with distance from central areas. The detailed area planning covers both 
land and sea/coastal areas including inland and some off shore water bodies.  
 
Land Use is important for impact assessment and monitoring of implementation of policies and legal 
instruments for sustainable management of the environment, like Natura2000.  
 
Policies:  
6EAP, EIA guidelines. Several policies and strategies give highlight the value of regional approaches 
with integrated land/area management, such as the Integrated Coastal Zone Management, 
Communication on planning and environment, Water Framework Directive and the Communication on 
risk prevention.  
Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) for projects and Strategic Environmental Assessment 
(SEAs) for policies, plans and programmes ensure that significant environmental impacts are 
identified, assessed and taken into account in decision-making process to which the public can 
participate.  
Others European policies and issues including the climate change policy, sea level rise, Urban sprawl, 
soil directive, polluted soil, regional policies and related relevant national policies will require Land use 
information. 
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E.4 Important feature types and attributes 

Kinds of features depend on kind of land use and land use plan. A representation of a land use plan 
may be structured as a layered dataset.  

 boundary of plan/regulation  

 land use category area  

 land use regulation area or prescription regarding land use 

 land use restriction area or constraints regarding land use (in connection with the Area 
management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units theme)  

 elements within a plan (road boundaries, building boundaries, forest/agricultural land 
boundaries etc)  

Does the ―back-ground‖ or reference material over which the zoning map is created be part of the 
Land Use theme? Is it an information to be documented in the Metadata associated with LU datasets? 
This raise the issue of relative positional accuracy of two layers to be superimposed. 

Important attributes  

 land use category  

 land use regulation category  

 land use restriction category  

 present/existing or proposed/planned/future  

 legal reference  

 date of entry into force  

 link to text regulations for each area  

 

E.5 Links and overlaps with other themes 

  

 Cadastral parcels as a possible back-ground for a given Land Use datasets: relative 
positioning 

 Administrative units that are concerned with a given Land use dataset: Geometric overlap 

 Statistical units that are concerned with a given Land use dataset:: Geometric overlap 

 Geographical names associated with land use area: Geometric overlap 

 Hydrography as elements within a plan: Geometric overlap 

 Transport networks as elements within a plan: Geometric overlap 

 Protected sites as elements within a plan: Geometric overlap 

 Land cover as a possible back-ground for a given Land Use datasets: relative positioning 

 Buildings as elements within a plan: Geometric overlap 

 Human health and safety as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and geometric 
overlap 

 Utility and governmental services as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and 
geometric overlap 

 Production and industrial facilities as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and 
geometric overlap 

 Agricultural and aquacultural facilities as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and 
geometric overlap 
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 Population distribution – demography as input to the spatial planing process:  

 Area management/restriction/regulation zones and reporting units as elements within a plan: 
Sharing nomenclature and geometric overlap 

 Natural risk zones as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and geometric overlap 

 Habitats and biotopes as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and geometric 
overlap 

 Energy resources as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and geometric overlap 

 Mineral resources as elements within a plan: Sharing nomenclature and geometric overlap 

 

E.6 Reference documents 

Christophe Duhamel (1998) First approximation of a reference land use classification, Report to the 
FAO 
 
CNIG: Annexe 5 – Liste des données géographiques de référence en domaine littoral (France)  
CORINE as a European Land Use nomenclature (e.g. urban sprawl MOLAND).  
 
Council Regulation (EEC) no. 3037/90 concerning the statistical classification of economic activities in 
the European Community (NACE rev.1) is repealed by Regulation (EC) no. 1893/2006 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 December 2006 establishing the statistical classification 
of economic activities NACE revision 2 and amending Council Regulation (EEC) No 3037/90 as well 
as certain EC Regulations on specific statistical domains. (NACE rev. 2) This Regulation shall apply 
from 1 January 2008. As a consequence NACE rev.1 as well as ISIC Rev. 3 is not applicable from 1 
January 2008 onwards. 
 
EuroGeographics: EuroRegionalMap Specification 4.0 and Data Catalogue  
 
INTESA-GIS: 1n1007_1-2 - Specifiche per la realizzazione dei data base topografici di interesse 
generale. Il catalogo degli oggetti (v.3_3). (Italy)  
 
Nomenclature statistique des Activités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne (NACE), 
revision 1.1, at : http://www.fifoost.org/database/nace/index_en.php  
 
Norwegian feature catalogue including different chapters and UML models for land use 
planning/masterplan, land cover (with a land use component) See URLs: 
http://www.statkart.no/sosi/UMLfullmodell/Plan/Plan.htm 
http://www.statkart.no/sosi/UMLfullmodell/Markslag/Markslag.htm 
 
RAVI:NEN3610 by ―Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment (VROM), Information 
model Land use plans (Informatiemodel Ruimtelijke Ordening), 2006, 
http://www.helpdeskdurp.nl/files/412/deelpublicatie_6_.pdf‖  
 
United Nations, International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), Rev. 3, at: 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcst.asp?Cl=2 
 
 

http://www.fifoost.org/database/nace/index_en.php
http://www.statkart.no/sosi/UMLfullmodell/Plan/Plan.htm
http://www.statkart.no/sosi/UMLfullmodell/Markslag/Markslag.htm
http://www.helpdeskdurp.nl/files/412/deelpublicatie_6_.pdf
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcst.asp?Cl=2
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Annex F 
(informative) 

Ecological function of land 

According to the INSPIRE definition land use is described as a functional dimension or socio-
economic purpose. This view on land use raises the question if nature / protecting biodiversity / the 
ecological function of land can be seen as a human activity and thus can be classified as land use. It 
is arguable that nature does not serve an economic function for humans. In this light, nature areas 
should be classified as areas with no use. There is however another view that should be taken into 
account, which defines land use as the description of land in terms of its socio-economic and 
ecological purpose.  
 
Nature 2000 is a European agreement to create a European Ecological Network. In this agreement 
existing nature is protected and new nature is realized. To form this network ecological corridors and 
stepping stones are created in order to let species more easily spread from one area to another. The 
existing nature in Europe is however not something that just exists without interference of humans, this 
nature must be actively protected. Local, regional and national governments and associations try to 
enhance the biodiversity in those areas. New nature is created, for example by digging away fertile, 
overly fertilized top soils and revealing the poor soil underneath or by making sure the groundwater 
levels don‘t fall beneath a certain level. By doing this environments are created to attract endangered 
species, to give them a place where a stable community can survive.  
 
Nature management plans are made to provide the right circumstances for target species to keep on 
living in a specific area. Other areas can be modified to create conditions to attract new (endangered) 
species. Take the example of a grassland or meadow, to make sure that rare grass-species keep on 
existing it is essential that the grass is often and at the right time cut. Otherwise trees will start growing 
that will push away the grasses and flowers. Heath or moorland is also often a created ‗natural area‘. If 
the human activity that created it stops, heath will soon become forest. 
 
And even if nothing had to be done to make sure nature thrives in nature areas, humans still need to 
actively protect these areas. Without the protection or legal regulation, other (economically more 
interesting) functions would soon take over. Biodiversity would be at risk.  
 
Besides the dominant land use ‗nature area‘ these sites are often also ‗used‘ for other human 
activities. They can be used as recreation area or as places to educate people. Besides direct use 
green environments also have a positive influence on our health, physically and mentally. Finally, all 
these nature areas also have an (indirect) economic value: larger numbers of plant species means a 
greater variety of crops (possibly useful for people in the future) 
 
Nature areas also influence the space next to it. Green environments have a proven positive effect on 
humans therefore increasing the ‗livability‘ in areas adjacent to it. Besides the positive effect on 
residential areas it is also interesting for the economy, having nature or green areas in the 
neighborhood increases the value of the property next to it. Of course it can also devaluate the 
property next to it when strict regulations are in place to make sure other land uses do not have a 
negative effect on nature. As a final remark it can be stated that greater species diversity ensures 
natural sustainability for all life forms and healthy ecosystems can better withstand and recover from a 
variety of disasters. 
 
If you take the definition of the FAO: Land use is "the total of arrangements, activities, and inputs that 
people undertake in a certain land cover type‖, Nature or preserving nature, as argued above is 
definitely a form of land use. 
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